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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCT UARY (or general area ) .....Rai.ne.y.....:fli l·dl·i ·fe .. ··Sanetu ar;j··......... STATE. .......L a·;·························· ...................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.....M.....S.e.p.t.....6..... t .a.....sep.t ....1.2.,.J..9.6 5
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling;. amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbe~s and names of boats J?et with; n:imes of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happem~gs ; any ~sturbance. of
b irds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roostmg, feedmg or nestmg
concentrations.

Date..... M.2!:1.4..~Y. ....... ~.~.P .}. . .2. ... ...........................

Weather cl oudy an d Light Showers in t he morning
I came to Hq in t he Morning and Ernest and I painte d allday on the
Main Hq Bldg .

Date.....TU.e.s.d.ay..........Sep.t .... .7. . ........................

Weather clear and Wi n d North . Ernest and I Painte
on the Hq Bldg . we Finished in t he Afternoon . The water is Very High
for a north Wind .

Date .. .We.d ne..sday...... se.p.t. ....

s .......... . . .. . . Hurricane

Betsy is He ading our Way . Ernest and
I worked allday Picking up Equipment and tieing some down , To try and
save all we can from Betsy .

Date....1~~.~ .~.4.~Y. . . 9.E?.P.t.. . . 9.............................

We finished getting Hq ready for Betsy in t he
Morning and we went to Our homes to get them ready . Betsy is Moving at
20 Mph . and Has winds of 150 mph and she is Pushing a 10 ft. Tide . She
Will Hit the Coa st sometime toni ght .

Date ..F.;r..i.q~Y .....S.ept . . lO.,. ...............................

Betsy Passed during the night and we got 2 inc
of rainand Gusting winds. We were able to Move back to our Homes in the
aft ernoon . We strai ghten out our Homes a little and spent the night at
t hem .

Date .. S.a turd.ay..... se.p.t.....1 1 .........................;veather

partly cloudy and winds arewest at 25 mp
Erne st and I came to Hq in the Morning and we work all,i ## morning
straightening up . Ernes t ~ ~4 ~ l went to His Home in the afternoon and
I Remained at Hq and Cle ane d u p .

Date .W..~.?-t.h~~ ...J~. ~.P..t......1.2............... . ..............Weather Partly cloudy

Each warden sign or initial here:

with Thund er showers scat t e r ed around Hq . I spent tlie
day at Hq cleaning p. and Ernest Spent the
day at His Home .

2M · 3 - 56 -CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .Rainey .... W
il.d li.f.e. ... S.an.c.tuar y ...... ........ STATE ... .L.a.. ............ ........... ... . ...................... ......... ..... ....... ..... ................ . .
INCLUSI VE DATES.. !.\~@..1..~t
~.9.......$..~.l?..]..! ..
5

. J.9.... .

NOTE:

5.. . .....19.9

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats J?et with; n:ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happem~gs; any ~sturbance. of
b irds or other wildlife; estim ate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roostmg, feedmg or nest mg
concentrations.

Date ..Monday...... augus.t

....J.6 ............... ........... Weatherclear in the Morning , light showers in th
late after.noon.Ernest came to Uqin the Morning . We worked all Morning
getting the Shop ready to Paint . In the Afternoon I went to See My
doctor in Abb . and Spent the Night at My home . Ernest spent the rest
of the after.noon cleaning the shop.

31
Weather partly cloudyand c o~l , Wind North East
c.aiiie. . ..t .6. . .Hq. ...in t he Morning and we painted allday on the

!fi'iiesday August

Date..ai·· ..·5··. mph'~'f ...

Shop.

DateW..~.@.~..$..9,.~Y. ....S.~.:P.t..... l ............. ...............

Weather Partly cloudy& and cool We painted all
day,I painted on the Sho p and Erne s tCleaned the Main Hq Bldg.In the
Afternoon we both Painted on the ~ain "q . Bldg.

Date.Thurs.day..........se.p t2 ...............................weather

cool and wind North at 10 mph.Ernest
and I went and Patrol thae South west pass area in the Morning . and we
went and Visit at the rig at the Pass . they a r e trying to Complete the
Well at the Pass. The Dredge is almost Finished with the New Location
at the Pass.In the t~ternoon we Painted on the Main Hq Bldg.

Date ....Fri.day .... sept.....}

..................................... Weather Clear wind North Co ol 68 -SO. Ernest

Paint ed on the Main Hq Bldg.I went to My Home.I saw My First Marsh
Hawk of the Season . today .

D ate .. .$.~.~:i:4.~ .4.~Y..........S..~.P.t......4......................... Weather

clear and wind North,!O to 82 . I spent
t he day at My Home and Ern 3s t spen t the day at Hq and Cleaned and
Painted the Wood work on the Boat shed.

D atc .....Sun.d ay . . sep.t ....5 ...we.at-he.r ..

clear and cool 70 to 82
I spent the day at My Home and Ernest spent
the Day at Hq.

2M · 3-56 - C P

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Eac~- sig _initial here:

~- · · · · · · · ·~· · tr. .,!&.............

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON ·soCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .....i.~~.~.E:'..Y.... . '#.~.!.~~.~.~.~......~.~~. ~.~~.~;Y............ STATE. ...~.~.~................................................................................................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES..... Augus.t. .... 23. . ...........t.o .....Augu.s.t....29
~OTE:

,1965

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled ; h ours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or \ parts purchased or taken aboar d; number s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken alon g. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kin ds of b irds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Weather Cloudy and Raining we Rec 1 inch of rain
It rained almost all day.I came to Hq in the morning and Ernest and
I worked all day in the Main Hq Bldg to get it Ready so we could s
Start Painting it.

Date..........M<:>Jl.4.?-Y. ... Aµgµ§.t .... ......2.3...............

Date.......... Tue.s.day.. ........ Augus.t ....24..........

Weather clear and in the Late afternoon we rec •
• 5 inch of rain.Ernest abd I painted allday in the Main Hq.We are
starting to see quiet a few Teal Passing around Hq.The Teal Hunting
Season will Open on the 18 of Sept and Continue to the 26 of sept.
The Majority of the People I talked to in this area dont think very
Much of the Idae of this early season on Teal.

.
. . .~~~.~.:1;...........?..$... Weather clear in the Morning with 1 inch of
rain in the Afternoon . In the morning I went and Patrol the deep lake
area about 25 Teal an~ S 5o Mottled ducks . I returm to Hq and we
Painted tae rest of the day.

Date......... W.~ §.~.~.4..~Y.

Date......... W.b.J~l.t.~.~.e:Y ........ ~µgµJ;!.t......2.6......

Weather cloudy and raining we rec • 5 inch of rain
We painted allday in the Main Hq Bldg.

Date ........Frid.ay.......... augus.t . ..... .. 2.7..........

weather Partly cloudy no rain .Ernest went to
His Home in the Morning and I remained at hq and Mowed my Lawn. In
the afternoon I went and Patrol the Tom Bayou area. I saw lots of
Mottled Ducks and a few Teal .

Date ...... $~.~.~.~4.~Y.

... ~~.@..~.~......?..$.. ......... Weather cloudy and we rec • 5 inch in the Momin~
I went to Intracoastal to Bring my family out and talk to Mr Nick .
In the afternoon I weturned to Hq.

Date ......Sun.day.......... augus.t

....29 ............... Ernest spent the day at
His Home and I went and Patrol the west
Chenier area I saw Lots of Teal and Mottled
Ducks.

2M -9-61 -CP

(Use additional sheet to avoi.d crowding)

Each warden si~ here:

¥ .::.::C... .

. ~. 9 . ~ .~. ................. .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

~~.~.1.l:f3..!.. . .~'.~. ~A~.f.~.~. ...?..~?. ~~~:7. .. .... .. . STATE. .... E~. ~. .... . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . . .. . ... . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .....

SANCTUARY (or general area ) ..
INCLUSIVE DATE S.. Augu..s.t ..... l .6. .....t
N OTE :

Q.....A'\.l.glJ.S.t ......2.2.... J. 9 6 5

~eport. weath er conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or ot.h er wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date........M.9.~.~ .?:Y.... ?::l:l.g.~..

±.9. .................................. Weather partly cloudy and ho t '7 2 to 94 l ight
showers during the day. Ernest came t o Hq.in the Morini ng and when
he arrived I went to My home and to abbeville to see my Doctor . I was
feeling very Bad.I spent the Night at My Home.

Date........ Tue.a.day..... Aug.. ..... 1.7......... ................

Weather cloudy adn raining most of the day, . 6 in.
it cleared in the late afternoon.I returned to Hq . im the Morning.
Ernest took the Big signs at Hq Down and Brought them in the Shop and
cleaned them ar:rl Pain ted them.

Weather Partly cloudy and Hot 74 to 92 we rec .
Late afternoon. Ernest and I cleaned the Small
boat s and in the Afte·r noon we cleaned the Motors and went and Patrol
the west Chenier area .

wedriesday

rs

Date.........~ .. ~-5irich" ...O'f .... Rairiiri .....the

J .9-.. . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . ...leather cl oudy and scattere d s howers we rec • • 3
inch of rain . In the Morning we went and Patrol the East Chenier area
Wesaw about loo Blue- in ed Teal t he ixst I have seen this Year.I
also a
e and 3 coots . so about
Mottled ducks.The Marsh
in Most Places is still dry but the Lakes in most Places are starting
to show water.

Date ........ T.h~~-~.~~Y . . .

Weather cloudy and l i ght s howe r s in the Morning
and late afternoon.I went to My home in the Morning and to abb . to
get the Paint for the Inside of Hq.Ernest remained at Hq and mowed
t he Lawn.

Date.. .... F.r .i.da.y .........20................. ............. ................

D at e........ .Sat.ur.day ......... 21 ............... ...................... W
eather

partly cloudy in the Morning and Ha avy
rain in the Late afternoon 1 inch.Ernest spent the day at hq and
painted the Bottom of the Small flat boat.I spent t he day at my home.

Date .........S..µp..ggy ... ... ....~.~................................... . ........

Weather partly cloudy
and in the Afternoon we rec • • 5 inch of Rain.
Ernest went and Patrol the East chenier canals
and report ed about 250 Teal in the Goose Ponds
(Use additional sheet to avoid cr"1Wding)

n' Z
r · ial here:

'-

. . . ...s. . . . . . .

;?2---

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

/

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen er al area ) .. Rainey .... \Jl.il.dl.i.fe ......san.c.tuary............. STATE. .....la ................ .... ... ...... .... .... ..................................... ........................
INCLUSIVE DATES... August. ...9..... t .o..... Augu.s.t.........1.5.. ,.l 9 6 5
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or parts pur chased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentr ations.

D ate........M.9.~.4.~Y......Ai:l.~.!3..:t......9..........................

Weather Partly cloudy with • 3 inch of Rain fallin
in the Late Afternoon.I Mowed the Lawn at Intracoastal in the Morning
and cmae to Hq . In the Afternoon Mr . Calaghan and Mr . Nick came to Hq.
we spent the Afternoon around Hq .

Date.........Tue..s.day.....Augus.t ..... 1.6... ..............

Weather partly cloudy wind S-East at 10 mph temp
74 to 84.In the Morning I went to Intracoastal and Arrange for a Plane
ride over Sanctuary for Mr Calaghan . Nick took mr.calaghan on patrol
t o East Chenier .In the afternoon we went and Patrol the South-west
Pass area and Visit at the Rig . When we Ret . Nr.Nick and Mr Oalaghan
returned to Intra.

Date ........We.d.ne.s.d.ay. .... august .....11.Weather

Partly cloudy and wind Northat 4 Mph.Ernest
abd I went to La. Furs .Club to get a Barge and Return to Hq.We loaded
our Gas Bottles and went To Intracoast pl and Filled th e Bottles.We
returned to Hq in the Afternoon and Unloaded the Bottles •

D ate ........

~~t~·~6-~n. . .~;f·£R·c·~·!·o·fw~:{~~~ w!~~n~~ ~~t~~e~ 0 ~!nga:~ ~~t~a t~rs.

E1m.est remained at Hq and Cleaned the Cris-Craft Boat . In the after noon
when the Rain Stopped we Cut some Grass around Hq.

D at e.. .....F..:r..i.. 4.~Y ..........~µgµs..t ......... l.J....... .....

Weather clear Wind sout heast at 6 mph . Ernest
went to His Home mn the Morning . I remained at Hq and Mowed My Lawn
In the afternoon I went and Patrol the Tom Bayou area.The Kingbird
have Finishe d nes t ing and are gathering in the Hackberry trees along
the Canals to feed on the seed and fatten up before the Migration
begins.

Date ........ S.atur.day..... l.ugust .........1.4 ...... . I

spent the day around Hq. I was sick and felt
very bad.Ernest spent the Day at His Home.

Date ........ S~4..~Y. ........ .A-µgµ.~.t.. .........+..5............

I spent the day at Hq.
Ernest spent the Day at His Home .

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ......R~ine.y ... .Wi.l.dli.fe. .....S.anc.tuary.. .........STATE.. ...La ......................................... ........................................................ ..
INCLUSIVE DATE S.......A~.~.~.~
~.2.....A:q~.~.~......§..1J..965

. . . ?. . .

~OTE :

Report weath er conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ;. amount of gasoline, oil or parts purch ased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats I?et with; n~mes of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenmgs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentration s.

Date .......Monday...... aug.•.2............. ................. .........

Weather clear and Warm, temp 69 to 87, Wind North
at6mph.Ernest arrived at Headquaters in the Morning . We worked around
Hq in the Morning . In the ttfternonn we went and Cut the Grass around t
the Signs North of Hq.

D ate......

~~.t~.~~·as~~~i· '-r5. . .mpii'~. I~e~~~e~o:f!~Yi c~~~~Y an~d pf~~~d 7~p t~~:8N~~d at

Intracoastal and Brought Him to South- west Passto ,Visit at the Rig .
They are Drilling at 17200 ft . we still have about 1500 Egrets on the s
Small Island in the Pass . Ernest remained at Hq and cut the Grass a
Around the signs south of Hq to Belle Isle . I returned to Hq in the
afterno on after I brought Mr . Nick to Intra . city
Date......W.~.@.~.?4.~.Y...........A;gg..........4................... W
eather cloudy and cool 70 to 84 . It started rai
ning in the Morning and Rained allday we received 1 inch . Ernest and I
Spent the Day around Hq .

D ate......Thur.s.day.. ........ Aug ....... .,5........................

Weather cloudy with Showers all around . Wind sout
at 6 mph,Temp72 to 88 . In the Morning Ernest and I went and Cut the Gra
ss around the Signs on the West Chenier canals . In the Afternoon we wen
and Cut the Grass along the East Chenier canals . We saw lots of M~e e ± e a
Mottled Ducks in the Area .

Date . .1J1.ej;da~d.ay ........ Aug ........ 6.......... . .......

Weather Partly cloudy 72 to 87 wind sout h at9
Mph . In the morning I went to My home and into Abb . on Business . Ernest
remained at Hq . amd in the Afternoon He went and Cut the Grass around t
the Signs int the Tom Bayou area.

D ate ....9..~.~:iJ.:!..4.?.:Y. ........ A~K

. . . .~...................... . Weather cloudy and we rec . • 5 inch of rain at
Hq .Ernest spent the Morning at Hq and in the Afternoon he went mid
Patrol the Deep Lake area.I spent the Day at My Home.

2 M ·3·!18-CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ...Raine.y......'.Nildlif.e......S.an.c...tY.~.O ............. STATE. ..........L.E:l:.~ ...........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATE S....J.µ .l.Y......26. . ....T.Q.....W #.Aµ@.§.:t ..J., 19 66
NOTE :

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purch ased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
b irds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.....~N..~.@ .~ .~.9:.§:Y......~~;1.Y. .... ?..~. . ................

Weather cloudy with a light Drizzel, Temp 69 -87
wind north at 4 mph.Ernest and I went and Patrol the DGep lake area
and Visit at the La Furs Club . We then went and Patrol the Nest Chenier
are a . we saw about 500 Mottle d Ducks scattered over the Marshes. t he
Young are flying welland they are Moving around a lot. We received .5
inches of rain i n the Afternoon •

Date.....T.b.µ.r..s..d.~Y. ........J.u ly ...29 ........... .........

Weather cloudy and warm 70 to 88 , wind east at 12
Ernest and I went to Intracoas t alin the Morning . He Mowed the Lawn and
I wen t to Abbeville to get some supplies and and Pick up t he Monthly
bills.In t he Late aft ernoon we Returne d to Hq.

Date

.F.ri.day..........J.uly..... 30........................... Weather clear to Partly cloudy Temp 74 t o92

wind South at 12 mph . Ernes t went to His home and I went and Patrol
the East Chenie r area,The Showers we Have been receiving have Helped
the Marsh a great de al . Tt Kept the Ground Moist enough so as not t o
let t h e Grass Suf f er in Growth . Most of the Grass has Made its Seed
and It is Almost ripe . We saw mne Little Green Heron Nest with 4 eggs
and 3 nest that contained Young .
Date ..

f.g.~~~*~~...wJ.ii¥Y·aR~· ·. 1»atrofh~h:e;~~e~a~~~ a~r~~m~ ;J4v~~f i ' :~n~h= 0 ~i~t:t

Refuge Camp,.• Thwe _w ater in tom Bayou i is Very Salty we usually start
Hawin g Some ",,tFresh water in the Babous at this time of Year . WE have
not .rec . enough rain' to freshen up the water .
Date..... S:qn.~ayr ..... Aug.. .....l
an ~·

Drne st

..........................:....I spent the day at Hq .
··t he Day at His home .

S p~nt

(Use additioTUJl $heet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
1,

.
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or genj~lyeai gi~P.::f~li~·t-~;t~~· . $.~.9..t.µ?.J;X ........... STATE . .....L. ~.................................................................................................
2
INCLUSIVE DATES.......................................................................................................
..

5

~OTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.........M.o.n.da.y. . July . .1.2........................... Weather Partly cloudy and Hot 72 to94. Wind Sout
West at 8 Mph.I return to Hq,thiB morning From my Vacation.Ernest
Mowed the Lawn at Intracoastal and remained at His Home.I went and
Patrol the canals at East Chenier au- Tigre.In the afternoon I went
nad Patrol the Deep Lake Area. we received very Light Showers in the
Late Evening.
Tiiesdaj July 13,
Weather Partly cloudy and Hot 72 to 94 .Light
Date..........Sh'C5we·r s ... Tri"'"the .....tat·e· . . Afternoon.In the Morning I worked on the CrisCraft engine Making Minor Adjustments .In the Afternoon! went l\Ild
patrol the Big Island Bayou area.I saw Lots of Young Green Heron
in the Bushes along the Bayou.Ernest spent the Day at His Home.
Date ...... ...W..~.~.~. !?..4.~Y .............J.µl.y . ...l..4. ,... Weather partly cloudy and Hot. 72 to 95 Wind
west a~ 5 mpn •• Ernest returned to Hq in the Morning.Be· painted some
of the Pilings under 'MyHouse a t. Hq . In The afternoon we worked on the
Boat ways.

Date......... Thur.s.d.a y .........July........ 15............ Weather Partly cloudy with Heavy Thunder S
Showers all around Hq. We receive only Very light showers.We went
to Intracoastal in the Morning and Ernest and I borrowed a welding M
Machine and Made some Brac es for the Boat ways.I also went to abb.
to get some · Material and Supplies t o Fix the Boat ways.In the Late
afternoon we Return to Hq ,
Ji'riday July 16
Weather Partly cloudy and Still Heavy Thunder
Date ......sh'O'We'ri3.... at:r::a::r·c»Uiid . ..Hq. We still dont get any Rain.Ernest and I worked
on the Cris-Craft in the Morning cleaning it up.In whe afternoon we
worked on the Boat waysand ernest went to His Home and I went and
Patrol the Tom Bayou area.The Birds in the area are almost all finshed Nesting.
Date......9?.-t..\l,:r..9.-.?.-Y ......J.µJY .... .l.7. ............. Weather partly cloudy and Hot and we Finally
receive some Rain.A Thunder Shower Passed Hq.In the Late Af t ernoon
with Winds of around 60 Mph.and Leftus 2 inches of Rain.Ernest spent
the day at His Home and I spent the Day a t Hq and Finished Painting
the Pilings Under My House.
Sunday July le
Weather Partly cloudy and
Date ...... 74 .. t.6.... 9·5 ·~wiiid'" Niirth.....at 5 mph. Ernest Spent the
day at His Home and I went and Patrol the west
Chenier area.we saw about 1006 Egret and Ibis
feeding in the Lakes that still Have Water.
2M·9 -61 ·CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) Rai.n e.y .... W.i.1.dl.i .fe..... s.an.c .tuar..y. .............. STATE. ...La ................................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ......J .uly....19..... t .o.....July......2.5.....1.9.6.5
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or \ parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..M.9..P:.c.l~Y. ...cJY-:+Y. .... l.9.................................

Weather Partly cloudy amd Hot 76 to98 No Wind .
Ernest returned to Hq .in the Morning and we worked all day on the
Boat ways TB.king aw.a y old Parts to Replace them with new ones.

'!'ttesttay July 20

weather partly cloudy and Hot 74 to 98 wind North

Date.at ....·4·.. ·mph"~··T1d·e. ··veey.... Tow.In

the Morning I went to Intracoastal and Ficke
up some cement and Returned to Hq.Ernest remained at Hq and worked on
the Boat Ways.In the Afternoon we went to Chenier au Tigre and got
some Sand to Mix in the Cement.

Date

~~~~~-~·~r· · !·~·~£~ ~ ·ik . ·the · Mo~r~!e~~!~t 1 ~~ 1 ~u~~a~~ ctH~~s Z~1i~n~4 t~!nd

Timbers and the Winch on t he Boat Ways . we Finished Installing the
winch and Cemented the Post in the Afternoon. We received .4 inches
of Rain in the Night .

Date..T.h~.~ .§ .4.~Y. . ..J.Y-:+.Y . . .~2 ...

....... ..... ........ ~eather cloudy and Hot 73 to 90, Wind South-east
at 8 Mph. We Received 1.2 inches of rain in the Afternoon. in the
morning Ernest and I went and Patroled the Tom Bayou area.we returned
to Hq Adnstared Cleaning up around the Boat ways.

Date ..Fri.d ay ... J.u ly . ..2.3.................. .W.e.a .ther

Partly cloudy and Drizzling wind South at
8 mph.I went to My Home in the Morning and went to Abbeville to Gey
some Supplies . Erne s t Remained at Hq And stared Mowing the Lawns.

Date.Sunday: .....J.uly.... 2.5 . . . ............ ................I

em.est spent the
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Date ............

¥-g~~~fi·~ · ~~·e ·~l··ciame. t~e~~~~r t~;e:~rn~~gH~d 7ie t~uii~~i~~e s~~!hB~~t
Up on the Boat Ways and Sanded and Cleaned t he Botton.In the Late
afternoon when it was Dry we Co pper Painted it and Put it Back in th
the Wa:ter .

Date .............. Tµ.e...$.d..a.y....J:une . . .2.2...................

Weather Still clear and Hot, 70 to 93, wind south
east at 12 Mph.Ernest and I went an d Patrol the South west Pass
area.The Rig is Drilling at 15065 ft.We Checked the Egret on the
Small Island.We have about 1800 Pairs nesting.They Have nest in the
Brush and also on the Groun •
,

Date ............. W
.e dnse.day. ....J.un.e . .. 23w.......

Weather is the Same Clear to Partly Cloudyand
Hot,70 to 93,Wind southeast at 12 mph . In the Morning Ernest and I
cut Grass around Hq.In the afternoon we went and Patrol the Tom
Bayou area. N;.;. also went and Visit the State Hq . To talk to The Warden

Date..............1§1:1:.~.~4..~Y. ~~~
wind South-sou~h

. ..

. . . ?.4........ . . . . Weather clear to Cartly Cloudy and Hot 72 to 94,

east at 10 Mph . In the Morning Ernest and I worked
on the New Boat cleani ng it Up.In the Afternoon we went and Patrol
the East Chenier area.The Water in the Canals in the Canals is salty
and the Wildlife will be Affected if it Dent Rain soon . The Marshes
Very dry but the Gra ss is Holding its own.

Date.............:ET.i..d..a.y.....J:u.ne ......... 2.5...... ..............

Weather Cloudy to Partly cloudy. We Have Showers
all around But we Bent get any Rain. Ernest and I went and Patrol
the West Chenier area,The Marsh Very Dry,The wil d Rice Growing Very
well and the Indigo in comming along also.We will Have a better
cro:g . Qf .•~nd-i·~o ~hi~ Year than we Had Last • The Pintail and Mallard
wi .11:' <:H~ve ·. (}~o Q 9. . :, .e:e·d . In the Afternoon we went and Patrol the Deep
l~
. · ~artd Vi'si t ''at·.
. the La. Furs Ci1tuB.
Date ..........Satur;day./.. . . J.une,,.:.26::.......... I went on my Vacation today . In the Morning
Ernest came to Intracoastal and Mo,W~dand Cleaned the Lawn . In the
~-~rfJ~. ~~rµ He:· ~e~.~.;ed to Hq.
.
1

>. . .

..
.....
)''

Date ...........Sw.i..9.~Y...............J)Jn.e ........ ..27............

Home . Ernest

Sp~nt

spent the Day at My
the Day at Hq.
Y,

. .
: ·<?

~ .

:·

Each

rden si~ ~ here:

~~ . c..~~ .. ... . ... L ·J-··· ·g_
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Date........M.9.I.:l.c:l.?-Y. ........cI.~~ ....~4....... ..................

weather clear and hot '71 to 94 wind s outhwest
a t 9 mph.I came to Hq in t he Morning and Ernest and I Drained the
water From t he Big Cistern Near t he Main Hq Bldg. and washed it.In
the A.:fternoon we Chipped the Rust and Got it Re ady to Ta)(e Pain t.

Partly cloudy and Hot 70 94 Wind South
west at 12. Ernest and I spent the Morning in t he Marsh in the Deep
lake area/We Poled a Pirogue ahrough the Lakes the Bansna Potatoes
are so thick that you can Har dly get through.They are excellent food
for the Diving ducks.We also walked some of the Marsh the Three
square gra ss is almost as hi gh as a Man and is very He.althy.This will
give us Good Grazing for the Geese.
Date........we.dne.s.day .... J.u ne ....]..6-.......... ..... W
eather clear to Partly and Hot Wind North at
10 Mph.Erne st and I painted the Cistern in the Morning and Mr Nick
arrived with the N ~w~_.I went and Brought him Back to Intracoastal
and Returne d to "'1fff,~ed the Rest of the Day cleaning the New
boat.It was Trucked from the Factory and Is full of ~ar,Geease ,Soot
and Dirt.

Date.........T:ue.s .d.a.y.: .........Jun.e. . .1.5........ ..... ........ W
eather

Date .........T.h:µ;r..e..4.?,Y. .........J.\µ:i,~ . ...l7... ..... . . ....

Weather Clear and Hot 70Tto 95 wind North at 12
Ernest and I worked all Morning on the New Boat.In t he Afternoon
we went to Abbevill e to get Supplies and Fixtures for the New Boat.
We return to Hq in t he Late Aftern oom.

Date........F rid.ay.........June......... i8....................

Weathe r Clear and Hot Temp 70 t o 93 Wind east
at 15.In the Morning Ernest went to His Home.I went and Patrol t he To
Tom Bayou and Look at some Dams that the Saate Wildlife Has Erected
I also went and Visit at the State Hq.I notice theat the Egrets and
Heron Concentrates He avy on the Canals that the. state Has Dammed.
Thes e Bayous saise a lo t of small Fish and Shrimp For Feed.

Date

Saturday June 19

....T5 ..

riiph'~·Eriie. st "···~3'perit'

weather Cie.ra and Hot 1'emp 63 to 94 wind south at

.... the Day at His home .I had some friends for a

visit at Hq. He and I went and Patrol the East Chenier and we went in
an old Location that is Dammed on the Sanctuary and Found a large
colony of .Li t tle _Q~~gn...H,~Qll......~§~1ll g~They like to Nest in a place
where Fr ~Ia~-aha'Jlfoo·a is Abundant.
Date .......... S:unday .....J.:une. ... 2.0. ...........................

Weather clear and Hot
Temp 65 to 92 wind South east at 16.Ernest spe
day at his Home.In the morning My Family and
I went to Intra.City to Have dinner with My
Family We returned to Hq in the Afternoon.
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.7.................... . . . . . Weather clear and Hot in the daytime but a
thund er shower moved through in the afternoon and dropped .5 inch
of rain.The ground is very dry on the ridges and has large cracks.
I hope the General rains start soon . Ernest mowen· the lawnat Intra.
and came to Hq.I haul e d dirt on the Lawn at Hq and Ernest mowed
part of the lawn.

Date.......M.9..11.4.?Y. .J.:t:I.n.~ .

Date ....... Tu.e.s .d ay..... June..... 8... ............................

Weather Cloudy an d hot We have Thunder Showers
all around but we do not receive any rain. Ernest and I finishe e mowing the Lawns a t H .In the afternoon I went and Patrol the Tom Bayou
area and Ernest remai n ed at Hq and Painted some Windows . We saw 160
Wood Ibis Near Hq Flying from west to east .

Date ....

· ~·~·~~·t§~d.....~~k. . ~ri....a. . d:a{~e~h~l~~~s:r1~o~~! ~~!~t 9 ~e~~~n!~e a~ 0 ~:ng
and Painted Windows.I noticed a lot of Kingbird and Orchard Oriole
Hatching. There were a lot of Orchard Oriole in the brush near the
nest that were ready to fly. It seems that every nest Produced 2
biras.There were also a lot of Young Grakel flying around.

Date.......'J1h:g.~§.4.?Y......... J..'W1.~......l.O................. W
eather

clear and Hot 72 to 92 • Wind south west
at 12 mph. Ernest and I worked on the Flat boats ,we Fiber-~lassed the
bottoms to Keep them from wareing out.In the afternoon we went and
patroled the West chenier area. The roseaus cane was thin along the
can~ls las t year but will be fairly thick and Healthy this Year.

Date ....Fri.day.......... J.u ne ... .... . 11. ..... ............W
eather

clear to Partlyciboudy and temp 70 to 91
I went to My home in the Morning and Ernest remained at Hq . arl.d put
the First coat of Paint on the Flat bo a ts. We see a very good hatching of Mottled duck s.The older ones are starting to fly together in
numbers.
·

Date ....

lt~riij·~n8me~~.d . . B~e. s· t w:;~~~r t~! 0 ~~~ ~~m~q

: d t~u~

of Paint on the Flat Boats.

Date...... S.unday: .... J.une ......................1.3. ........... .

Weather Partly cloudy and
hot 70 to92 I spent t he day at My home and
ernest went and Patrol the Vermillion bay area.
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Jate....Mo.n.<J.~Y. .....D~.G..e..mb..~.r.·.....31. .•..............

Boudreaux an d I epent the morning at heado uarters . On section 29 just
west of Coot lake we have feeding about 1500 Geese, those are just
about all the Geese we hav on the sanctuary at this time. In the
afternoon Boudreaux and I left headqua r te r s and wen t to Abbevilleo
Date....T..ue..s.d.ay . ..Jan.uar.y ....1. ,... .. 19.6 3.

Boudreaux and I spent the day at our home in

~bbeville ,

New Year.

Date ... .W.e.d.n.e .sda y .....Jan.ua.ry .....2 .•..........

This morning Boudreaux and I left
In the afternoon Boudreaux patrol
Deep lake, he reports no Ducks in
headquarters and change the water
rain in the late afternoon .

Abbeville and return at t he sanc t uazy.
west up Belle Isle bayou and out t o
this pond . I spent the afternoon at
pump on the Light palnt . Had a light

Date....T.hu:r..s.day. ... .J.anua.r.y.....3 .~·· ·· · ····· · ···

Thie morning Boudreaux an d I spent the good part of the day at headquarters on account of bad 'eather and heavy rain . In the afternoon
I left ~ea d quarters and patrol out to Southwest Pass and the vicinity
seen lots of Scaup on the bay but no Geese in that area. Boudreaux
patrol at the east end of Chenier Au Tigre a nd t he Leo's ridge area
he reQo rt lote of Mixe d Ducks but no Geese i n t ha t area.
Date.. F.r..t..9.aY. .....J..~nu..~r.Y. ....4.~ ..... ..................
This morning Boudreaux and I went south at the west end of Chen i er
Au Tigre seen plenty of Ducks in that area but ve r y few Geese, plenty
of fresh ater on all of the marsh at this time , on the way back we
went to Belle Isle ri dge an d seen plenty of mixed Ducks also in those
area . Had more hea vy rain thru the early part of the evening.
Date ..... Saturday..... Janua.r.y..... 5.•.. ............

This morni ng Boudreaux went south at the east en of Chenier Au Ti g r e
and walk east to the State Re~uge line on section 33, he reports about
2,000 Geese u~eing that area at this time.In t h e af t ernoon I left headauarters an d went to Abbeville, Boudrea ux re ma i n at heada uarters . Had
more heavy rain thru the afternoon.
Date......sunday .... Janua ;r.y .... 6. •.....................

Each warden4ig?Jor initial here:
I spent the day at ho me in Abbeville. Boudreaux
spent the morni ng at headq uarters. I n the after- ffeQ!f; .,JC!.i!~
noon he patrol north out of Deep bayou and east long ·· th e · · ··vet,.ml T tcHr · ··t~:ry·· · ······ ···....
shore t o look over a flock of Geese feeding in t at ....ar.e.a .....tha.t. ....w.i.11....n umb.er.........
2M-9-61~c9 me thi n~u ~1.Mit~P.+AQet~li ~IJ~
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Date.. .Mo.n..9,aY. ....JanuarY .... .7. ........................

This morning Boudreaux left headquarters and came for me at the boat
landi ng at Intracoastal city, we return back to headquarte r . I n the
afternoon we patrol at t he west end of Cheni e r Au Tigre, seen very few
Geese in that area but plent of mixed Ducks, we return via La. Furs for
a short v1stt with the boys. Late this afternoon I went back to Abbeville
for the night, Boudreaux remain Rt beaa w1artere.
Date...'r..~..~.§.4.~Y .....J.~.r.1.l,l,~PY .....e..~

..... ... . ...

Thi s morning Willie Wiae and I left Abbeville and drove to New Orleans
to do some shopping, we return to Abbeville in the early evening, I spent
the night at home. Boudreaux spent part of the day on the marsh south
of Leo's ri dge and in the Nick's lake area doing some burning of the marsh.
The Gee se on the sanctuary at this time are not to many .

Date .W..~.9:.n.~..S..9..~Y ....J.~n.\.l:a.r.Y. .....9. ..............

This morning I left Abbeville early and came to boat l andi ng, Boudrea~x
met me an d e return at . the sanctauty, in the afternoon Boudreaux patrol
at the head of Tom bayou and report no Gee s e in that area, I patrol south
at the east end of Chenier Au igre, seen plenty of mixe d Ducks but very
few Geese,plenty of fresh water on all of the marsh.
1

Da te ...T..hµ.r. _
e. cJ.~Y. .... J..~DJJ.~..:r.Y..... l..0. .•............

Boud reaux and I spent t hP morning at hea dquarters. I n t he afternoon I went
south at Leo's and Belle Isle ri dge seen planty Ducks and very few Geese
and pl e nty of fresh ater. On s ection 29 and 30 just east of De ep bayou
along Vermi l ion b ~y we have fee ding at this time 3 ,000 Ge e se, tho s e are
e.bnut all the 1.reeRe we have at this ti me on the sanc taur y . ==-::...

Date...F.r.1.daY. .... J.a.nua.ry. .....11.•....................

Boud reaux ana I spent all day at headquarters on account of bad weathP.r
and light rain thru the night, wind shift to the northwest and the tide
is get.ting low. Boudreaux left hPadquarte rs and went home for the eekend off, I remain at hea dquarters.
Date ....S..a t.ur..QaY....J.an.u.a..:r.y.....12..•....... ....

This morning weather is very cold, heavy freeze and low tide, I left
head quarters an d went home for the weekend.

¥h·r·~~~o-tri£}i~-~~--. {?·r't. .Abbeville

and came to boat
landing but unable to get boat out of boathouse
tide is to low, I return home and remain thru
s unday, Boudreaux also spent the day at hi s home.
Heavy
ic erc.PsP~Jra
ttprh
M _ _ _cp
se
i ion.a
s e~ptt,dav~iJiler~u1g )
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Date........Mon.day.....J.an.uarY. ....1.4............... ..

This morning Boudreaux and I left Abbeville and came out to the boat
landing at Intracoastal C~Y. ,- we had to wait until in the afternoon
for the tide to come in so that we could get the boat out of the boat,..
house, boat slip is pretty well filled up wtbh mud . weather is very
cold with heav~ ice.
Date........'.f.µ_~..!~.4.~Y. . ....J..~n_µ_~rY. .....15.•...........

Cold weather continue with a heavy ice in all of the marsh and some
Ice in the canals and bayous, Belle Isle lake is all frozen up tight.
Boudreaux and I spent the day at headquarters. Seen from headquarters
is a flock of Geese feeding just north of Belle Isle lake on section
31, those are about the only small flock of Geese we have on the sanctiuary at this time.
Date........W.e.dn.e.s.day.....Ja.nuar.y.....16. •..
Weather is still very cold with more Ice, Boudreaux and I remain at
headquarters all morning, in the afternoon we patrol south to Belle
Isle Ridge and at the Goose pond, in this pond we have a large number
of the Green-winged teal, we also went to Leo's ridge but found very
little wildlife in that area, we saw no Ge e se in those area.
Date........ 'J:'h_µ:r._§c:l.~Y .....J..~p_µ~_r:Y. ....J.7. ~ . . . .

This morning the weather is very cold ~ with a light rain that
last thru the day and far into the nite, Boudreaux and I remain at
heagquarters all day.
Date ...... F.:r1.0,ay ____ ol._anu~. r..Y .....l..8.•.. .............

Boudreaux and I continue to remain at headquarters thru the day on
account of bad weather cold and more rain thru the day and some more
thru the night . ~eese are getting sc a rce on the sanctuary on ~ccount
of so much rains over the marsh.
- ~-.~io'&lilw.i. .~~
Date .......S~_:tµ_r.·g~Y ... ..J..an.v.~.r.Y. .....l.9.•......

Weather is still bad and cold, I left headquarters and went to my home
in Abbeville, Boudreaux remain at headquarters thru the morning in the
afternoon he patrol at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre and report no
Geese in that area .
the night wind shift to t
orthwest and and s_tarted to freeze for the thi
ay of this week, I I'emain in town all day, Bou
aux remain at heaciquarters.

Date .. ... Sunda.y ... J.a.nuary .....2.0 .•......In
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Date...M.9.P..9:~Y. ....J..~.n. ~.'£.Y .....?...:J:.L ................

This morning I left Abbeville, weather is very cold
place, and mean low tide, unable to get boat out of ~~~~~~~L
the landing, after spending most of the day waiting
come in it was to late for me to return at the sanctuary so I went back
home for the night. Boudreaux spent the day at headquarters, to much
Ice to get anywhear in bayous and canals .

D ate ....T..µ.~.§.9:~Y. ....J.~.nµ.~.:r:'.Y .....?..~.~. . ...... ......

This morning I again left home and came to boat landing and had to wait
for the tide to come in, I left the landing at noon and return at headquarters, still plenty of Ice and very cold. Boudreaux and I spent the
afternoon at headquarters.

Date ....~.~-~.~.~..~-~.~Y.. .....~~?..~~. ~Y........~.?.~

.. ..

This morning the weather is bad and some light rain is falling, in the
aft e rnoon wind shift to northwest again and getting much colder and the
tide is again going out. Boudreaux and I spent the day at headquarters.
Due to the very cold weather and so muc.b J c e.,.a.JJ ...
~ the Ge,e se had
left the marsh ana gone
to
higher
feeding
ground
in
the
Rice f ~t!O:~ . • ••
_ __ _ _ _ _
'· '
,.,
..,..li!Ml~~~......i~·
· ~·;,[,;:
· ··~
· illF~

Date....T.hur..sd.a y .....J.anuary. .....2.4.............

This morning Boudreaux and I left headquarters with small barge and
Butane gas tank went to Intracoastal city for a supply of Butane gas
for our heaters at headquarters, we return at noon, weather is very
cold and freezing.
F' riday J anuary 25.
Weather continue to be very cold with more Ice this morning in the canals
and Belle Isle lake is frozen over. No Ge ~ se . ~ a.n~ Duc!bs are in sight of
our headquarters. Boudreaux and I spen ::rie ay a · ea quarters.
Late in the afternoon Boudreaux and I left headquarters and went to Abbeville for the night.

Date ...................................................................................................

Date.....f?.~. ~~.~<J. . ~Y.

. . .~~.1?:1:1:~.~Y.. . ...?.§.~..........
This morning I left Abbeville and came to boat landing but had to go back
to Abbeville on account to the tide to low to get the boat out of the
boathouse, slip is dry due from the tide that is out. Very cold again this
morning. Boudreaux spent the day at his home in Abbeville.

Date ......S.µ.n9.~Y. .... .J.:.~.P..@.."£.Y .....?..7..,........ ..........

Weather continue to be cold, more Ice again this
morning, I came to the landing but unable to get
boat out of boathouse so I went back home for th
day. Boudreaux spent the day at his home.
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Date...............MQn.9.:~Y ....J.~nµ~.r.Y .....?..8..~ . . ....

This morning I left Abbeville and came out to the boat landing and
the tide is to low to get boat out of boathouse, return at home in
Abbeville and spent the night. Boudreaux remain at headquarters
thru the day. Weather is still very cold with some more Ice.
Date...............'r..µ~. ~.9:.~Y .....J.13.:.P..\l~rY .....~.~.~ ... .

This morning I left Abbeville and came back to the sanctuary, weather
is very cold with a strong northeast wind. This morning Boudreaux and
I left the headquarters and went south to east end of Chenier Au Tigre.
In the afternoon we went south again out to the west' end of Chenier Au
Tigre, on the way back we visit at the 1a, Furs headquarters with the
boys. ~£e171Jg,t~MX5£k ,a~~::£.~i on the sane tuary at this timE'.

'-9.

Date.............. W.~.9.:n~ . $..9:~Y..... J..~n.µ~. r.Y. ...

This morning the weather is somewhat warmer but we have a heavy fog
thru most of the morning Boudreaux and I remain at headquarters, Boudreaux
clean the boat and I clean the house. In the aft e rnoon Boudreaux went
up Big Island bayou and ~ fire at the head of the bayou, we have
in this area about 500 ,Jl.!.__.
- d"i117r: In Teal Donds we have a few mixed
Ducks. Late in the , a f ternoon I we~ to Abbeville for the night .

Date ...............Th.u.r..s.daY, .... Jan.uary.....~I .•

I return from to n to headq uarters this morning, heavy fog again this
morning. Boudreaux r e main at headquarters. In the aft ernoon Boudreaux
went up Belle Isle bayou and out to Deep lake, he reports no Ducks in
this pond. On section 31 just no~th east of Belle Isle lake we have
feeding something like 1200 Geese .
Date .............F.'T.1.:.c?:.~Y .....f..~.P~.~~.fY. ~.:l:: ..... J. 9

.

63

This morning the weather is warm and pretty clear, Boudreaux and I left
headquarters and went north out of Deep bayou and east on Vermilion bay
and out to Indian Point and So uthwest Pass to check on our signs in that
area. Boudreaux and I remain at headquarters thru the afternoon .

Date......... ... Ma.t.J.u•Q,ay .... S'.e.b vaa:.r.Y. .....2...

This morning I left headquarters and went to Abbeville for the weekend, Boudreaux remain at headquarters thru the morning and in the
afternoon he went to the east end of Chenier Au Tigre and the Leo'
ridge area and reports very few Duck s aad ~eese in those area.
Wind shift to the northwest in the early e vening and its getting cold.
Date .............S.µn9..~Y. . .F..~.P..r..µ~.r.Y ....3...........

This morning Boudreaux
was unable to get Boat out of boathouse, tide
is to low and weather is very cold and freezin
so he spent the day at headquarters. I spent
the day at home in Abbeville .
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¥ri~·~~~·e ·~~· fr~~{hrti\2·c, rning r

we then
left Abbeville and came out
tal City ,
Boudr e ux left headquarters and met us at the landing and 1e then came
out to headquarters , took this party on a tour of the sanctuary to look
for Geese, very few Geese seen so the McChesney did not want ta stay,
took them back at the landing and I return back at the sanctuary.
Date............... T.ue..s.day......F.eb.ruary. ... ..s.. . .
This morning the tide is mean low and the weather is cold, Boudreaux
and I remain at headquarters. In the afternoon I went up to Belle Isle
Ridge and found about 400 Geese but on the Mcilhenny property, on the
Goose pond on the ridge we have about 800 mixed Ducks. Bo udreaux remain
at headquarters on acc ount of a bad cold.

Date...............

Date .............. .W..~.Ci.X!:.~ . ~.9:~Y..... :f..~.P..r..1J.g,.r.Y. .... f3 •

This morning Boudreaux and I left hea dquarters and est up Belle Isle
bayou an d up to Deep lake, no Ducks in this lake we then continued west
to vi si t with th e Mc!lhenny trappers on Belle Isle bayou. !n the afternoon I w~nt at the rest end of Ch nier Au Tigre but found no Geese in
that area. In the late afternoon I left headquarters and went to bbeville for the night . Boudreaux remain at hea.dquartere.
Date...............'r..P.\J.:.r.'..~.9: . . Y. . . f~.P.:r:'.1::1.~.r.Y . . . 7.~
r return from Abbeville this morning and found Boudreaux not feeling to
geed so I let hi,m) : go home to see his doc tor. The eather is still bad
an d cold an d low tides most of the time. I spent the afternoon at headquarters. Next to our line but on the State ~efuge to the east of Belle
Ilse lake we have a small flock of Gee e that will number about i,ooo
birds , those are the only flock left on the marsh at this time . .........._~~
Date .............F.r.t..4~Y. ... F._~J,i:rµ_~_:rY . . . .8.. .........
Boudreaux still remain at his home in Ab be\ille on sick leave. I spent
the morning at headquarters. In the afternoon I left headquarte r s and
patrol south to the east end of Chenier Au Tigre, see no Geese but a
few hundreds mixed Ducks.
Date ...............Satur.day..... F.eb.r.u.ary. ....9 .•

This morning I lQft he adquarters and went south to where a Oil company
is digging a location on the Mcilhenny property on the Belle Isle ridge
area, I had this
ge re~~~.r ~ J).a_m _for ~. s. at no cost to the Society.
I left headquarters a.nc eb't to bo P-v1'11~;.t:r.1;; ·" >~ .. •,·>Jc. -~·1n'll'..11•• :";.~.~-~~ii "~ · ~-... ·.:-... ,
Date................SunQ.aY. ....:f..~.PX'.U.~.:r.y .....lO. •...

Boudreaux and I spent the day day at our
home s in Abbeville.
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11.

Monday February
Date.................................................................................................
.
Boudreaux and I left Abbeville this morning in a heavy rain that last
thru the day and most of the evening and the wind shift to the northwest and getting cold. Boudreaux and I remain at headquarters thru
the day.
Date............... T.lJ.~.. s..ct~Y. .... f..~.o;r.~.r.y.....1.2..•
:t ce:Jo;(a ~1, t;L . ,t~~....~ijl.Ji\~-:,~n d

s e

d~y

some in the canals and bayous and Belle
e is frozen over from bank to bank. Boudreaux and I spent the
at headquarters.

a

Date.............. .W..§.9:!:1.E3...!?.9:.~Y. ... F..~.P..r..µ~.r.Y. ....;L 3 •

Weather continue to be very cold and the tide is out, Boudreaux
I spent the morning at headquarters. In the afternoon Boudreaux
I patrol at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre, no Ge e se in those
but we have some mixed Ducks. At this writing the only flock of
we have is north of Belle Isle lake, about 500 birds .
'

.

..

~"'"'

and
and
area
Geese

.

Date ............... Th.u..r..s.d~Y ...F.e..br..uary .... 1.4.

This morning I left headquarters and went to Abbeville and return back
to headquarters in the late afternoon. Boudreaux this morning Patrol
thru the lakes and up Tom bayou, he replaced one of the small sign in
that area, in the afternoon he Patrol at the east end of Chenier Au
Tigre . Weather is still very cold.
Date............... 1.4'..r.'. ~.4.~.Y. .... .F.'.~. ?.F. ~F.Y. . ....:t..$ .~ ...

Wind is northwest the tide is mean low, Boudreaux an d I went up Belle
Isle bayou and up to Deep lake no Ducks in this lake at this time.
In the afternoon we patrol south to Belle !sle ridge in the Goo s e Pond
on the ri dge we have about 1200 ~
g Ducks. Boudreaux clean the baots
in the afternoon.
·
lll'~. ,;;~
Date...

.... Sat.u r.day. ...F.e.br.u ar.y......16.

On the Mc!lhenny property west of the main canal about a mile from
our headquarters are about 1000 Geese feeding in a fresh burn.
I left headquarters at 8;30 A. M. went to Abbeville, Boudreaux remain
at he adquarters.
Date .............. f?.:t:11:?:.<:l.~Y......f..~.1?F.~.8.::r.'.Y ..... ~.7...!

..

Boudreaux spent the aay at headquarters, in
the late afternoon he came to Abbeville for
the night. I spe nt the day at home in Abbevill
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Date................ Mo.nAaY .....F~b..x:'~l'Y. .....l...6.. •.

This morning Boudreaux and I left Abbeville in a heavy rain that
continued thru most of the day, we remain at headquarters all thru
the day . Strong southeast wind and high tide, wind shift to the
northwest in the early evening.
Date .................T.µE?... S..9..~Y...f..~.P.:r..\J.~J'Y . .. J.9..

Weather continue to be very bad and cold. Boudreaux left headquarters
and went replaced one of the small sign missing on the north canal.
!n the afternoon ! went south to Belle Isle ridge, in this area but
on the Mcilhenny property are about 10Q£.2J~~f.12~!0ll· !.U.••;.Jia._..f....r:...~.....s.,h;;;·~:P....u,..r..;n;.;:;,·;;....
Date................W.~.9..n.~. ~.9o~Y .....F.~..l:>.:r.1:1.~.:r.'.Y . . .20 •

I snent the morning at headquarters and done some small job on the
boats. Boudreaux clean the boats and the main building , Toolhouse.
In the afternoon I went to Abbeville, Boudreaux r emain at headquarters.
Weather is till cold and the tide is very low.

Date .................T.h.JJ.r..s.9c.~Y .... ..... ~.:P.r.µ~.r.Y ..... ?l •

In Abb eville this morning I met Mr. & Mrs . Fred A. Ratcliffe, Mr . & Mrs.
Frank Yokom, I left Abbeville with this party and took them on a tour
of t h e sanctuary and took them back at the landing in t he afternoon.
We saw on this tour of t he sanctuary about 1000 Geese and about 1500
mixed Ducks, we had a very nice day for the tour.

Date ............... F.. r.lA.~Y. ....f'.~ PP\J.~.:r.Y. .....?.. ? .~.

.

Weather is getting bad again, Boudreaux an d I spent t h e day at headquarters. In the late afternoon Boudreaux and I left headq uarters
and went to Abbeville for t he night.
Date ........ S~.t..1J.:r..~.~Y ....F..~.P..:r.µ~.:rY. ..... ?. 3 •

I left Abbe ville this morning and return at the sanctuary, !n the
afte rnoon I patrol south to the west end of Chenier Au Tigre, seen
lots of mixed Ducks in those area but very few Geese.
Boudreaux spent the day in Abbeville.
Date ................ S.1:1..n9.~Y . . . F..~.9:r.'.l.l~.r:'..Y .....

?.4. ~

! spent most of t he morning at headquarters
then I went home for the night. Boudreaux
spent the day at his home in Abbeville.
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Date.................~~-~. 4~Y.

... . tt3..J?:r.'..~."£"!.......?.$.,~.

I left Abbeville this morning and came t o boat landing at Intracoastal
city, Boudreaux left headquarters and met me at the boat lanuing, at
the landing we loaded a small barge with building rnetariel and took i t
down at headquarters and unloaded the material .
t ., o ·-~~ ~9.2. ~o -~ .
~here we are
oing to build a new .. h .use for our
man onnie Lege .
Date.................T.u.e.s.day. ....F.e .br.uary..... 2.6.

This morning Boudreaux and I return to boat landing and worked all day
repairing the bulkhead, we return at headquarters in the late afternoon.
Date .............. .We.dne..s.a.ay.....F..e.b.r..u.a.r.y ..... 27 .

This morning Boudreaux and I left headauarters and with a small barge
we went to the boat landing for another barge load of building materia il:!
and took it to headquarters and unloaded same. Just southwest of our
headquarters on the Mc!lhenny property are about 1000_-G~. ~.1...~~q;)..n.g.,_,
those are the only flock of Geese in this area ~
s time .
Date .................Thur.sd.a y .....F.e.b.r.ua.ry: ....2..8.

Boudreaux and I left headquarters and went to boat landing and worked
all day on the bulkhead, I went home for the night and Boudreaux return to headquarters for the night.

Date . ......... F.;r.14.i:i.Y. ... M.~r.Q.h .... l

, ..... l..9.§. 3 •
This morning Boudreaux left headquarters and met me at the landing.
-~-~~
~~-~
. ~e·-~¥¥ffe~ , our new man started to work with us this morning, Boudreaux
fi'fft' ~- !t~'t! return at headquarters and spent all day at headquarters .

Date ............... Sa.tur.day.... .Ma.rc.h ....2........... .

I left headquarters and went to Abbeville. Boudreaux and Lonnie went

south and walk thru the marsh along our property line on sections 26
and 25, Tl66-R2E t o look over the signs in that area. The boys spent
the afternoon at headquarters.
Date ............. .Sunday . J4.arc.h .....3 ... ............ This

morning Boudreaux left
headquarters and came to Abbeville . Lonnie
remain at headquarters thru the morning in th
afternoon he patrol at the west end of Chenie
Au Tigre. I spent the day in Abbeville .
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Date ............... .M9..n9.:~.Y. .... Jlli.~:r.9.h. ....~. ~ . . ... ...........

Boudreaux and I left Abbeville this morning and return at headquarters.
Boudreaux and Iirtinme, return at the boat landing and work all day making repairs on the bulkhead. I spent the day at headquarters. The boys
went home for the night.
Date .................T.µ.~. $9.:.'3.-Y ....M.~:r.9. h. . .5. ,. .............

This morning I left headquarters ana went met Boudreaux and Lonnie at
the boat landing, I had 23 loads of dirt haul on the lawn, the boays
spent the day spreading the dirt on the lawn, I left the landing and
came back to head quarters for the night, the bo~s spent the night at
home.

Date ................ .W..e .d.n.e..sday.....Mamh. ....6. •.....

This morning I left headq uarters and went and meet the boys at the
landing and we worke d all day at the landing. Boudreaux and I left
the landing in the late afternoon and came back to headquarters.
Lonnie remain at his home for the night.
D ate ................ Th.~.~-~9:~Y.. . . ~~-~<?.h. . ...'?..~

... .... ...

Boudreaux this morning left headquarters and went met Lonnie at
the landing and continue to spread the fresh dirt on the lawn at
the baot 1
n,&;, I spent the morning at ea quart ers ~ ~n
n t1f
I patrolled south at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre.
remain in town for the night.

D ate................. F..r.i.9...~Y .....Ma.r9..h..... B. ........ ... . ... ...

Lonnie and Boudreaux continue to spread the fresh dirt on the lawn at
the boat labd ing. I spent the da~ at headquarters and late in the
afternoon I went to meet the boays at the landing, Boudreaux return
at headquarters and Lonnie and I re main in Town for the night.

D ate ..................S.~.:t.µ:r..9J~.Y ... .M~.:r..G.h .... .9. ...........

Lonnie anu I remain in Abbeville. Boudreaux this morning patrol south
to Belle I sle Ri dge and at t h e east end of Chenier Au Tigre, he report
no Geese in thi s area but still plenty of mixed Ducks. In Abbeville
thi s morning I arrange with the lumber yard to start building the new
hou s e for Lonnie .
I'll'~,:;:.,~~~~~,

Lonnie and I spent the day in Abbeville,
Boudreaux spent the day at headquarters .
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Date........ Mo.n.d.a y .... Ma.r.c..h ... 11.•......................

This morning Boudreaux left headquarters and came to landing to meet
me and Lonnie an d extra men to start buildling of the new house for
Lonnie. We five men started to g ig the holes for the pileings, worked
8 hours.
Date......... T.ue.sd.ay .... M.arc.h. ... 1.2 .•..................

Five men work all day on the new house, worked 10 & i hours.

Date ........ .W..~ .~.P..~J~.4.~Y.....~.F..9.. h. ....J...3. ~....... . .

This morning Boudreaux and I left headquarters went for a barge load
of lumber .lhtracoastal city, we return at headquarters at noon. the
boys work all day on the house, worked 9 & i hours, after the day's
work I took the extra men to Abbeville for the night. Lonnie and Boudreaux remain at headquarters .

D ate .........T.hur..s.day .....Mar.c.h. ... 14.•..............
~he extra men an d I left Abbeville early this morning and return to
work on the house at headquarters, we worke d 9 & t hours.

Date.........F.r.1.day .... Marc.h ....15.........................

The boys and/continue to work all day on the house, we worked 9 hours.
and I
After the day's work I took the boys back to Abbeville for the weekend,
Lonnie remain at headquarters.
Date ......... .S.at.u.r.day ....M.ar.c.h. ....16.•.. ............

Lonnie remain at headquarters all day. Boud reaux and I spent the
day in Abbeville.

Date ......... $.1,p::i.<:l.~Y ..... M~P9..h. ...+.7.~ ......................

Lonnie remain at headquarters, Boudreaux and I
spent the day in Abbeville .

}J:ii~:'.
··························································. /..·····························"
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Date................. M.<?. ~ -~~'t.. .....M~F'?.h

. ..X§.~.......... . .

The boys and I left .A bbeville early this morning and return at the
sanctuary, we worked all day on the house .
.r< ••

, , _ __, , _ . ......,.,....-....--~--'

Date.................T.µ_~ _ $_4.~Y..... M.§,_:r.G..h . ...l..9 ... . ...... .

Boys and I continue to work on the house all day.

Date................ W.~_9.:n.~. !?..4~Y .....M~.r.9..h. . . ?.O . ~ .

Started to work at 6:00 A. M. and work till 4:00 P. M. then left
headquarters and went to Abbeville for the night, Boud reaux and
Lonnie remain at he a dquarter s .

Date .......... ......T.b.v...r..S.Q1JtY ....M~ .rG..h .....21..... ....

We l f et Abbevill e early and r et urn at the sanctuary and continue
to work all day on the house.

Date .............. F.riday .....Ma.rc.h. ....22 ................ .

Work continue all day on the house, late afternoon I took the boys
back to Abbeville, Boudreaux remain at headquarters over for the
~eekend, Lonnie went home for his weekend off. We put in 47 & 1/2
hours of work on the hou s e for this week.
Date ................ S.at.ur.da.y .... Mar.c.h.....2.3...... ..

I spent the day at my home working for myself. Lonnie remain at
his home at I ntracoastal City. Boudreaux spent the day at headquarters.
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Date ....................M.9_I)q_~.Y .....N.:l~-~.9..h . ..?..2.~...........

The boys and I left Abbeville early this morning and return at
headquarters and worked all day on the New house.

Date..................... '.r..~~-- f?..4.~Y..... M.8.:.P.q!.1 ____

?_$_

! .... ..

Lonnie, Ernest and I work all day on the house. In the afternoon
Boudreaux went up Belle Isle bayou to Louisiana Furs headquarters
for a barge to haul some lumber.
Wednesday

Maren

2/.

Date................................................................................................. ..

Five men work all day on the new house. After the day' s work
I took the men to Abbeville for the night, Lonnie and Boudreaux
remain at headquarters.
Date.............. .......T.h_µ_r._$_9:.~Y .... M~.r.:'.9..h.....?..e..~.

This morning we left Abbeville and came back at headquarters and work
on the house. Boudreaux and ! left headquarters with a barge and went
for a load of lumber at our boat landing at Intracoastal city, we return to headquarters at noon.

Date

.... f..:r.'~~8.:Y .... M~r.'.~.h . .

?..9.. ~...... .

We continue to work on the house and unloaded the lumber from the
barge. In the afternoon Boudreaux went and return the barge to the
La. Furs headquarters. After the day's work I left headquarters
with the boys an d went back to Abbeville, Lonnie remain at headquarters.
Date.... ..................e.~-~Wr:'.c:l.. 13.-.Y. ...M~. :r.'9..h. ... ?.9.~

Boudreaux and I spent the day in .Abbeville. Lonnie spent the day
at headquarters and done some painting on the new house.

Date..................

------~~~~-1.......~'3.'.:r.'..~-~--- -?_~--~------·
Boudreaux and I spent the day in Abbeville.
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters.
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Date...............M.o.nd.~Y. ....Apr.1.1. .... l.•.....................

The boys and I left Abbeville and return at headquarters and worked
all day on the hou s e.

Date...............T..IJ.~..s.4-~Y. .... A.Pr..1 .l.....~..•................

Work on the new house continue s all day.

Date ...............W.e.Q.ne.. s.daY.....Apr.1.1 ..... 3.•........

The boys work on t h e· house all day and after the day• s work, Lonnie
took the boys in for the night in Abbeville, Boudreaux and I remain
at headquarters. I spent the aft ernoon working on the Chris-Craft
boat.

D ate...............~Q~:r:'..f:l.4.~Y. .... APT~.~ .....4. ~

..... .

Lonnie and the boy s return from Abbeville this morning and worked
all day. Boudreaux left headquarters and ent and mowed the lawn
at I ntracoa s tal city, boat landing and return at headquarters at noon.
Date ....................r.1.d..aY. ...Ap.:r.1..1. .... 5..•......... ............

The boys and $nd I spent the day at headqua rters working on the new
hou se, after the day's work I took the boy s back to Abbeville and I
remain in town for the weeke d. Lonnie is at hi s home for t h e weeked also.
Boudreaux spent t h e day at headquarters .
Date ...............Sa.t ur.day..... April .... 6. •........ ....

I n Abbeville this morning I bought a new cooking stove for Lonnie's new
house. Lonnie and I spent the day in Abbeville, Boudreaux spent the at
headquarters .

Date .................6..µ.P.4.~Y.: .... APP..~.+.. . T~...................

Lonnie and I spent the day at our homes and
Boud reaux spent the day headquarters .
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Date........................... M<?.D:q_~Y..... ~P:r..~.~- .. J~. !....... ..

The carpenters and. Lonnie and I left Abbeville early t his morning and r eturn at headquarters and worked all day on Lonnie's
new house.
Date ........................... T.11.~. !?.4.~.Y .... AP.:r.J.l . . .9.. ~.....

Work on the new house continue all day.

Date...........................W..e..dn.e.s.da y. ... Ap.ril..... l O.

This morning Boudreaux an d I left headq uarters with a small
barge and went to !ntracoastal city for a load of building
ma terial, we return a t headquarters at noon . Lonnie and the
boy s worked all day on the house.
Date ...........................Th.ur.s.day .....Apr.11 .....11.

The boys and I continue working on Lonnie's new house all day.
Boudreaux left headquarters with the small barge and return it
to Louisiana Furs headquarters .

Date ...........................F.r .1.d.a.Y,.... Apr11 .....l.2...... .

Thi s morning I took the boys in to Abbeville, no work today on
account of Good friday . Lonnie remain a t headquarters .

Date ...................... .. S~ t.ur.d.$.Y . . Ap.r.1.1 .....l.3.

Boudreaux and I remain in Abbeville all da y. Lonnie this morning patrolled at the east end of Chennier Au Tigre , in the
a fternoon he remain at headquarters.
Date............................6..µn.9-.~Y ....AP.r..1.,.l.. . . l.4..~ ....

Boudreaux and I remain in Abbeville, Lonnie
left headquarters ana came t o his home a t
Int ~a coastal city this morning and re t ur n
a t headquarters in the afternoon.
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Date................M<?.!1.<:'i:~Y. ...AP.J?~J J.:.~.~

.. .

. . . .. . . . . .

The boys an d I left Abbeville this morning and return at headquarters and worked all day on Lonnie's hou se.

Date ................T.ue.s.day. . .Ap.ril .....1.6. ..... . .......

Boudreaux and I left headquarters with a small barge and went
to Intracoa s tal city f or a load of building material, we return
at headquarters at noon. Worked all day on the hou s e.

Date............... W.e.dne. s.d.ay . ..Apr.1.1 .... .1.7 .•...

The boys and I continue to work on the house all day. A.fter
t h e day's work, Lonnie took the carpenters in to Abb eville for
the night. Boudreaux anu I re ma i n at headquarte rs.
Date................T.b.µ,;r..s .9,.~Y. ....AP.r..t.l ....l..8..•.. ....

We continue t o work all day on the Lonnie's house. I made a small
repair on the Chris-Craft boat in t he afte rnoon.

Date................F...:r.19,~Y. ...AP.;r.l.l ....l...9.................. ·

We work all day
on the house and I took t he boys in to Abbeville
I
after the day a work. Lonnie went ho me for the weekend and Boudreaux re main at headquarte r s .
Date ................S.~. t. .iJ.;r.9..c~Y. .... f\P.Pll. .... 20. •.......

Boud reaux re main at headq uarters and clean t he yard around the
new house and clean the boat s in t he afternoon. Lonnie and I remain at our homes thru the day.

.. ... .?..L.. . . . ... .

Date ...............~.11..~. ~~.Y.......A.P.~~ ~

Boudreaux spent the morning at headq uarters
an d came to Abbeville in the late a f ternoon.
Lonnie and I s pent the day at our homes.
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Date..............Mo.nd.aY ... AP,r.1.1. .... 2.2.~.................

This morning I left Abbeville with the carpenters and came back to
the sanctuary and work all day on the new house.

Date...............'r..lJ..~.§.S~Y. ....!\P:r:'..t:l.: .....?.;i.! ............

Boudreaux and I left headquarters with a small barge went to the beat
landing for some materian for Lonnie's house, we return at headquarters
at noon. The boys worked all day.

Date...............W.e.d.n.e...s.Q~Y......A,P.r.1..l.. ... .2.4..,, ...

Work continue on the house and the carpenters finish late in the
afternoon, Lonnie took them back to Intracoastal city and return
back to headquarters.
Date............... 'r..h lJ..r..13.S~Y. ....'.\P!.'..1.:.:L.......?.5.. !....... .

Lonnie, Ernest, started to do the painting on the new house and I
started to work on the plumbing.

Date................F.r.i.daY. ....Apr.1.l .... ?.6. ... ............. .

Lonnie and Ernest painted all day. I worked on the plumbing.

Date................ .S.a t.u.r.da.Y .... A.P .rl.l ..... ?..7..........

Ernest and I left headquarter s thi s morning and went to Abbeville
for the weekend. Lonnie remain at headquarters and done some painting
on his house.
Date ..................Sun.d.ay. . .Ap.r.1.l .....Z.8....... ...... . .

Boudreaux and I spent the day in Abbeville.
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters, in the
late aft e rnoon Lonnie came to Intracoastal
city for the night at his home.
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Date.......................M9!1.4.'l.:Y ... Mll.:Y... 9..~ ......................

This morning Boudreaux left heaaquarters ana came for
I at the boat landing, we return at the sanctuary. !n
the boys took to the marsh in the north area and look
along the State Refuge lines. I left headquarters and
to talk to Mr. Monroe on the phone about Oil company.
Date...................... T..~e. .~/J..Y .... .MaY . ... .7................... .

Lonnie and
the afternoon
over the signs
return to Abbevi~

!n Abbeville this morning I met with Oil company men about a new
drilling location on section 35, I return at headquarters in the
after noon. The boys work most of the day running wires for lights
i n the new house.
Date......................W.e.dne..s6.ay..... May .....8 ...........

About 8:30 A. M. r · left headquarters went to the proposed drilling
location with the oil men, return at headquarters and in the afternoon
I went bac·k to Abbeville to talk with Mr. Monroe on the telephone, I
remain at home for the night. Boys work on the marsh all day looking
over the signs in the Torn bayou area.
Date.......................Thu.r.sda..y.....Ma.y .... .9. ............. .
Bo~s continue to run over the signs on the east marsh and cut grass
around the signs along the canals and bayous. ! left Abbeville and
came to Intracoastal city to meet with some of the oil men , return
to Abbeville for the night.
Date............~

...f...r.J 9:'l.:Y. ....M'l.:Y.....l0..!............... . .

This morning ! left Abbeville and came out to the sanctuary then went
up to the dredge on section 35. In the afternoon the bo~s
~ork on
lights in the new house. ! went to west end of Chenier Au Tigre, all
this area is now bone dry. Late in the afternoon Boudreaux left headquarters and went to his home for the ieekend off. Lonnie and I remain at headauarters.
Date....................... Sa.t.urday ... May.....11......... ..
This morning I left headquarters an d ent home. Boudreaux spent the
day at his home in Abbeville. Lonnie spent most of the day doing some
small jobs on his new house.

Date ........................ ~~!1.9:~Y .... .M~Y.. . . ~.?. ! ................ .

.

Boudreaux an n I spent the day in Abbeville.
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters.
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Date...................... M.9.D.9,.~Y. ....~Y. ....13....................

This morning Boudreaux and ! left Abbeville and return at the sanctuary. In the afternoon the boys went south and cut grass around
the signs in the canals,.they replaced 2 worn signs.

Date......................T.u.e.s.day ....May. .... 1.4 ................

This morning I left he a c qua rt e r s went home then left Abbeville went
to Lafayette to surve on the jurors, t spent most of the day in Court.
The boys spent most of the day on the marsh looking over the signs.
Weather is still very dry and no sign of rain.
Dat e .................... .W.e.dne..aday.. .... Ivf.ay .....1.5.•......

This morning I left Abbeville and return to lafayette for jurors
survice and return . at my home for the afternoon. Boys continue to
work the signs on the marsh.

D ate ..................... 'r.h.1JJ'..§.QJ~~Y .....M~Y......l6............. ..

This morning I left Abbeville and Lonnie met me at the baot landing
we return at hea dquarters. The boys cut grass south and east of the
new house and along Belle Isle lake and along the old boat slip.
In the afternoon I went south to the east end of Chenier Au Tigre .

Date................... Fri.day. .... May. .... 1.$.... ........ .........

The boys an d I left headquarters an6 ~ent out of Deep bayou and east
on Vermilion bay and out to Indian Point and walk along the State
Refuge lines an d change 7 of the small signs, we return at headquarters
in the late afternoon. Lonnie Went home for t he weekend off.
D ate ......... .......... S.§,.t_µ_r,:_g_~Y .....M~Y . ...l..8.............. .

Lonnie spent the day at h i s home at Intracoastal city. Boudreaux
spent the day at headquarters. I left headquarters and went to Abbeville.
Weather is still very dry.
Sunday May 19.

Lonnie spent the day at his
the day at headquarter •
I left Abbeville and came out to the sanctua
and return home in the late afternoon.

Date ................... h6rii·e··~··· ..·13'()iid're·a'iiX"....sj5ent
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Date......... M.ondaY. .... June..17.,..........................

This morning Boudreaux me t me in bbeville and . p then return at
headquarter • Lonnie en t to his home at !ntracoa stal city. Boudreaux
in the afternoon, we n; up Belle Isle bayo u then north to Deep lake
and cut grass around the signs . In t he afternoon ! patrol south to
section 5, whe re Kilroy is drilling a well on the Whi.• te's h lf section.

--.

.

•

.,._ _ _ _ _ · '""-""""'""""-...;_,""'

«I'

-'"'IV~>111i<"A~~~~iM

~l11~il'~JV!\l·~~~llC*'i#IQ~

Date..........'r.JJJ:'l..$.9:~Y.....J..µ.n.~ . . J.8.~ . . ......... ...... .

Boudreaux and Lonnie remain at headquarters anQ weheel dirt along
the ea st side of his house all day. In the af ternoon I patrol up
Belle Isle bayou and out for a ehort visit with the boys at La. Furs
headquarters and back to headquartPr • Had the first rain since la t
February.
Date..........W..e.dn.e..sd.ay .....June.... 1.9..............
Lonnie, Boudre a ux and· I remian at hAadquarters all day on account
of bad weather with a hea y rain most of the day.

Date .......... T..l':l.\1-!.'..~.c:l:.~Y ....;J'..~!.1.~......?..9. •..................

The boys and ! a gain remain at headqua.rters on acco nt of rain and
bad weather thru most of the day.
11

Date.............. r.1.daY. .... J.un.e..... 2.1........................... ..

Thie morning the weather is very b d ith more heavy rains thru
most of the day. The boys and I spent the day in camp, in the late
afternoon, Boudreaux and ! left headquarters an d went to bbeville,
Lonnie r emain a t he dau~r tPrs .
Date ......... S.§,t..µr.Q,~y .... J..µn .~ ..... Z..2...................

Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and planted graee on the lawn
at headquarters . I spent t he day in Abbeville , BoudrPaux le now starting
on his t wo weeks vacation.

Dote ~~;.:i;;:g:~~:~~;ttn:;b~~=~~!;~:~:~~mZdp~;~~s ~~or
inU~::~~
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·~·-· ·- ·ar
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Date............ .Mo.nd.aY.....June... 2..4. .......................

Thie morning ! left Abbeville and drove to Lafayette, to look for
a Drilling rig to drill a water well at headquarter~, could not make
arrangement, return to Abbeville and in the afternoon Willie Mae, Mr.
Durke and I came out to headq i arters. Lonnie cut grass along the east
of the old boat slip. Had a light rain in the afternoon late.
Date............... '.r..11.~..$..<JJ~.Y..... J..µp.~ ..... ?..5. ................ .

This mo r ning Lonnie remain at headquarters and pl anted gra s on the
north part of of the lawn at hea dquarters. In the morning ! left headquarters and went south to the east end of Chenier Au T~gre to where
Kilroy is drilling an oil well on White's half section 5, on my way
back to headquarters I visit at the Mecom drilling rig on section 18.
P. M. Lonnie and I remain at headquarters.
Date.............. W.~. 9'J1~. s..q~Y .....J.:iJ.n~.... ..2..9......... .
This morning Lonnie and I hauled out the Chris-Craft boat on the ways
and change the propeller. Lonnie con tinue to cut grass around the boathouse and plant ed sowe on the lawn. ! took Willie Mae and Mr. Durke back
home and spent the night in town. In Abbeville I telephone two water
well contractors but till unable to make arrangement.
D ate ..............T.b.µ.r..e..c:lJ~Y. .... J..un.e. ... . .Z.7 ............ .

This morning I left Abbeville and drove to New Iberia to talk with a
water well contractor and still no luck at this time they have to much
work ahead, so ! return to Abbeville and back at the sanctuary in the
afternoon. Lonnie left headquarter~ and came and mowed the lawn at the
boat landing, Lonnie remain at his home at Intracoastal city.

D ate ......... ...... ri.day.....June..... 2.8. ........... . . ..... ...

Mosquitoes are very bad at headquarters this morning. ! spent the morning at headquarter • In thP- afternoon ! patrol at the west end of Chenier
Au Tigre, we now have some fresh rain water on most of the lower marsh.
I visit at t he La. Furs headquarters on my way back to the sanctuary.

D ate .............Sa.t .ur.da,Y ...J.un.e . ... 29............... .

Thie morning I left headquarters a.na went to Abbeville, from Abbeville I drove to Lafay ~ tte a nd New Iberia to look for a water ell
drilling rig, no luck and return back to Abbe.ville. Lonnie worked
at the baat landing in the morning and return back to headquarters
in the afternoon.
Date ............... .S.umta.Y. .....J.un.e. .....30.. ... . . ........... .

I spent the day at my home in Abbeville, Lonni
spent the day at headquarters. In the aft er_
noon we had a heavy rain over the marsh.
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Date............M.o.nd.a y .....July .... l ..............................

Thie morning I left Abbeville and came to the sanctuary, had some
light rain this morning. Lonnie and I spent the aftP,rnoon at headquarter , mosquitoes are so bad on the lawn that e can't leave the
hou s e. Had more rain in the late afternoon. Boudreaux is on his second
week of vacation.
Date............T.1l$. ..S¢~Y .....Jµ..ly .....2 .•..................... ...

This morning I left headquarters and patrol thru the lakes and up
Tom bayou and that area. Lonnie this A. M. patrol west up Belle Isle
bayou ana north to Deep lake and those area. Lonnie and I spent the afternoon at headquarters.
Date........... .We.O..ne..s.da.Y..... July.....3..~ . . . ........ .

This morning I left headquarters and Patrol north out of Deep bayou
and east on Vermilion bay and out to the South est Pass and the vicinity
and back via State Refuge headquarters and visit with the wardens before returning to headquarters, Lonnie remain at headauarters .
Date............T-hu.r-s<l-ay .....July.····4-.··················

This morning I left headquarters and went to my home for the day and
night. Lonnie th1s morning left headquarters and ent south to the
west end of Chenier Au Tigre, he report mosquitoes are very bad also
in that area. Had some light in the afternoon.
'(I.~

Date............ ..r..1.P.aY. ....J.UlY ..... 5....... ...... . ...... . ....... .

This morning ! left bbeville and ent to New Iberia, to see a Water
well driller about coming at the sanctuAry and drill a wP-11 for us
but still no luck, ! return at the sanctuary in thP afternoon.
Lonnie this morning patrol at the east end of Chenier Au Tigre.
Date .............Sat.u.r.d.S..Y. ....JUlY. .....6..•.................:..

This morning I started out with the Chris-Craft boat and broke a
valve rod, return at headquarters and let Lonnie go in to Abbeville
for some repairs, he return with the repairs and I work on the engine
and went home home in the afternoon and return back to hP,a4quarters
late in the afternoon. Had more rain in the late afternoon.
Date ...........Sun.daJ.....J.uJ.y .... .7. •............................

Lonnie spent the day at the sanctuary. I spent
the morning also at headquarters and went back
to Abbeville in the afternoon. Boudreaux is
still on vacation.
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Date.....................Mc:>.z:l:9:~Y.. . . .;J..1:'.1J.:Y....§.~ ...................

This morning Boudreaux mowed the lawn at the boat landing, Intracoastal city the Boudreaux and I left the boat landing and return
at headquarters. In the afternoon Boudreaux and Lonnie mowed the
lawn at hP-adquarters and started to dig up a part of the Breakwater
that was washing out. ! left headquarters and went back to Abbeville.
Date.....................TY..e.. ~.9'rJ,Y .....J.µ.l.Y. ....9.... ... .... .... .

In Abbeville this morning I had some steel rods made for the Breakwater
and return back to headquarters in the aft e rnoon. Had a heavy rain in
the afternoon. Lonnie and Boudreaux continue to dig up the Breakwater
so that we can make the repairs.

Date.....................W..e.dne.sda..y.....J.uly . ...10.•..

Work continue on the yard at headquarters, finish the Breakwater
repairs, started to tri' up the Oak trees on the yard and put some
fertilizer around . ! patrol south up to Kilroy Drilling Co . , on section 5, return to headquarters in a heavy rain.
D ate ..................... Thur..s.day..... J.uly.....11....... .

The boys continue to work around the Oak trees on the yard and mo ed
the lawn. In the afternoon I went south to the Mecom Drilling Rig on
section 18, Mcilhenny property , return to headquarters and work on
the Chris-Craft engine.
Date .....................F.r.id.B.Y .....JU.lY. ....1.2..................

Lonnie, Boudreaux and I spent the morning at headquarters and continue
to work the Oak trees . In the afternoon Boudreaux left headquarters
and took Lonnie to Intracoastal City and return back to headquarters,
I went est up Belle Isle bayou to Deep lake and out for a short visit
at La. Furs headquarters.
Date .... ................. ~~ ~.':1.~~~Y. ..... ~.ll..fY...... f.?.. ~

.. .

This morning Boudreaux left headquarters an Q went t hru the lakes and
up Tom bayou and cut grass around the signs in that area. In the afternoon he went up Big Island bayou and cut grass around the signs in that
area. This morning I left headquarters an d went to Abbeville for the
weekend, Lonnie is also at his home for the weekend, Boudreaux at headquar
Date ..................... Sunct.a.Y. .....J..U..l.Y .....14...... ....... .

Each warden sign or initial here:

Lonnie and I spent the day out, Boudreaux re ain
at headquarters . Had some more rain in the
afternoon .
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Date.............Mo.nd.ay .... J.J),)..Y.....~.$..~......................

This morning at the boat landing, Lonnie mowed the lawn before returning to headquarters. This morning I left my home and drove to
Lafayette to see a water well out-fit to come and drill a water
well at the sanctaury but no luck, Lonnie and I return at the sanctuary in the afte rnoon. Boudreaux spent the day at headquarte r s ,
Date ............Tu.e.s.day .....J.uly .... 16. .................. ..

This morn i ng Lonnie and Boudreaux patrol out to Southwest Pass and
talk with Indeend ent Exploration Company doing Geophysical work on
that part of the sanctuary. !n the aft e rnoon I went to Abbeville
and telephone Mr. Baker and Mr. Monroe about this work going on
the sanctuary. Lonnie ann Boudreaux went south and cut grass around
the signs in the Cheni e r Au Tigre area.
Date .............We.dn.e..s.day......J .u ly. ....1.7.•...........

This morning I left ·Abbeville an d drove to ! ntracoa s tal city and ta.lk
with I nd ependent Exploration Company crew then return bac k to Abbeville
a nd re main in Abbeville all day. The boys continue to cut gras s around
the signs in the canals an d along the bayous banks .
Date.............Th:ur.s.O.aY .... J.U lY.....18.•...............

! n Abbe ville this morning I talk with more of the Water Well Service
men a bout drilling a water well for Lonnie's house but can't get one
to come to the sanctuary. In the aft ernoon I left Abbeville and came
back to th e sanctuary. Lonnie and Boudreaux remain at headquarters and
mowed the lawn an d whee l ed some dirt around the new house.
Date............ F.ri.day. .... J .uly .....19.•........................

This morning Lonnie ana Boud reaux patrol thru the lakes and out to
t h e h ead of Big Island bayou an d the Tom bayou area and cut grass
around t h e si gns. I spent the day at headquarters. In the late aft e rnoon Bo udrea ux left he a dquart e rs and went to his home for the weekend.
Lonnie an d I remain at headqua rters. Had a li ght rain in the afternoon.
Date ...........S~.:t:._µp_¢i ~Y ..... J..l:l.+.Y.. .....f..0..~. . ...... ...... .

This morning I left headquarters an d went to Abbeville. Lonnie remain at he a dquarte r s and work on the lawn aroun d his house. Boud reaux
spent the day at hi s home in Abbeville.
Date ........... ~.~-~-~.Y .....~.ll..~.Y .....?..~ !................. .......

..

Lonnie spent the day at the sanctuary. Bo udrea
and ! spent t he day in Abbeville.
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Date...........M9..f.l.9:~Y ....J..~+.Y. .... ?..?. .~... . . .... . ...........

In Abbeville this morning I met with two Water Well contractors and
took them at headquarters to look over the place to make a water well
for Lonnie's house, they wanted to much money so ! took them back to
the boat landing and return at headquarters. Bo~s wheel iome dirt on
the south side of the Boathouse. Had a light rain in the late afternoon.
Date...........T:u.e..s.Qa,Y..... J.UlY..... 23.......................

This morning ! patrol west up Belle Isle bayou and out to Deep lake
then back to headquarters and north to Deep bayou. Lonnie and Boudreaux
spent the day cleaning and painting the pilings under his ho use.
Had more rain in the early part of the evening.
Date ..........We.4..ne...s..O.~.Y .....J .Y..lY. .....2.4................

The boys spent the day at headquarters and wheeled some dirt along
the west side breakwater near his house, they also change a broken
steel rod in the breakwater on the yard near the main headquarters.
In the aft e rnoon I left headquarters and went to Abbe ille for t h e
night. The boys remain at headquarters.

Date...........Th.ur..s.d.a.Y. . ...J.:U.l.Y..... 25.~ .............. ...

I n Abbeville this morning I drove around looking for a water tank for
Lonnie's house. In the afternoon I drove to Cow Island and bo
a
very ood steel ~ k for ..
Q return at headquarters in t e ·
afternoon.
e boys wor't aI
on the yard at headquarters.

Th1~~~6·~ri}*g,·?..~fie. . .b6Y:·s

and ! left headquarters an d went to ! ntracoa. tal
city and had the water tank hauled by truck from Cow island and put on
a Oil Company barge and had it towed ~t he_! dqu~_r~~ rs at n
o t t . e
..§9.£.
.• In the late afternoon Lonnie
en"t "to rus home for t e ee en
~udreaux and I remain at h ea dquarters. Heavy rain in the afternoon.

Date ..........

Date ......... Sa.t .11.r.Q.aY, .....JulY. .....2.7....................

ThiQ morning Boudreaux clean the boats and clean the main head q u~rters.
I left headquarters thi s morning and went to Abbeville for t he weekend.
Had more rain thru the afternoon. Lonnie from hi s home at In t rac oastal
city went and mo ed the lawn at t he baot landing.

Date............ S.\m9..~Y. .....J.JJ.J,Y .....~.8........................... .

Lonnie and I spe nt the day at our ho mes and
Boudreaux spent the ciay at head quart e rs.
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Date...................M.C>..n4~Y. .... .:r.~i.Y ..... ?9..~ .............. . .

Boudreaux and I left Abbeville this morning and came to the boat
landing at Intracoastal city , Lonnie met us there a nd the boys
mowed. the lawn and painted 19 of the sma ll signs, we return at
headquarters at noon.
Date.................. .'r.. 1,1..~ .~.9:~Y. .... J..1J.J.Y ..... 30......... ..... .

At hea dquarters the boys and I haule d out the Chris-Craft boa t
on the ways and scrubed the hull and change her propeller and
let dry to be painted . !n the afternoon the boys scraped rust
on the water tank all afternoon. ! left headquarters and went
to Abbeville to ge t some repairs made for the Chris-Craft.
Date ...................W.e.o.ne..s.a.ay .....July, . ...3.1 .•....

Had some repairs made for Chris-Craft and return to the sanctuary
and work on the Chris-Craft boat most of the day. The boys continue
to remove old paint and rust on the water tank, they work all day.

Date...................'r..f:l.~.I.:'..~.c'.l.~.Y.. .... ~~':l:.f3..!-.. . J . L

1963 •
This morning Boudreaux and I work down at the marine ways, painted
the bottom of t h e Chris-Craf t and put her back in the water . Lonnie
work on the ya rd hauling some dirt around his hous e and the baathouse .
.

Date .................F.:rJ.4rJ,Y. ....A.1J.gY,_!?..:t. ....~.~---··········

This morning ! left headquarters and patrol south up to section 5,
where Kilroy is drilling a well, I also went at the east end of
Chenier Au Tigre , had two go od rains in that area to -day . The boys
continue to scrape old paint from t he water tank for Lonnie's house.
Late in the af t ernoon Boudreaux and I went to Abbeville .
Date.... ..............Sa.t ..urday.....A.ugust..... 3.•....

Boudreaux and I spent the day at our homes in Abbeville. Lonnie
remain at headquarters and worked on his lawn and the water Tank.
Had some light rain thru the afternoon.

Date .................... S.\ID.Q$.,Y .....A.1J.g_µ_
s..t..... 4. .............

Boudreaux and ! spent the day in Abbeville ,
and Lonnie spen t the day at headquarters .
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Date........... Mo.nil~.Y....Augu.s.t .. ..5.......... .......... ..

This morning Boudreaux and ! left Abbeville a nd re t urn at headquarter . Lonnie this mornin~ mowed the lawns around his house
a nd around thenRin bui lain~ . Boudreaux and Lonnie spent the afternoon working on the water tank to be insta lled at the new house.

Date............ T.l?:~ ~4~Y..

.

. . :~~$..~.'3.~.....§..~ . . . ...... .

The boys and ! spent the day a t headquarters and made a cement
foundation for the water tank at Lonnie's house .

Date............W.e.dn.e.sday......Aug.ust .....7.........

This morning the weather is bad with some light rain thru the A. M.
!n the afternoon Boudreaux and I went up Belle Isle bayou for a ~mall
barge an d took it up to headquarter • !n the late afternoon ! left
headquarters and went home for the night, the boys remain at headquarters.

Date..........:..T.h.u..r.s.0.~Y. .... A.µgµs..t .....8..•...........

This morning I left Abbeville and came to the boat landing, Boudreaux
left headquarters and met me at the landing we mowed the lawn and return at headquarters at noon. !n the afternoon we started t o set the
water tank on the foundation at Lonnie's house . Had more light rain
in the afternoon.

Date........... F.J'J.9..c~Y ....A.1Jg.1J.$.t .... .9..~ ...... ..

Boudrea ux, Lonnie and I spent the day at headquarters and finish
setting up the water tank. !n the late afternoon Lonnie an d I left
headquarters ana ent to our homes, Boudreaux remain at headquarters.

Date ............ Sa.t.ur.O..ay ....Aug.us..t .... .l.O. .•... :..

Lonnie and I remain in town for the day and Boudreaux spent the morning
painting the water tank at Lonnie's house.

Date...............6.JJJ),~l~Y. .... Aµgµ.§.t. .....J...1.:.~ .... .........

Boudreaux spent the day at headquarte rs, Lonni
and ! remain in town all day. Had more light
rain thru the day.
2M ·9 -61 · CP
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Date...... M911.4.~Y .... A.µgµ .$.t.......lg.,.....................

This morning Lonnie met me at the boat landing an d from there we return at the sanctuary . Boudreaux and Lonnie spent the afternoon at
headquarters and made some repairs on the west side Break ater on the
main canal. I spent the afternoon also at headquarters .
Date...... 'r..JJ.~.. 9.9:~Y .... Aµe;.µ.s. .t.......l.3. •........ ........ .

The boys and ! spent the morning at headquarters, heavy thru most of
the morning. In the afte r noon the boys and I left headquarters and wert:t
west up Belle Isle bayou then north in the Humble canal to a point
east to the drilling Location by Austral, found the Dam at the west end
canla washed out by crew boats .
Date...... W.e.dne.sday..... Aug.u.s.t . ....14.•........

Thi s morning I left hea.dquarters ve nt to Abbe ville to see my doctor
then en t to Lafayette to see the Drilling Supt ., for ustral drilling
company to have the Dam on the North canal repaired. I return home in
the aft e rnoon and ~pent the night in town. The boys spent the day at
headauarters .
Date...... Thursday..... A.ug.ust ....15.•............

! spent mo t of the day at my home not feeling very well , in the afternoon I left home and return at the sanctuary. The boys spe nt the day
at headquarters an d cut grass 1heeled some dirt on the yard and painted
the ater tank a third coat of pain t .
Date ....F.ri.day.... .A.ug.u.s.t. ....1.6.•.....................

This morning I left headquarters and spent most of the day with a
Dragline on the North canal r~pairing the Dam ~ n that area, this Darn
as wa shed away oy Austral's crew boa t s running up and don the camal
so t he drilling o., had t he Dam re £aire d.._for us at n ch
to the
society . Boudreaux went and mowed the lawn at the oat landing , Lonnie
remat p at headqfua rters

Tate In t h e

a ft ernoon

I we pt h ack

to

Ahhe y 11le

Date....... 6.a.t.ur..~laY ....Au.gu..s.t .....17.•............

Lonnie Spent the day at headquarters , he mowed the lawn this morning
and in the afternoon he done some painting around his house. Boudreaux
is off on his last week of his three weeks vacation.
Date ......SYJ1.9-.&Y ...AJJ.gµ.e..t. ..... l..8..•. . ................

Lonnie Spent the day at headquarters, I spen t
the day at my home in Abbeville.
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Date .............¥.Q.1.14,'-Y ...4.µgµ,~~ .....l..9.~............

Thie morning Boudreaux eta.rt on his l a st weeke or •aeationo t left
Abbeville this morning and came out to the sanctaury. Lonn1• this
morning patrol thru the latee and up Tom bayou and eut graee the
signs along th• bayou bankso Lonni• and t spent the atternoon at
headquarters.

Date............... ~~..EJ.~~ ....~~~~.~.....~9..~

. . ....

Thie morning Lonnie and I left headquartere went south to Bell•
tel• ridge section l ' where Xecom ie drilling a well on the llc!l•
hepny property. 1n one of Meoom•s plane I flew o•er most ot our
eaet marsh and eaw lote of the Blue-winged teals, those are the
first seen tor the 196:5 and 64 eeason. In the afternoon late t
left headgµarteree and went home to see llY doctor. Monnie at heaciguartere.
Date.............W
.'-.QJ.).t .e.4:V..... 4.QSµ.e.t. .... g.1..•
Thie morning Willie Mae drove me to Lafayette at a Radiology Clinic
to have aome X•Ray ma&e an4 a pbye1eal examination, return to my home
in the afternoon and epent the night home. Lonnie spent the day at
headquartera and wheeled some dirt on some low places on the yard
along the break1"&ter near the boathouse.

c

Date............... ThursdaY, ... Augus.t

..2.2.•...
!n Abbe•ille this morning I went to s•• my doctor and spent most ot
the afternoon at my home not feeling to well. Lonnie spent the day
at headquarters and clean the walls in the ini14e of the boathouse.

Date...............'-..r.~~

. . A~~.13..t . ?.'-.~. . . . . .
Thie morning t left Abbe•ille and return to Lafayette tor some more

X•P.aye. I again spent the night at my home in Abbe•111eo Lonnie re\ main at headquarters and clean up arouna the boathouse and wlaeeled
dirt on the lawno
Date ....... . Saturd.a y... Augu.e.t

....24. . .

Thie morning I went and picked up Boudreaux took hi m a the bo&t
landing, Lonnie left headquarters and met us at the landing with the
boat, Lonnie remain at his home tor the weekend ott, Boudreaux return baet to headquarters and ! went baok to my home in Abbe•ill•
still not feeling Yery well and had to see my doctor in the af ternoono

Date ................. ~~~.4.~

. ..~~.f>.~.f:I.~ .... ?..$~. . .... .
Thie morning Boudreaux left headquarters and
patrol at the east and the west en4 ot Ohen1e
Au Tigre. Lonnie spent the day at his home at
t ntracoastal city. I spent the day at my home.
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Date...M.onda.Y. ....A:ugu.e.t ..... 26 . ....... ................

Lonnie and t met Boudreaux at the boat landing this morning. · !n the
afternoon We return at the sanctuary. The boys and I spent the afternoon at headquarters, Lonnie and Boudreaux change some bolt and done
som painting on the water tank at the main headquarters.
Date...T.µ.~_S.4AY...... AY.S,U..S.'.t,,....21.o. ................. .

Lonnie and Bouareaux spent the morning at headquarters, they wheeled
dirt on the yard around the main headquarters. !n the afternoon, Lonnie
went thru Bell• Isle lake and up Mile bayou. Ernest remain at headquartea
and painted the water tank at my house. t went to Abbeville to see my
doctor and spent the night at home.
Date..W.e.dne.sday .... August.....28. ...........

I spent the morning in Abbeville and in the afternoon Willie Mae
dro~e me to
a doctor in Lafayette return home in the afternoon

e••

and spent the night at home. The boys remain at headquarters and
continue to wheeled some dirt on the lawn.

Date..Thur.a day. . August .... 29 .

... ............
In Abbe•ille this morning ! had to see m,y doctor. epent the night
again in town. The boys whitewashed the inside walls of the boathouse this morning and worked on the yard in the afternoon 0

Date.T~1...~Y......4µgµQ:t .....'.50.o........................ .

This morning t lett home and came to tntracoastal city and cought one
or Meoom•s erew boat and return at headquarters tor moet or the day
but retum home ln the late afternoon. The boys change on ot the 12 tt.
rod that broke in the east elde Breakwater.
Date .. la.t.ur.da.Y. . .Augus.t

....!tl .... . ..........
This morning t remain at m,y home and went to m,y doctor in the afternoon.
Ernest and Lonni• spent the morning cutting grass on the bank or the old
boathouse slip. ln the afternoon Boudreaux left headquarters and came to
Abbe•ille. Lonnie spent the afternoon at headquarters.

Date ...tund.ay. ..... leptember ....1 •.....1.9.6 3.

t spent the d'1 at my home in Abbeville, Boudrea
spent the day at hie home also in Abbe•ill•. Lo
spent the day at headquarters. Had a •ery light
rain.
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Date..................... M.o.n4.a.s. ....A.Pr..1.l. .....?..9.P. ..........

This morning Lonnie, Boudreaux and myself return from Abbeville
to the sanctuary and started to wobk on the plumbing in the new
house, Boudreaux doing the painting, we work all day.
Date..................... T:u.e...s.da.Y. ....A.pri.1 .....30 .•......

Lonnie and I continue on the plumbing and Boudreaux on the painting, we work most of the day. Weather is still very dry and no
sign of rain.

Date .....................W.e.dn.e.sday.....May ....l ., .....1.96 3.

Work continue on Lonnie's house. Late in the aft e rnoon I left
h eadquarters and went to Abbeville for the night, Lonnie and
Boudreaux remain at headquarters.
D ate..................... ':£'.hY.::r.'.§.9:~Y .....M~Y. ....?.. ~...............

ThiQ morning Boudreaux left headauarters and came to the landing
and mowed the lawn, ! left Abbeville and met Boudreaux at the
landing and return at he ~ dquarters at noon. Boudreaux and Lonnie
painted all aft e rnoon in the new house and ! work on the plumbing.
D ate ......................f..:r.'..~.'?:~.Y. ... .~A~Y.. .....?..~

. . .... . .............

Work continue on the new house most of the day, Boudreaux mowed
the lawn and clean the boats. After the days work Lonnie went to
hie home for the weeke nd off, I went home also, Boudreaux remain
at headquarters.
D ate ...................... Sa.t .JJ.:r.9...aY. ....Ma.Y ..... 4..•.. ...... ......

Boudreaux this morning left headquarters and patrolled south to
the west end of Chenier Au Tigre, he remain at headquarters thru the
afternoon. I spent t he morning in Abbeville. In the afternoon I left
Abbeville with Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Andrews and party to them out to the
a a nctuary for the bird migration study for Dr. Geor5e H. Lowery.
Date ................ ....S.unday . ..May .... 5........................
I spent most of the day
at the sanctuary with the bird migration par
and left them in care of Boudreaux, I went t
Abbeville in the late afternoon. Lonnie spen
the day at his home at Intracoastal city.
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DatErti,~~·:a:···~~!t· ....!:ra·a·a·. · ;n.ound

headQuarters and pa.tro1-ed sections 35, 36 on
northwest corner of sanctuary. Jn the afternoon we received some light showers.

Date...t.ue.sday.., ...... ...~

Ernest and I went to Intrascoastal City: an
to mow the lawn and clean and whitewash the inside of the garage. ln the afternoon weloaded the flat boat which we had in tow with lumber and returned to headquarters.
Wet received .6 of an in. of rain.
Date...wedne-sd.ay.._., ... .gept·...... 4 . . .............

Ernest and I out grass around headquarters and cleaned and painted both large signs in front of headquarters. Inthe afternoon we painted the underneath of the sistern next to M~ . Nick,camp we also started to take out the old breakwater on the east end of the boatshed.
Date....'.l!b.µ;r.~4.~Y.,. ......S.~p.t.,..... .5........... ......... .

Ernest and I worked all day taking old breakwater and started replacing it
with a new onegn the east end of the boatshed.

Date... Fri.day., .....se.pt ........6........... ...................

we finished with the breakwateri inthe morning.Mr.Corbin with Pan American came to notify us that they were ready to start work on their lease in
tI7S-R4K and TI7S-R3E which has recently been permitted. ~ey brought their buggies this afternoon and the surveiors starte:l • Ernest remained at headquarters and l spent the night at my home.
Datesaturday., .... Sept.•......7 ......... . ........... .

I went fiehing with my dad and we went to southwest pass so I was abee to

check the property while ! was their. Ernest went on patrol in the ~om bayou area.I spent the night at my home and Ernest remained at headquaters.
Date.....Sunday..~ ..... Sep.t

.•.....8 . .............. ............ ·
:I spent the day at my home aandErnest remained

at headquaters.We received . 1 in. of rain at
headquarters today.

......................................................................................................
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Date..M'f!::9.:r:l..4.~Yt ...... S.€:!.Pt. , ..... 9..........................

I met Ernest at Intracoastfl City landing and we re.turned to headquaters
where we spent the rest of the morning. In the aftrenoon I went on the
east end of Chenier T'!gre where Pan IJ4. is working l spent the afterno'Cm
on the buggies to see their operation.Ernest cleaned the porches on the
main headquaters ao they could· be repainted.
Date .......TU.e.sd.a y.• .....Sep.t .. ....10..................

Ernest and f wheeled dirt on the lawn,cleaned the outside of the main headquatersand painted one poarch.

Date......We.dne.sd.a.y.., ......sept .....J.I, .............

Ernest and I went on patrol on the west bo;undry ot the sanctuary near
Chenier Tigre waenwe returned wemowed andcleaned the lawn at headquaters

D ate ......fhured-ay·,.·····Sept;·· ······I-2··············

We worked around headquaters and also whitewashed the trees •

Date.........~~.4~Y..t..S~P.t.•.... .I3. ................... .... .

Ernest went to Intra. City landing to mow the lawn and whitewash tae trees. !remained At headquatera and wheeled dirt on the lawn and painted
theporch on the west side of headquaters •

DateSa.t .u rday..., ...... se.p t.•.. . .14 ....................

Ernest
remined at hid home.I remained at headquaters and went on pat
rol Belle Isle bayou. We received 2 inches of rain inthe evening •

Date .........~.4.~ .t ......S~.Pt.~ .....1.5. . . ................

.

Ernest spent the day at his home and I remained
at headquaters and we again received 2 inches of
rain.
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Date.. Mon.cla.Y . . . 1.6. •....Se.pt.~ ........................... .

Ernest arrived at headqua.tere early this morning ,we remained at
headquatere . the tide is very high and we are expecting rain . In
the afternoon at 3 O:clock !meat and heard about Hurricane Cindy ,
and was told to evacuate.We left headquaters at 4;30 and the rain
started.

tttesaay 1 t. Sept.

Datt·································································································

Ernest spent the day at his home and !spent tday at my eistrs
I had to evaouate · my home also. It has not stopped raining since
yesterday afternoon.

Date.Wedne.sday.. , ...... sept·········l8···············

Hurricane warnings lifted so lrnest and I returned to headquaters
but the weather is very bad and the water is so high we are unable
to do anything.We return to Intra. Landing and started to clean
the yard of drift.Wereoeived 20 inches of rain since Monday.
Date..........Thur..sdaY. .....Se.p.t

........1.9.............. .

We returned to headquaters this morning ,the water ie gone and we
are able to start cleaning up.

tt'rid&y, !ept 2o
Dfffie·s·t ····remarri"ed····a.t···· hea·dquaters and I went to abbeville to get the
40 h. p outboard motor fixed .

Date ...... 1a.turday.... Sept-.······2·1···········.........

I spent the day at my home and Ernest remained at headquatere.John
W.Mecom Moved their rig out of eotion 13 of 16-2 in which they made
a dry hole.

Date.. Sunday......Sept........22 .............. ................. .

n spent

the day at
headquaters.
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Date.......... MC>..~.~l ..t .~".P. ~ .~....... ?'-························

Ernest met me at the boat landing in the morning and we mowed
the lawn and came to headquaters. In the afternoon we went on
patrol and cut the grass around the signs along the canals
from headquaters south to chenier- au-tigre.

Date ......... 'Tue·sday·1·se·pt ~··24························

Ernest and ! cut the grass around the signs from headquaters
north to Vermillon Bay and also in Belle Isle Bayou and return
to headqua ters .

Date...... ...1f.edne·sdaY·····Sept········25·· ········

we worked around headQuaters 1n the morning cutting grass and
hauling dirt .Inthe afternoon !went Home.

Date..........T..J:nw.~4.~. ....$.E.P.t.. ~. g.6-............ .........

r

returned to headquaters 1n the morning and Ernest and !worked
the re s t of the day around headquatere.

D ate ············rrtday···· tei>t·~······2:7·····················

Ernest and :r: worked around headc;µaters 1n the mornigga and in
the afternoon I took ERnest to the landing so he could go home.

D ate . ... sa.t .urday.

.. t .e p.t ..28................... .
ERneet remained at his home in the mornig and in the afternoon
1 met he and Mr. Buchh1 ster aad we went:. to Headq.uatere where we
touered the Sanctuary and Ernest and Mr.Buchh1ster returned to
Abbeville and I remained at headquaters.

Date ..........S:UOdfY .... S.e.p .t ....29. .......................... .

I spent the day at headquaters and Eernest
spent the day at his home.
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Date................... .M9.z:l.<:i.~Y. .... §.~pj'.__~. ?9. . ......... ... .

Ernest arrived at Headquaters in the morning. We remained at head
quatere in the morning and in the afternoon we went to patrol
section 35&36 on the northwest corner of the sanctuarj.

DattJrue··s-ciay···· oa ··~······1·········· ······························

We spotted 15 blue- eeee .They passed overHeadquaters heading south
We cut grass around headquaters in the morning and im the afternoon
we went and patroled the Tom-Bayou Area.

Date....wedne·eday···· Oe·t · ···2·· ········ ······ · ·········

This morning Ernest and. I pulled the Cris-Craft on the waves and
did some work on the bottom.

Date.... ThursdaY. ... . Oc..t .....3........................ . ...... ..

Ernest and I finished the work on the eris-Craft and put it in The
water.We spotted 25 Pintails East of Headquaters.Bricker their
equipment onto the property this afternoon.

trid&Y oct 4
D ~rlclter···· etartea······ee·t·smtc ··· work on the property this morning • Erne st
and ~ spent the morning at headquaters and in the afternoon ! went to
my home.Ernest remained at Headquaters.

Da t5aturday ....Qct, ... 5 .............................. ..... .....

I spent the day at my home and Ernest remained at headquaters and

mowed the lawn.

Date ... sunda.y .... oc.t . ....6 . "..... ..... ........................... ...

!spent the day at my home and EI"nest remained at
Headquaters.
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Date.Monday: .... o.c t ...7....... .............. ........................

!returned to Headquaters in the morning from my home. Ernest and I spent
the ~rest of the morning at headquaters.~n the afternoon we went and set
fire in section 36 on the northwest corner of the sanctuary.

Date.Eirii·:~~~ri'g~.f-.~- een:t · ori....Patrol

to south-west pass in the morning . In the
atternoon ! went to East end of Chen1er-au-Tigre on Patrol. I spotted
about 600 Teal,400 Pintail, 200 each ofGadwall Shovler and 300 Coots.

DateWednesday .....Oa.t .•..... .9.............................

First l !_ . .
t
~~!h.~+Yi.q~ ~n ear_ly~· m<n:n1~ ot.f wb~&~ --~A
s oppe om sanctuary in section ·:55 e~a~~"d:Cfiliit- s : ·ar ' tne'""SO"O- geese
that stopped
were Snow geese which is very rare. Ernest and I set
fire on north-eas corner ' o . . 5 · g
.. -·-· -Date.1h.~.~4.~Y. ....9.<?. ~. ~. . . .~.9. . . . .............. . . . . .
Ernest and I worked In the shop at H.Q.Checking and greaseing all the
tools and cheching our outboard motors and cleaning them .We went and
set fire in section 35 in the afternoon .

DateP'riday····Oc·t ····l ·l ········· ............................... ..

WE cleaned our boats in the morning in the aftermoon Ernest went to his
home and ! remained at H.Q. The geese left the sanctuary This morning
heading west.

Date.SS..t .ur.day .... Oc.t .• ....1.2 . ...........................

Ernest spent the day at his home. I remained at a,adquaters and in the
afternoon I went and Patooled the Deep La.he area.

+..'-.. . . ... . . . . ... . . . ..... ..

Date..$.µD,g~Y.. .... 99.. ~......! ...

Ernest spent the day at his home and I spent the
day at Headquaters.
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Date......Monday.....Oc.t .... 1.4.. ....................... ........... .

Ernest anowed the lawn at Intracoastal landing and came to Headquatere
in the morning .!cleaned the mud dobbers out of the boatshed at the
Headquaters.In the afternoon Ernest and I went and set the fire in
section 35 on northwest corner of sanctuary.

Date.T..µ~.!?..~ .... Q~..~..•.. l5.... ..... ... ........................

In the morning Ernest andI cleaned and ~ a inted The l arge r1at-boat
In the afternoon Ernest and I went in Belle- Isle Bayou To set some
fires.

Date:ion~· :·t~~·a9!·~·;,c;t~ed·· ·a·round

Headquaters Inthe morning and in the aftern
oon we went and set fires in sections 19and 30 on Belle Isle.I also
The first Mallard drake of the sea son.

Date.. Tb.µ:r.e..~Y .....09..1'. ~ ......l.7.............................

Ernest and I cleaned the small flatinThe morning • In the afternoon
we painted One coat ot paint we also cleaned the old pirogue so we
could paint 1 t.

Date ..lrid.ay..... O.c .t

....18. ....................... ................
In the morning 1l left Headquaters to go to abbeville and bring llY small
Daughter to the Dentist to have a tooth pulled .Ernest remained at
Headquaters and painted the last coat of paint on the small flat.

Saturd&Y Oct 19
. day· · irt···my . · home . l rnest Remained at l'sadq uatere and painted
tae Pirogue .

D ate ...t'epe·nt·····the

Date ....Sunda,y.....Oc..t.2.~ .0 .............................. ... . ... .

!spent the day at my home. Ernest spent the day
at headquaters.
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Date..Mo..n4~Y .....0.9...~. • .~l. ......... ........... ... . .......... .....

! returned to Headquaters in the morning and Ernest and I pul led the
Cris-Craft on the waves And washed The hull and started to sand it
to get it ready so we could paint1t.

Datlrue..sd&y.... O.o..t ..... 22 .......... ...........................

-

Ernest and i finished sanding the hull and we spot primed ito There
ha s been 6 weeks tetette~ 1~ s1nce it rained at H. Q. and the water levle
i n t he lakes is startingto ~p.

Date.. RM."-.e.4.~Y .....0~ ~.!11.. ~3........................ .... .

.

Ernest and I put the last coat of primer on the eris-Craft and Sanded
the bottom.We still ont have any geese on the sanctuaryo Austral
01.l finished their drilling opera t1ons .

Date...T..b.~.~ 4.~ .....Q~.. ~~... ...

?.4.... ... . . .. . . . .

!n the morning Ernest and r painted the bottom of the Cris-Craft and
pa£ it back in the water. In t he afternoon we wenJ: and set fires in
the Tom Bayou area.

.....

. . ...?..5.................... ............

D ate .......:r..:r.~~Y. ~-~--•

Ernest Aftftleft headquaters In the morning and rremainea at head quater
and raked the leaves of f the yard.

sataras:y Oct ~
Date .. Erne111t·· 1~pen·t··· the·····day·····at

his home and ! remained at H eadquaters Still
no Geese on the sanctuary.

Date .....sundayoe.t,. •...... 27. .......................... ... ........

Ernest spent the day at his home and ! spent the
day at headquaterso!went to Check The Pearson
POnds and saw about 2000 duc ks.400 Coots and 100
Mallard s.
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birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at r oosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

DattMo.nday...,.oot.•.28 ..... ....................................

Ernest arrived in the morning fvom hie home and we spent the morning
at headquatere.!n the afternoon we went on patrol on the west end of
C henier-~u-Tigre We saw lots or ducks working over the marshes but
no Geese.

Dat{·ri~·t~;r.-irig~~i~~- ... Errie"e't ""'and

!' sanded the Tan on the Cris-Craft aowe
could repaint it.In the afternoon Brneet painted the boat and I walked
the marsh In section 35 and set fires in small patches o~ grass that did
not burn before.

Datll.e.d ne.sda,Y, .....O.c..t. ....30. ...............................
!n the morning 250 Geese lit
afraid they will not stay;it
the mar ah 1 s dr.
.
t...
octay' a · expect to move out

in the fresh burn in section 35 but I am
has been 4 du .,st@ ~~~..~
t-reJ, comp e tea tner
1.1
soon.

Dat:.h~~.~Y.....09..~ ... ..3l ...................................

In the morning Ernest and ! scrubbed all the seats and ouehions andthe
inside ot the Cris-Craft .In the morning there were 600 Geese in 35
near headquaters. In the afternoon we went to check the water level in
the Pearson Ponds andeaw about
~.
a w~ll Teal a nd
Wi eor].J With a nunbe~ o.~ ,Sho:vler and MallardOt 200 eac a a·o ~oots
er "eve'f :very low.
· ~
~ , ·
·
•""""···~·
'"'oi~;~ .::i.- ......,,,
.........
Datcf.riday. ....¢;t ....NoT . . ... J.. ..... .......... ........... .
!n the morning early we have a Nortaer moT1ng in Weather bad but still
no Rain • The Geese in 35 number about a 1000.I left Headquaters In
the morning to go to Town and get eupples for the camp.Ernest renained
at headquatere.
.k

Date

r:;rni~{h~.<:>.d~~. . aX. .my. . home.lrneet

,

"l...,,.,,,,ift.-M'.

,.

spent the day at headquaters and

painted the shelves in the shop.

Dat~:w.1.c:l.~ .....NO..Y. . . .3...................... . ... ............ ........

! spent tae day at my home and ernest spent the

day at Headquatere.Austral Mo•ed their r1g off of
section 35 today.
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Date.Ji.1:.~.~~~Y ....N<:>.Y..~ .~ ..... .................... .... ... .........

!returned to Headquaters in the morning and Ernest and r spent the
morning at headquaters in the afternoon we went and Patrol sections
35 and36 on northwest of sanctuary we saw 4000 Geese on sanctuary.

Date..... Tue.sdaY, . ... . ..N.o.Y. ......5.............................

WE wake to the sound of rain and before it was fintehed 1t paoduced
nc es which sure helped after 48 days w1tpout any.In the afernoon we

wen

to ~ntracoastal to pick up some lumber.

DateW.edne.ed.ay: .....No.v. .... 6..................................

Ernest and I went and Patroled the Tom Bayou area and saw
In section 9 of theSanotuary.And 15,000 on the State eanot~u~a~r~y~~~;~~
the sanctuary.In the afternoon we set fires ia back of my camp
ready to burn Section 6.

Da

.

ii~·=· ·m~·rnI·ri~ ·w·e .... w&lke·d . . section 6 and set fires and the water level
still very low !hope for more rain soon.In the afternoon we walked
section 31 ans set fires.

Date.r.r.1d~.Y .. ..no..v.•.. ....8 ..........................................

In the morning the Geese commig in 31 near sanctuary and in the aftern
oon they aee about 5000 .!walked 31 again and set fires Ernest went
home .The wind is 30 m.p.hp from s.e. and we received 2.6 inches of
rain that night.

Date ~~µ;r.Q.~y .J~Q~ .t..9. . .............................

Wind etll 30 mph fromsoutheast and drizzle rain Ernest spent the day
at his home and ! remained at h.q.

Date.8und&y .... N.o.v.. . . 10. . . .....................................

Ernest spent the day at hie home and t spent the
day at Headquatere It d~1zzled all day.
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Date.. .MQn4.$.Y.. ,......N.Q.V..~.m:b..e..~.....l .l

..............

Ernest returned to headauaters in the morning from hi s some .The weather
clear and the winds from north.t~e Geeeeineraeeed to
n 31 near
Headquaters .I walked 31 again to burn and Ernest remained at H.Q. to
clean the main house.

Date ...T.u .e..s.da.Y......no.ve.mbe.r

....1.2 ..............

Ernes t and I went and Patrol the East end or Chenier-9u-Tigre and when
we returned we s&oped and set fires in section 6 wealso went and walked
section 31 and set fires.The geese started comming 1n seotion 31 from
the Toms bayou area.

Date..W.f:l.~.~.~~.Y.......N.Q.!..! .. l .3................ .......... .

Ernest remained at Headquaters and work .!went to Intraaoastal city for
supplies and returned 1.n the afternoon. we have 7000 Geese in eecton 3i
and 4000 in section 6 near main H.Q.

Date .. Thur.sday.....No.v. .•. 14............................... .

Geese still comming in we
and I went and Patrol the verm~
n ay
ne and on returning w e
changed l Sign ON the main canl on Western Border of se.c ton 6 near H.Q.

Date...f..~~~.N: .....N.9!..~.. ~

5. . . . . .............................. .

Ernest an~ I pulled the Cris-Craft 1n the morning and changed the whell
!went to Intracoastal city .Ernest remained at Headquaters and went and
patroled the west end of Chenier-au- Tigre.

Date ..

llH-l ifi ...

aturday·.. ·Nov·;; ..16
I met the
len Morgan ~arty at the Intracoastal city landing at 8 am
and brought them on
tour of the Sanctuary and returned to Int . City
In the afternoon.Ernest remained at H.Q .

Date.. Sunday .... N.o.Y.....17......... ............ . .................

I spent the day at my home. Ernest spent the day
at Headqua.ters.
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DattMond.e.y .... Novembe.r..... .i.s., . . .1.96 3

I returned to headquarter s in the morning ,
patroled the Deep Lake area and set fires .

Dater.uesday.....N.ovem·b e-r ···l

Earnest and I went and

9·,-·····19 6 3

Earnest and I went and patrole ed the East end of Chenier Au Tigre
and set fires in sections 18 , ill 1 9, 20 .

a t Int . and an__d•.......__ _
and Broug t Mr .

Datlrh:u.r.s .day .... N.ov.e.mb.e.r . .21.,. .....19 6-3

Ea rnest and I walked Northern Boundry Line of Section 35-36 on
North- West corner of Sanctuary and checked the signs we put two new
signs .

DatF..ri.day .. .N.ove.mbe.r .... 22.,.....1.9.6 3

Earnest and I worked a rounld Headquarters in the morning . In the
afternoon, he went to his home in Abb . I r emained at Headquarters .

Da t~aturday ·· November .... 2·3'·, . ....1·9 6 3

Earnest spent the day at his home.
received 8 inches of rain.

I remainea at Headquarters- we

D atSunday.....N.o:v.emb.er...... 24., ......i.96 3

Earnest spent the day at his home . I remained at
Headquarters and went and patroled and set fires
in the Big Island Bayout area .
2M -9-6 1-CP
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Date.. Monday.. ...Nov .•.25 ........................ .... ..........

Ernest and I went and patroled the Tom Bayou Area &n the morning after
he arrived from Intracoastal • In the afternoon we went and patroled
the Ea st a nd of Chenier Au tigre And set fires in sections 35 36,And
25 on the South west corner of the sanctuary.
Date .T.u e..s.daY.....N.o.v •......26. ...............................

Ernest and I went and Patroled the south west Pass area 1n the morning.
!n the afternoon we went and set more fires in sections 35,36,and 26 on
the Southwest corner of the sanctuary,

Date...... W.~dn..e..e.4..~.Y. ....Ho.v.: ..... ...2.7 . . .......... .....

Ernest went to Intracoastal to pick up Mr.Nick and return to Headquaters
Mr.Nick and I went To csee thP. Pearson Ponds where we saw about LO 000
Coots very few ducks. In the afeernoon Ernest Brought Mr. Nick bac
o
ntracoastal ,!remained at H.Q.

Date.. Thur.s.day. ... No.v:.... 28 . ... ... ... .................. .

Ernest and I spent the day with our ramiles at Headquatere .!n the Morning we went and Patroled the Vermillion Bay area •

Date..!r.iday..... No.v.. ,..... 29 ...... . ............................

The deck Season Opens today and Ernest and I go and Patrol the Vermill1cn
Bay area.The wind 1s 30 M.P.H. foom the north and we Have our lowest
Tide of the year.In the Afternoon ernest brought me to !ntrascoastal
and returned to H.Q.
Date ..... ~~-~µ~g~Y .....N.P.Y.. .•.. 3..0. ................. ........ .

Ernest went and Patroled the Vermillion Bayarea in the morning and in
the afternoon he aent and set fires in section 18.I spent the day at
my home •

Date ... Sunday!le.¥..~D.e.c. ember .... l ......... .

Ernest went and set fires in sec1on 30,31 on eas
end of Chenier Au Tigre .!n the morning he went
and Ptroled Vermillion bay. I spent the day at my
Home.
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Date.... .Mo.nd~Y . . d.e..c. .•.......2......................................
Ernest met Mr.Nick and I at the landing and we reaurned to Headquaters
where we Ground the Valaes on the light Plant.We finished in the
afternoon and mr Nick returned to his home.

Date.Tu.e.sday.....D.e.c .•.. 3............ .............................
! went and patroled the Vermillion bay area in the morning and Erne st
remained and worked at headquaters .!n the afternoon we went and set
fires in sections 17, 18 and 29 ,30, 31, 32 on the east end of chenier
au-T1gre •

..

DatI.....:.:-m~x~aY.·p~·ti-6·ied the. . Vermillion Bay Area and Ernest remained at H. q .
In the afternoon we went and set fires !n section 26 on the west end of
Chenier -au-Tigre .We saw about e,OOO Coots and 500assorted Docks in
the Persons Ponds .
DatT.hu.r..e@Y. .... D.e..c.•.. 5..........................................
Ernest and I went and Patroled the Toms Bayou Area and the Vermillion
Bay area . ! n the attrnoon I went to Intracoastal for supplies and
returned to H.q.

Date ......f..~ .~ .~ .....P.~.~. ~J>. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Ernest and I worked around H. q.1n the morning and at tO,A.M. ! went to
!ntracoas tal to pick-up Mr Clements and Party.We returned to H.q.and
toured the Sanctuary on the east end of Chenier au tigre .We then returned
to hq and Ernest Brought Part of party back to Intracoastal in the
Afternoon.
Dat a.t.urdas.....D.e.0..... 7..... . ................. ..................
Ernest returned to H.q.In the morning • Mr. Clements and rrank Ligas and
I toured the sanctuary on the east end of Chenier -au-Tigre and r eturned
to h.q. by way of the wes t end Canal.In the afternoon! ! went to IntraCoastal to vote and returned to H.q .
Date....... Su.n(;l$..Y ....P.~.9......6.............. .......... . ................
Mr. Clements and rrank and I walked Sest1on 6
To the Pearson Pond s and returned to Hq.!n the
afternoon I went and brought Mr. Clements, ~ rank,
And Ernest to the land 1ng and returned to H.Q.
2M -9· 61 -CP
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¥9.·~~i~i~·~=d.·"· tg9..He&dquatere

in the morning and Ernest and ! worked
aoound Headquaters the Rest of the morning in the afternoon we went
and Patrol the west end of Chenier Au Tigre.We eaw 500 geese in the
Nicks Lake area.wealso saw about :5000b1g ~!Ducks Mostly mallard and
Pintail working from east to West across the sanctuary. ·

Date..................

Date..................

£-~~. t~~·m~ri:irii!t.rriest

and ! went and Patroled the Vermillion Bay
Area and found that the Geese had left none at all in the area
!n the afternoon we went and patrolled the Big Island Bayou aeea
and saw about 300Gee se in the Nicks Lake area.

Date..................

.
.
Morning at Headquaters in thea! t ernoon we went
and patrol the east end of Chenier au Tigre area Due to the weather

~~·~ ·:·i~~n:i~·r ~ s~e~i~~he

which was very clear and a strong North wind blowing no ducks and
Geese were moving the area.

Date....................Thurs.d&y . . J.an.~ . .... 2........ .... ..

Ernest and! went to !ntrascoastal . to pick up some supplies and
to Headquaters .:tn the afternoon we went and patrol the
W etCheni er area and saw ¥er-y few ducks working moetlysmall ducks
r~turned

Date.................... r.rid&Y .....J.a n ... 3-............. ........... .

Ernest and ! went and set rires in the Teal Ponds area Wesaw about
500 ducks oall kinds and about 700 coots. The weather has been
pleasent the last few days but a norther is moving in.

Date .................... S.. t. qJ.'.c:l.~Y......J.~ ....

4.. . . . . . . ...

We received 1.5 inches of rain last night and today and the weather
ts still unsettled and I expect more.Ernest went to hie home this
morning and I r emained at H. Q.

Date .................... tunday. .... J.an ... .5. ........... ......... ..

We received 3inches of rain today and it is
still raining .The weather ls also cold in
the 30, s and I remain at H.Q.all day.
over Please•
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hard~already.I

We have had an exceedingly
havent eeen the first
part of winter this hard in a long time.Due to this and the Big
Drought of the summerthe Nutria population wlLL drop from 25 to
35% as that of last year.Ernest and ! havent found any young yet
this year on the sanctuary.Will advise further.
Water;
The water level ie still below normal in the . Marsh Due to the
Drought But it s comming back slowly and I expect it back to n
normal soon .Dueto this and the sever cold Whicp had Tempretures
in the low 30:s all december The Grass is slow comming out in
the Burns.
Ducks;
were about the same in numbers ! As last yearon the Sanctuary.
Coots;
The Coots Increased about 60% as of last Year on the sanctuary.
Geese;
The Geese were about half in numbers othe Sanctuary as of last
Yearand they seemed to work different to last year.They dont
stay more than 3to5 days in one spot .last year they ·would stay
as much as 3to 4 weeks before moving. It could be due to the
constant change in weatherand also the drought and grass could
have some effect still.
Deer;
have seen lots of deer this year and they seem• very heathly
and are increasing in number •

We

Lonnie Lege
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Date... .M9..~~Y .... ~~~.,..~;,t

...................... . . .... ..

Ernest came and picked up my family and myself at Intra.coastal around
noon ad we came to Headquaters .we ha another hard rreeze 24 de reee
and the mar h did no unfreeze at all to

Date.... ~~.~..~~1.'.....~.~·· ···~'--· · · ........................... ..

Another •ery hard rreeze today 21 degrees and Ernest and I remain at
HeadQuatre in the morning • !n the afternoon we went and patrol the
Toms Bayou krea and the Vermillion bay area about 5000 Geeee in the Tom
Bayou area .The wind ls from the north but we have a fair tide that 1a
unusal.

Date ....W..e.d.ne..aday.....Jan. ....15..........................

e cam
n thi..e m rn1
out the location for Pan. Am...!... in
eection l Of 16- and started in the afternoon when the Perm arrived
E nest and I went and Patrol the EAst and west end of Chenier a tlgre
1n the afternoon o

'tAe dre

....J..an . . .l..6. ..............................
Thia morning it 1s raining again and most of night also 1.5 inches of
rain We worked around H.Q. ln the morning and in the afternoon we
went and checked on the Dredge •

Date.... 'rb.UJ.".S.W

Date .. l .r.1da.Y .... J..-.~l .... l7............. .........................

!n the morning Erneat ana I went and checked on the dredge and in the
dredge will probably finish tomorrow • we then return to H.Q, to get
ready for the Da•idsm1re party Tomorrow.

saturaay J an 18

r ·Te·r ·t -.. H.... q·~· at 7 am to p1ek. up Da•1dem1re party at 8 a.M.
and we return to hq where we guided them on a tour or the sanctuary
Wesaw ~bout o 000
8.-8~ in the Verm1111on area and in the afternoon
E~neet brought them back to landing.

Date .. Erritfst··· a:na·..

Date......

und.ay.....Jan.... 1.9 . ...................................

In the morning !went to North rreeh Water bayou
to talk to dBga Dredge captain about damming the
old Auetral location • the r1g for Pan.Am. came
in today •
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Date. ~<?~.~~r~~~dgto ... H(:ia·dquaters

1n the morning and ernest and I spent the
rest of the morning at headquares .1n the afternoon we wenr t and visit
at the Pan Am. rig they are presently drilling at! 10,300 ft.

Date '-'~-~--~~Y. .... J..~ .n.".......2.e. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . .

Ernest and I went to Intracoastal to bring the I 40 h.p.motor to Mr.
Nic k so he could trade it on a new one o We also got the gas bottle
f or the Main Headquaters filled and returned to H.Q. in the aftermoon

DateW.e..dne..adaY:.....Jan....2.9..............................

We worked around headquaters in hhe morning and did some work on the
Cris-Craft boat .In the a fternoon we went and patrol the Dee:p-Lake area
the grass is growing very good since we havent had a freeze in the last
2 weeks .The water is a lso very fresh in the marsh but we did not see
any ducks.
D a te'l'.b.,µ;r._e.4.~.Y.: .....J.a.n.. ...30............. . ....... ............

Ernest and I went and patrol the East end of chenier au Tigre • we have
ee.r. ~t is very poor and we have seen 3
Been Noticeing A few
Dead in the Bayou I know that the grass n
e marsh is adequate to
tHem in good condition .I hope that it is not the same sickness
killed so many in the ea rly 50,s .

Date.... l..r .1da.Y: .... J.a.n .........3.l

DI:

................................. .

Ernest and ! worked around Headquaters in the morning and In the afternoon Ernest went to his home and I remained at Headquaters.

DateSatur.da.y. .....P.'eb ... .l . . .......................... ....... .

! spent the day at headquaters In the afternoon 1 went and patroled the
Big Island Bayou area. Ernest spent the day at his home.

Date.~.~c:l:~Y.. ... r.~P.. . . ?.. ... . ... . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... '
I went tt he Pan am rig and they have! Reached
l~~o~t,.~isa~~m:~e running a log .Eeneat spent the
2M-9-61-CP
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MondiY feb. 3

Date........ we·....recfl:frved . T~·5 . friches

of rain and it is sttll raining. Ermest arr1W.
thi s morning f r om his home.the wind is out of the east at 25 M.P.H.
it rained all day and we remaine d at H.Q.

i~·e.·;~;'i~·:·~. ~·~ . . inche. ~ . . of

rain iin the night weather is clea;.,,"~ went
and patrol the weet end of chenier au-Tigre .We did not see amy Geese
and the ducks are very scarce .we saw 5 deer and 2 were very poor.

Date........

Date........

,~~~:·~d:d..r.~b·;;·nt. . and

patrol the Toms Bayou Area !n the morning The
wind is oyt of the weat at 25 MPH.and the water will be aii gone by
this afternoon.Still no Geese in the tome bayou area.

D ate ........ Thu.rsday....F.e.b .....6 ................. ........ . ..

Ernest and I went and patrol the east Chenier-au- Tigre area and we
also stopped at the Pan.Am. rig they are drilling at 13,068ft.
In the afternoon I weny on a plane ride with one of my friends that
works for Baroid.ff" flew over all of the sanctuary and did not see
any Geese and about 2500 ducks.

Date........ :P'.r i.d ay .... 7..eb.....7 ...... . ............... ...............

Ernest and I cleaned the boats and he brought me to Intracoastal
and returnedtoH.q.the water is very low.The Dept of Wildlife Issued
the Count on the Ducks this ?era was Over 6 Million in La. this Year
as that of 4Million for last year.And that the Mallard had Doubled
its Population .

Date .........$~.¥.~~~

... . ~.~P. .. ~ . .. . . . ..... . . .. . ..
I spent the day at my home and ernest s tayed at Hq.he went and patrola
the deep Lake area and the Big !eland area.

Date........s unday .....r..e.b .... 9 . ............................... ..... .

Iepent the day at my home and Ernest remained a
Hq . Mr.Nick advised me that this was to be my
last Report Until Advised rurther. He will M~ke
allReporte from now on. - - ..-.... - 2M -9-61- CP
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Date.........M.Qn4$.Y. .....J.'.~:P..~~.r.Y . .J~0.1t.......

Thie morning Ernest left headquarters and came to the boat landing
for Lonnie and I, we return at headquarters. In the afternoon I,
the boys start working on the breakwater along the west side of the
main canal by the marine boat ways. On the Kcllhenny property fust
southwest of our headquarters are something like 8,660 geese feeding.
I spent the night at headquarters with the boys.
Date........... T..Y.~.$.4.~Y..... T..~J:>:r.µ.~ .rY. . . l .i . ~. .
This morning Lonnie and I left headquarters and patrol south to the
east end of Chenier Au Tigre, we visit at the Pan American drilling
rig on section 31, t hey are now down to 13,000 feet and plan to log
this well at 13, 600 feet. I return at headquarters and in the afternoon the boys took me back to the boat landing, I went home and the
boays return at the sanctuary.
Date........... 'fl.edne.s.da.y ..... r .e br.ua..ry.....1.2 .
Ernest and Lonnie, worked on the breakwater along the west side of
the marine boat ways. In the afternoon the boys patrol thru the lakes
and up Tom bayou, report something like 2,500 Ge e se in those area.
Ducks are getting very scarce on the sanctuary at this time.
I remain in Abbeville all day.
Date............ ':J'.'hµ.~~<:1.~Y .... r..~ .~~.~~-~1. ...

J.'-.•

This morning Ernest and Lonnie left headquarters and patrol at the west
end of Chenier Au Tigre, report some few Geese 1n that area but nn the
Mcilhenny property. tn the af ternoon Lonnie went to the drilling rig
on section 31. I spent the day at my home, weather 1s bad and cold.
Date ...........J'r.1.d ay .... F..e."br.u.a.r.y..... l."t: .•. . .

Lonnie and Ernest spent most of the day at headquarters, they clean
the boats this morning and 1n the afternoon Ernest left headquarters
and went to his home for the weekend, Lonnie remain at headquarters.
I also spent the day at my home in Abbeville .
Date.........

8.~~-µ~g~y .. r..~.Q~µ~-~Y. ...J .5..

Lonnie remain at headquarters all day, Ernest and I spent the day
in Abbeville. On the State Refuge east fro m section 31 and 32 on the
State Refuge are about 10,000 Geese feeding in a fresh burn.
Date ...............sunday. ...J'eb.ru.ars.. ....16.•....

Erne st and I re ma1n in .A bbeville all day.
Each warde~gn r initial here:
Lonn1baye
, this mdornintg pavtrolli edi nobrth oudt bof k '?7r;:':;f:~ ~~
· ~
Deep
ou an eas on erm 1 on ay an
ac //~
to headquarters and remain at headquarters thr the .... atte. . on........................................ .."

...
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Date................ Monday..... r .e.br.uary. .....17....

Thie morning Boudreaux and I left Abbeville
sanctuary. The boys and I spent the morning
afternoon we went up the six mile canal and
close up a canal going to the drilling site
R2E, we return at headquarters and rain all
Date.................~~~.~. 4~l.

and came back to the
at headquarters, in the
had an oil company dredge
on section 35, in i1ssafternoon and that evening.

. . . '-.f3..~.I.'~~.~~. . J.?. •

The boys work on the Breakwater along the north side of the boat ways,
I spent the morning a t headquarters. In the afternoon the boys continue to repair the Breakwater. I patrolled at the east end of Chenier
Au Tigre and visit at the Pan American drilling rig on section 31.
In the afternoon late Lonnie took me back to the landing and return to
l'\ea~Et:tt:ar~ere

a l'le. I •rel'lt Ol'l t o A"b"be 11 1lle .

Date................Wedne·sday.... ·F'-e·b ruary..... 19.

This morning ! left Abbeville and came to Intra.coastal city, met
some of the Hope Natural Gas Company men and flew out to southwest
Pass to look over a propose drilling location on section 6, Tl7SR4E we then came by headquarters and talk with Lonnie and Ernest
then went back to Abbeville.
Date .................T.h.ur..s.d.a.y .....F..e.br..uar..y.....20.

The boys spent the day at headauarters and made some repairs on the
west side of the main camal, in the afternoon they went up t he drilling rig on section 31. I spent the day at home in Abbeville, weather
is wet and very cold.
Date.................'-F~. 4~¥.

.. . '-.~.§.~~~F.Y...... ?~. •.

I spent the day home, in the afternoon I went to see my doctor. The
boys spent the day at headquarters, in the late afternoon Lonnie
left heaoquartere and came out to his home at Intracoasta l city,
Ernest remain at headquarters. On the State Ref uge east of our line
are something like ~,000 Geese feeding. Ducks are getting scarce.
Date ................S.a:t..qI.:'.O.a..Y..... r..~.P. .r~.r.Y. .....~2.

I spent the day at my home, very cold this morning heavy Ice. Lonnie
spent the day at his home at Intra.coastal city and boudreaux spent the
morning at headquarters, in the afternoon Boudreaux patrol north out
of Deep bayou and east on Vermilion bay an• return at heaQquarters .
Date.................. e..'¥.l.9~Y. .....r..'i?.P.r.~.1:'..Y ?..'-.~

.....

Lonnie and I spent the day at our homes and
Boudreaux spent the dat at headquarters.
Weather continue to be very cold.
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Date ............. Monday. .... r .e.brua.r.y. ....2.~ .....

This morning I left Abbeville and came to the boat landing at Intra.coastal city, met Lonnie and we return at the sanctuary. Weather
is gett£ng bad and started to rian, so the boys and I remain at
headquarters all day. On the State Refuge to the east from headquants
one can see a large number of Geese.

. . '-.f:'.~:r:'.~~.:r.'Y.. .....?..$.•

Date............... .t..~~.~~~Y.

Thie morning Lonnie took me back to the boat landing and he return
at the sanctuary, I went on to my home in Abbeville. In the afternoon, Lonnie and Ernest went and walk the line on sections 25 and
26, -and change 3 of the small signs. Had a heavy rain last night.
Date...............W.~4.P.:~.~.9:~Y. ....r~.l:>..l:'. ~ .r.Y. .....

26.

Ell'Dest and Lonnie left .headquarteFs this morning and Patrolled thru
the lakes and up Tom bayou and the vicinity, seen on the State Refuge
property in the Tom bayou area something like 10,000 Geese feeding in
a fresh burn. The boys rem• ~n at headquarters thru the afte rnoon.
Date................ 'l'hlJ.:r..~.9.:~Y . . .1.'E'.P.:r..µ~.l:'Y. ... .?.7 .

Thie morning Lonnie and Ernest patrol south at the east end of Chenier
Au Tigre on the way back they visit at the drilling Rig on section
31 in that area. I spent the day at my home in Abbeville. Weather is
not to good, very cold.
Date................ r.:r.'~.4.~Y.

. . .r.~P..:r.'~~.J!Y.. .....?.$..~ .

Lonnie and Ernest spent the day at headquarters, heavy rain most of
the day. In the afternoon Lonnie took Ernest at the boat landing and
return at headquarters and Ernest went on to Abbeville for the weeked
at his home in Abbeville. I spent the day at my home, weather is still
very bad and cold.
Date ..... . ... 5.at..urda.y .....J'~.P.r.u.~. ;r.y .... ~9.

This morning I left Abbeville and met Mr. Kliesch, with the J. Ray
McDermott Dredging Company and came out to over a new drilling location
on section 1, Tl7S-R2E for the Kilroy Drilling Co. Inc. The dredge
started to dredge this morning after I got there, I return back to
Abbeville. Lonnie went to Pan American drilling Rig on section 31.
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Date....... Mon4.~Y..... M.~:r.9.h . . ?..~ ........... . ....... .......

Ernest and I left Abbeville this morning and came to the boat landing,
Lonnie left the sanctuary and met us at the landing and we then return
at headquarters. In the afternoon I return back to Abbeville and telephone to Mr. •orrroe in New Orleans. Lonnie and Ernest went and walk along the State Refug'e line and replace 3 of the small worn out e1gns.
Date........'l'J.~~.e.4.~Y. . . M$..:r.Qh. ... 3...........................
Thie morning Lonnie and Ernest left headquarters and. came out to Abbeville
to vote and we all three or us return back to the sanctuary at noon. In
the afternoon the boye went and walk along the state re uge 11ne in the
Tom bayou area and change three more of the emall worn out signs . I spent
the day at headquarters.
Date........W.~9J:l.~.~.<:l.~. ...M.~.~.h .... '-.~. . ............

I spent most of the morning at headquarters then left the sanctuary and
The ~llroy Dri ~ling Company has now moved

I went to my home in Abbeville.
I in on section 1, Tl7S-R2E and

1s
•
boys went back in the
Tom bayou area a
rep ced more o
e sma l signs. Had some rain 1n the
early evening. The Geese are now getting scarce on the sanctuary.

Date ........~h~~.'3..<:l'.~l.

. . .~.~~.§0 . . $.~ ...... ............

I spent the day in Abbeville. Ernest and Lonnie, spent most of the day
on the south marsh look over the signs in those area and replacing the
burn out ones anu the ones that are weather worn.

D ate ........ r..:I.'~.c:l.~Y ... .litf~.~.P..

J$.-.. . . ... . ... . . . . . . .

Lonnie left headquarters this morning and came to the boat landing
and met Dr
and took h1m on a tour of the sanctuary and return him ac at t e boat landing in the afternoon. Lonnie remain at
his home at Intracoaetal City, I spent the day at my home in Abbeville.
Ernest spent the day at the sanctuary.
Date ......... Sa.turday . . .M&rc.h ... 7....................

Lonnie spent the day at his home at Inbracoastal city, I spent the
at my home in Abbeville. ~oudrP-aux remain at headquarters t hru out
the day had a light rain in the morning. Geese are now very scarce
on the sanctuary, but still have a good many ducks.
Date .......... $.~.<:l.~Y......M~~h ... .§.!................... ......

Lonnie and I in town for the weekend, ~oudreaux
remain at headquarters all day. Weather is stil
not very goog.
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Date. ........M?..1:.~~:f .... ~~.~~ . . Y. ~. ... . . .... . . . ....

This morning Ernest left headquarters and came for Lonnie and I at
the landing, Intracoastal city, we return at headquarters. In the
afternoon the weather turn bad so I return to Abbeville. The boys
in the afternoon patrol south to the Kilroy drilling rig on section
1, they also visit at the Pan American drilling rig on section 31.
Date............'r..~~. ~.c.l.~Y. .....~.~.fa

. J9.. ~ ... .. . ..

Thie morning the weather is nice but cold and the tide is mean low.
The boys went south and walk the State Refuge line east to Hell
Hole and replace the burn out and damage signs along that line, they
return at headquarters in theafternoon, they report lots of ducks
and about 1,000 Geese in that area.
Date............ W.e.dne.. s.daY,.....Ma.r.c.h .....l.l

..•......

This morning the boys left headquarters and came to the boat landing
at Intracoastal city and clean the lawn and mowed the lawn also, they
return at headquarters. In the afternoon the went north of Mile bayou
and walk along s~ate Refuge line and change 2 worn out signs. I remain
in Abbeville at my home all day.
Date.............'-41:1.!..~.~~¥. . ..¥.~.~?.' . .~.?..~ . ... ..
Thie morning I left Abbeville and came out to the sanctuary and spent
the morning at headquarters. In the afternoon Ernest, Lomnie and I,
patrolled out to southwest Pase and talk with the dredg•ng crew that
is digging a new drilling location for Hope Gas in that area, we return
at headquarters and went south to the Pan .A merican drilling rig section 31.
Date.......... .. ...

1day :iy ....M~.~.h. . J?.. ~... .. .

Thie morning Ernest and ! left headquarters and went to Abbeville.
Lonnie this morning went south to the Kilroy, Kilroy is now finish
with the well on section 1, and its a dry hole, they moved out the
drilling rig this afternoon. In the afternoon Lonnie remain at headquarters.
Date ...............l~~.~:t'~~Y.::. ¥8~.h. . J'.':.~... . . .
I spent the morning in Abbeville, Ernest also remain in town all day.
Lonnie this morning went south at the west end of Chenier Au T1gre
and ch.g,nge one sign. Lonnie remain at headquarters all afternoon.

Date................Sunda.y. ....Mareh····l·5-·· ···············

Lonnie spent the day at hea dquarters. Ernest
and I remain in Abbeville all day.
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Date.... M9.r.l.4.~Y ... .~rQh . . . +..t5...~ ......... . . ............ .

This morning Ernest and I left Abbeville and came out to the sanctuazy.
After lunch, Lonnie and Ernest went east thru the lakes and up in Tom
bayou and walk along the State Refuge line in that area and change two
of the worn out signs. I left headquarters and went south to Pan &merican drilling rig on section 31, they are now trying to bring the well
in, this well looks very good to me.
Date.....T..u.e.. a9AY .... M$..1.'..P.b.. ....l7....... . .............. .
Thie morning Ernest and Lonnie left headquarters and went and walk aloig
the state Refuge line from Indian Point south to Hell Hole, they return
at headquarters in the afternoon. I patrol at the west end of Chenie Au
Tigre, seen lots of Green Winged teals and thousands ofGlossy Ibis, we
have also a few scarted Geese in that area.
Date ..... W.e.dn.e..s.A~Y. .... M.~r..G.h .....1.8..............

Seen the first Green Heron for this spring season along the main canal
at headquarters. Ernest took me back to the boat landing this morning
and he return at headquarters and I went on home. Lonnie and Ernest haul
dirt along the breakwater near the boat wayeo
Date......'.I.'.h.t.1.:r.'.1:1.4.~Y..... ~.~.h.... !9.~ ................

Lonnie and Ernest spent the day at headquarters, they wheeled some
dirt in the low places along the Breakwater. In the afternoon Lonnie
and Ernest came at Intracoastal city for some Butane Gae for hie house.
I return with the boys at headquarters. Pan American has moved the
drilling rig away from section 31.

Date ....F.r1daY .... M.a.r.c..h .... ~.O...........................

Lonnie and Ernest continue to wheel dirt on the yard all morn1ngo
I spent the morning at headquarters, in the afternoon Lonnie went
to Intracoastal city for the weekend, Ernest and I remain at headquarters.
Date ..... Saturda.Y, ... M$..r.Q.b ..... ~.l...... . ......... .

Lonnie is at his home at Intracoastal city. Ernest and I patrol west
up Belle Isle bayou and Out to Deep lake, lots of water from the heavy
rains in the pass few week in that area. In the afternoon Ernest and
I left headquarters and went to boat landing, I went on home to Abbeville
and Ernest return at headquarters.
Date ........ $..µr.i.4.~Y .. ..M~.~~.P..... ?..?.!... ............... . ..

Lonnie 'nd I spent the day at our homes, Ernest
spent the day at headquarters.
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Date.........¥.9.nc:l.~Y.. . . ~:r.9..b. .....

This morning Ernest and ! left Abbeville and came to the boat landing, Lonnie left headquarters and met Ernest and I, we then return
at headquarters. Ernest and Lonnie spent the afternoon working on
the yard hauling dirt in the lower places along the breakwater.

Date .........'l.'µ_~J:~.g~Y. ....M~:r.9.A . .

?'-

!! ................ .

Thie morning Lonnie and I left headquarters and patrol out to South~eet Pass, we visit at the drilling rig on section 6 in that area, we
return at headquarters at noon. Seen the first of the Kingbird and
Green heron for the 1964 season. Boye spent the afternoon working
on the yard.

Date .......W..~~.~~.~.9-:~Y.. . . .M~.~~~ ... ..?..?..e. ... .....

This morning I left headquarters and went home.The boys clean the
boats and work on the yard all morning. In the afternoon Ernest and
Lonnie patrol at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre, they replace one
or the small worn out sign.
Date......... Thur.e.d&Y.. ....Ma.rc.h ....26 •.............

Thie morning I left Abbeville abd came to the boat landing , Lonnie
met me with the boat and we return at headquarters. In the afternoon
Lonnie, Ernest and I patrolled south to the east end of Chenier Au
Tigre, seen lote ot Green and Blue-winged teals, saw the first of the
Orchard Oriole for this season, in this area we have lots of Glossy Ibis.
Date ..........f .;r.14$.Y......~J.'QP.....?.7"·········· · ··········

Good friday, we did not do anything Just remain at headquarters. Ernest
went to his home in Abbeville for the weekend of, Lonnie and I remain
at headquarters.

Date ........~l~rd$.Y .... M~J.'Q.b..... ~.8 •.............

Enest spent the day at his home in Abbeville. Lonnie and I patrolled
north out of Deep bayou then east on Vermilion bay and out to Hell
Hole and Indian point and the vicinity, we return at headquarters
and in the afternoon Lonnie and I left the sanctuary and went to
our homes in Abbeville and Intracoastal city.
Date .........S.1:l.!l.q,~Y .....M~:t:'~.~..... ?.9..~

. .. . ..............

Ernest, Lonnie and I spent the Easter at our
homes.
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Date ......... ¥.Q.P..4.~Y. ....M~:r.gh ....'-0.'1..... ............ . . .

Lonnie is now on a two weeks vacation. Ernest and I left Abbeville
this morning and came out to the sanctuary. In the afternoon Ennest
and I patrol south and up the west end Chenier Au Tigre canal and
talk with a shooting crew on section 2, P. M. t return to Abbeville
and spent the night at my home. ~oudreaux remain at headquarters.
Date..........Tu.e.aday .... March . . .,

.l . .......... .......

I left Abbeville and came back at the sanctuary this morning, then
went back and talk with Union 011 Compaay shooting crew on section
2. Ernest and I spent the afternoon at headquarters, Ernest work on

the yard.
Date........J'l.e..dn.e..sO..aY ....AP.r.1.l. ....l . ,......l..964..

Ernest and I spent the day at headquarters, I done a little work
on the Chris-Craft boat, Ernest clean the boats and work ob the
yard. Weather 1s not to good, very high win from the southeast
and high tide.
Date...........T.b.µ.I."..~.t.\.~Y. .... ~Pr..~J . . .?..~ .

seen at headquarters and along the bayous and canals lots of the
Green Herons and some K1ngbird1. In the Belle Isle ridge area we
have lots of the Blue and Green-winged Teals. Boudreaux and I patrolled south at the east end of Chenier Au Tigre.
Date..........f..~14.~Y.. ....4.Pri.l

. . 3..~ . ........ .............
Left headquarters and came to the boat landing, Ernest and I, Ernest
mowed the lawn and return baok at headquarters, I went on to Abbeville
and Talk with Mr. Monroe on the phone from New Orleans. In town I spent
most of my time trying to get some drilling rig to come and drill a
fresh water well at headquarters.
Date ...........SaturdaY, .... April..... 4-............... .
~oudreaux spent the day at headquarters and
my home and drove to Lafayette to eee about

work on the lawn. I left
a water well at the sanctuary, return at home 1n the afternoon and remain there.

Date ........... .JJµ~~.~Y. .....~P.!".~.~ ....$..~......................

Boudreaux spent the day at headquarters, I spe
the day at my home in Abbeville.
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Date...M.o.nd$.Y. .... Apr.1.l

.... 6.P. ................................

Ernest met me
headquarters,
patrol out to
6, and return

at t he boat landing Intracoastal city, we return at
in the afternoon Ernest and I left headquarters and
southwest Pase and out to the drilling rig on section
at headquarters in the late afternoon.

Date... ~.~~..~.4.E1.'.>.": .....~P..!"~.~ ... ..7.~ ............................

Light rain thru the morning, Ernest and I left the sanctu~ry and went
up to Intracoastal city and made some arraegments to move a drilling
r1g at the headquarters to drill a fresh water well for Lonnie's and
my house.
Date... W.e.dne.sday .... Apr.1 1.....8 .•................ . .

Ernest and I return to Intracoastal City and help to load drilling
rig on a barge and arrange for a tug boat to tow the barge at the
sanctuary. Arrived at headquarters with the drilling rig and started
to set up the rig, return to Abbeville for the night.
Date ... Thursday . ..Apri.1 . . .9 .. .... ................. .

This morning I left Abbeville with the drilling crew and came out
to headquarters and work all day on the water well, took the crew
back to Abbeville late afternoon, ! spent the night in town, Ernest
remain at headquarters.
Date ....Fr.1.day.....April .... 1.0 ..................... ...... .

This morning I left Abbeville with the drilling crew and came to the
sanctuary and work all day on the water well, return with the crew
back to Abbeville for the night.
Da1e.....~~.~~~~Y .... !...P:r.'.~ .:i. .... XX..~

. . . . . . . . ..

We return at the sanctuary and work all day on the water well and
back to Abbeville after the day's work.

Date ...Sunday .... Apri.1 .....12 . ........................ .

and I spent the day at our homes in
Abbeville, Lonnie is still on vacation.

~oudreaux
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Date ..............Monday ...A.p .r11 .... l.3 .................

Lonnie is back to work from a two weeks vacation. Ernest and ! left
Abbeville this morning and came back at headquarters. In the afternoon Lonnie mowed the lawn, Ernest and I patrolled out to Southwest
pass and visit with the drilling crew on section 6, in that area.
The fresh water well dr1111ng 1e going on all day at headquarters.

Date.................T.ue.s.day ....Apr11 .... l

.4. .•..........

Ernest, Lonnie and I remain at headquarters all day and help on
the drilling of the water well at headquarters.

Date ................W..~.9:µ.~. f?. <i..f:l.Y .... AP.r.t+..... .l..5.~..

This morning Ernest went south in the west end Chenier Au Tigre
canal and change two of the small signs. Lonnie help on the water well.
I went home for the night and the boys remain at headquarters.
Date ................T..h:µ.:r.~~Y ... AP.:r.~.l ....l.9..~......

Lonnie and Ernest continue to help on the water well. I left Abbeville
and return at headquarters in the morning, in the afternoon I went to
La. Furs for a short visit and return at headquarters.
Date.. .............F..r1.4.~Y. . ..APr..1.l......l..7. .. ... .........

Lonnie and Ernest worked around the headquarters and help on the
water well, after the days work I took the drilling crew back to
Abbeville and spent the night at home. Lonnie and Ernest remain at
headquarters.
Date ............. .. S.~~:µ.~~. ...A.P:r..i .l. .....l.~.it .....

This morning I left Awbev1lle with the drilling crew and came out
to headquarters and worked all day, we return to Abbeville late in
the afternoon, Lonnie and Ernest remain at headquarters.

Date .................. ~~.9.fJ.:Y. . ..~.Pr.±.+.... +..9..-. ........ .....

Lonnie and Ernest remain at headquarters, I
spent the day at my home in Abbeville.

~ :;~~~

~Z. . . .~. ..~. . ... . ~
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Date................M.o.n.9..~Y. ...AP~1l ....20..•...............

Th1s morning I left Abbeville with the water well crew and came at
headquarters and started to drill a new well, worked all day and
Lonnie and Ernest help .

Date................ T.ue.sda.y. ...Apr.11 .....2.]............. .

This morning I return from town with the well crew and work at headqua rters all day, Lonnie and Ernest helped some on the water well ,
they also clean and scubed the walls on the toolhouse. I left headqartere and went back to Abbeville for the night.
Date ................ V!.~.@.~.~.4.~Y. ...AP.~il .... g.?.. ~.

Ernest this morning went to the east end of Chenier Au Tigre, Lonnie
clean and scrubed the walls on the boathouse and help on the water
well, after the day's work I took the water well crew back to town.
D ate .................Th.ur.e.d ay. ..April.... .23 ......

I spent the morning in Abbeville, the boys remain at headquarters
and work on the boats and the buil6..ings and help on the water well.
In the afternoon Willie Y.ae and I left home and went to Meet Roland
and George in Lafayette, return to Abbeville then to the sanctuary
late in the afternoon.

Date.................F..r.14..$.:Y. ...Ap.;r1.l. ..... 24..~ .... . .... . .

Th1s morning George, Roland, Lonnie and I left headquarters and patrol
out to southwest pass and visit the drilling rig on section 6, we return at headquarters and after lunch, Lonnie took George and Roland
for a walk on Chenier Au Tigre, Ernest and I remain at headquarters.
The water well crew worked all day.
Date ..................sa.turday .... Apr.1 1.....25 . ... .

Lonnie took George and Clement at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre
on a tour of the sanctuary in that area. In the afternoon Ernest took
Clement at the boat Landing and return at headquarters. In the afternoon Lonnie and ~eorge went south for more tour of the sanctuary.
Had a light rain in the late afternoon.

.

.

~:~:!·· ·!~~1.i ·"f~·r· t. ..headquarters

and went to
. Each~
ar n ign or initial here:
Ab beville, in the afternoon George and I went J'i':;.Jl
to Avery I eland, Took Roland and '-eorge to
.J1~· "'· · ·.. ...... ..
··· .......................
Lafayette and return to Abbeville, Heavy rai

Date .............. .
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Date.............Monday.... April.....27............. .......

This morning Ernest and the well crew return to work this on the
water well at headquarters. I spent the morning in Abbeville and
return at headquarters in the afternoon, Lonnie met me at the boat
landing. Had a light rain in the afternoon.
Date ............. T.ue.. e.da.Y..... Apr.11 . ...28.•.............

Ernest this morning left headquarters and went and mowed the lawn
at boat landing Inbracoastal city and return at headquarters, Lonnie
help on the w.a ter well, water well is now finish to a depth of 720
feet.
Date.............W
.e dn.e..sday.... April .....2.9.•....

Lonnie, Ernest and I remain at headquarters all day, the boys help on
the water well.

Date ..............T.hu.r..e9..~Y . . AP.r .1l . ..30......~ ... .

This morning I left headquarters and went to Intra.coastal city to
hire a Tug boat and barge to come get the drilling rig at headquarters
ana bring it back to the landing. Lonnie and Ernest help to move the
drilling rig.
Date.............F.riday. . ..May .....l., ..... 1.96.3 •....

Lonnie and Ernest remain at headquarters and started to clean up
around the water well. In the morning I left headquarters and went
at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre. In the afternoon Lonnie and
I left headqua~tere and went to Abbeville, Ernest remain at headquarters .
Date ............~'.t..µr.<J.:~Y . .M.'1.Y ... ~

?. . . ................ .

Ernest spent the day at headquarters, strong southeast wind and very
high tide. Lonnie and I spent the day at our home.

Date ............. $~c:l,~1......¥.~Y.

. . .~.~ - . ... . . . . ... . . . . .

Ernest spent the day at headquarters, Lonnie
and I spent the day in town.
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Date..... ~9..~~Y.....M~Y .... ,

.... ................ ....................

Ernest left headquarters this morning and is now on a three weeks
vacation. Lonnie and I left Intracoastal city and came out to headquarters. Lonnie spent the afternoon mowing the lawn around hie
house. I spent the day at headquarters.
Date......T.u.e..S.A$.Y . ...M$.Y..... .5 . ...... ...... .................... .

This morning Lonnie and I left headquarters and went to boat landing
at Intracoastal city, Lonnie mowed the lawn and return at headquarters
I left the landing and went home. Very high tide with strong southeast
wind.
Date.... JJ.~4.n.e.. !?..4.~.Y .....~$.Y......6...... ... . ............... .

I spent the day at my home in Abbeville. Lonnie this morning went up

Belle Isle bayou and up to Deep lake and the vicinity. Lonnie spent
the afternoon at headquarters and continue to mowe the lawn.

Date......Thur.a.da.y .... ~a.Y, .... 7 .... ......................... .

left Abbeville and came out to the sanctuary in the morning and in
the afternoon Lonnie and I went east and west ends of Chenier Au
Tigre, we return back to headquarters and Lonnie cut grass east of
the headquarters and along Belle Isle lake.

I

Date......F..;r.1..~Y. ... ~Y ...6..!'!............................ . ...... ..

This morning Lonnie left headquarters and patrol east thru Belle Isle
and Fearman lake and up to the head of Tom bayou and back via Vermilion
bay and Deep bayou. I spent the day at headquarters and went home inthe
late afternoon. Lonnie remain at the sanctuary.
Date ..... S.a.turda.Y, ....MaY. . .9.............................. .

I spent the day at my home in Abbeville. Lonnie spent the day at
headquarters.

Date ........~l,l.n.~Y .... M.~Y...... lQ.~ ............... ................ .

Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and I remain in town all day.
2M-9 -61-CP
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Date......Mo.nA~Y .... M~Y .....ll. ~ .................................

This morning Lonnie left headquarters and came for me at the boat
landing Intracoastal city, we then return at headquarters. In the
afternoon Lonnie went south on section 31, where Pan American is
doing a little work in that area. I spent the day at headquarters.
Date......Tu.e..s.day.... M.ay .....12.. ... ..........................

Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and wheeled some dirt on the
lawn around his house. This morning I left headquarters and went
on patrol 1n the west end Chenier Au Tigre area, seen a few of the
Gre en heron nest with eggs. In the afternoon I went to La. Fure
headquarters for a short visit.
Date ......W.e.dn.e.sday..... May.....13.. ................... .
Thie morning Lonnie left headquarters and went along the north shore
of Vermilion bay to look around the vicinity of little White lake
for some of the Louisiana heron and E gret that is suppose to be
nesting in that area but those birds are not useing those small Island
this year. I left headquarters and went home.
Date ..... Thuraday ... May ... l.~..................... ..... .
Lonnie this morning went and set up some markers in the channel
going across Belle Iele lake, In the afternoon Lonnie remain at
headquarters anu hauled more dirt on his yard. I remain at my
home in Abbeville.
Date......F.ri.daY, ....May.....1.5. ......................... ...... .

This morning Pan American picked up and left the south marsh. Lonnie
went at the east end of Chenier Au Tigre and walk east along the beach
and return at headquarters at noon, Lonnie continue to haul dirt on
his yard thru the afternoon. I spent the day at home in Abbeville.
Date .....~~- ~..~4.~Y.. . .M~Y.. . . f.§ .~ ............... .........

Thie morning I went to Lafayette and return to Abbeville and spent
the afternoon at my home. Lonnie this morning went to the west end
of Chenier .Au Tigre and back to headquarters in the afternoon.
Ernest is still on Vacation.
Date. ..... S.~n.4.$,.Y. ... ~.Y .....l .7.'-...... ...... ...................

Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and came t
home at Intracoastal city in the late afternoon
I spent the day at my home in Abbeville.

~:Z:tr#;.
..
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Date................M.9.119:~Y .....~Y ....+§.~........................

This morning I left my home in Abbeville and came met Lonnie at
boat landing Intracoaetal city, Lonnie and I left. the landing and
came back at the sanctuary and remain at headquarters all day.
Ernest is still on vacation.
Date................'r..Y.~.§.9..~Y. ....~Y. .....

+.9.. ~ . . ... ... . ....

Thie morning Lonnie and I left headquarters and patrol north from
headquarters and out of Deep bayou then east on Vermilion bay and
out to Southwest Pase and on section 6, where they are drilling a
new oil location, we return at headquarters and in the afternoon
I left headquarters and went home in Abbeville.
Wednesaay
MaJ ~o.
Date .................................................................................................. .
I spent the day at my home in Abbeville, Ernest still on vacation.
Lonnie spent the morning at headquarters and worked on the yard,
he also made a cement foundation around the fresh water well. In
the afternoon Lonnie went on patrol in the east end Chenier Au Tigre
vicinity ann walk along the beach.
Date.................T.hur.sday... . Ma.y. ..21 .•..............

Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and mowed the lawns and cut
grass around the boat ways. I spent the morning at my home in Abbeville, I left Abbeville and came out to the sanctuary in the late
afternoon.
Date ............... F.ri.day.Jliay..... 2.2 . ......................

This morning Lonnie and I left headquarters and went mowed the lawn
at the boat landing, Lonnie return at headquarters and I went home.
In the afternoon Lonnie went at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre.
Mosquitoes are getting bad, the weather is getting hot and dry, we
A98Q li!Ome re' P apd pl ent¥ of 1 t t.oo
Date ................saturday. ... .May. .....2.3 •.. ...........
I £Pent the day at my home in Abbeville. Lonnie finish mowing the lawn
around my house, Lonnie spent the afternoon at hoeadguarters, he clean
the boats and the toolhouse.
Date ...................S.un.9:.a.Y... .¥.~.Y

. . . 2~.~. ...................

Ernest and I spent the day in Abbeville.
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and in
the late afte rnoon he came to his home at In2M · 9-61 · CP
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Date................ Monday.... M.ay.....25 ........................

In Abbeville this morning I went and pick up Ernest and he and I
met Lonnie at the boat landing we three return at the sanctuary.
In the afternoon Lonnie and I went thru Belle Iele and Fearman
lakes and out to Southwest pa.ea ~ we visited at the drilling Rig
on section 6, we return at headquarters late afternoon.
Date.................Tµ_~J;i¢:~Y. ... M~Y..... ?.&.~. . . . . . . . . . .
This morning Lonnie and Ernest left headquarters with a small barge
a n& went to the boat l~nding at Intracoastal city to get some 300
feet of water pipe, they return at headquarters and started to lay
a water line from the pump house to all of the buildings. I spent
the day at headquarters.
Date................. W.e.dne..lilday:... M&Y..... 2.7.......... .

Lonnie, Ernest and I spent the day at headquarters and worked on
the water line to Lonnie's house. In the late afternoon I left
headquarters and went home, the boys remain at headquarters.
Date ..................1..h~:r..13..<J.:~Y. . . liiY.i.Y......

?.?.-. . . . .....

Ernest and Lonnie continue to lay the pipe line for water to hie
house. I remain in Abbeville all day. Weather is getting very dry
we are now ineed of rain. Mosquitoes are very bad on the lawn at
the sanctuary and on the marsh.
Date ................ F.rida.y ... .M&Y. .... 29. ...................... .

Ernest and Lonnie finish the water pipe line to hie house this morning. In the afternoon Lonnie left headauarters and came to his house
at Intracoastal city. Ernest remain at headouarters and clean my house
and the boats. I left Abbeville and drove to New Iberia for some repairs
for our light plant back to Abbeville and remain in town for the night.
Date ................. Sa.t,urda.Y. ....MaY......3.0 ..............
Ernest spent the day at headquarters and Lonnie and I spent the day
at our homes i~ 'Abbeville and at Intra.coastal City.
Had a light ratn thru the night.
Date ...... ...............$.~.f.1:9.:.~Y. .... ¥.~Y.

. . . ~!.~. . . . ... ... . .

Ernest at the sanctuary all day, Lonnie spen
the day at Intra.coastal City, I spent the at
my home in Abbeville.
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Date................ Mo.n.Q,,.Y. .... J.Y.n.~ .....l . .........................

This morning Lonnie and I left the boat landing at Intra.coastal city
and came out to the sanctuary. Lonnie and Ernest work most of the
day to finish the water pipe line from the well to his house.
Wind is northwest and we have a mean low tide.
Date.................Tu.e.sday .... J.un.e..... 2.....................
~

Thie morning LonJe and Ernest patrolled out to southwest pass and
the vicinieti they report lots of the Snowy Egret, the Green Heron,
the American Egret and some Louisiana heron all nesting on the small
Island in the Pass, about six hundred. nest.

3.

Wednesday June
Date..................................................................................................
.
Thie morning Lonnie and Ernest wheeled some dirt on the yard around
Lonnie's house and cut some grass along the lake Belle Isle. In the
afternoon I left headquarters and went to Abbeville, the boys remain
at headquarters.
Date.................T.b..Y.~.e.9..~Y .....J.µ.n~.....'+. .......... . ... .

I spent the day at my home in Abbeville. Ernest and Lonnie went up
Belle Isle bayou and up to Deep lake and report marsh is now getting
a bit dry, we are getting 1need of some rain. In the afternoon the
boys remain at headquarters.
Date .................f..r1.9.:~Y. .....J.w.l.~..... 5.!t.......................

This morning I left Abbeville and came to the sanctuary, Lonnie
met me at the landing, we mowed the lawn before returning to headquarters. Ernest spent most of the morning cleaning the baots.
In the afternoon Ernest and Left headquarters and went to Abbevill'
Lonnie remain at headquarters.
Date..................saturday..... J .une..... 6.•..............
Ernest and I spent the day in Abbeville. Lonnie thia morning patrol
at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre and remain at headquarters thru
the afternoon.
Date.................. 6..µpg~Y.....J.µn..~... . 7.!t......................

Ernest and I remain in Abbeville thru the day
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters.
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Date....................... M.onQ.~Y .....Jµn_
e. ....

e..!.. . . . .. . ..

This morning Ernest and I left Abbeville and came back to the
sanctuary. After lunch, the boys and I left headqua.rtere and went
to the boat landing at Intracoastal city and painted 75 small
signs the fi rs t coat of the white paint, return at headquarters
in the late afternoon.
Date.......................T..ue.s.cl.ay.....June.... 9. .•............
This morning The boys went to Intracoastal city for some Butane
Gas for the headquarters. In the afternoon the boys run Mar
over the grass east of Lonnie's house. In the afternoon
B
I went back to Abbeville, Lonnie and Ernest remain at headquarters.
Marsh is getting dry and no rain in eight.
Date .......................W
.e.dne..s.d ay.... June....1.0.•
This morning I left Abbeville and came back to headquarters. The
boys spent most of the day mashing the grass along the Belle Isle
lake. In the afternoon I went on patrol to southwest pass and out
to the drilling rig on section 6 in that area.
Date........................~. ~.~~.~.c:i'.~~

.. . ~~.~. . .f.*-.~ ..

I spent the morning at headquarters and went home in the afternoon. Lonnie and Ernest patrol south to the west end of Chenier
Au Tigre and report that most of the marsh in that area is now
bone dry. Still no rain in sight.
Date ......................Fr1da.y .... Jun.e..... l

.2. •... . .......

Thie morning in Abbeville I bought some few feet of lumber and paint
to make some light repairs on the boat ways. Erne s t a nd Lonnie clean
the boats and mowed the lawns. In the afternoon Lonnie ~ .and hie family
went to his home for the weekend, Ernest remain at headquarters.
Date.........................~~~.'l.:.I.'.~.':\.Y. ....~\'.:~.~ .... !. ?..~

..

Lonnie spent the day at his home at !ntracoastal City, Ernest spent
the day at the sanctuary. I spent the day at my home in Abbeville.
Still no rain most or the marsh is now getting dry.
Date.................. ......Sunday.....June ....1.4..•..........

Lonnie and I spent the day at our homes,
Ernest spent the day at headquarters.
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Date.......... Monday.... J.un.e ....15.•.........................

Lonnie and his family return to headquarters this morning after the
weekend at hie home at Intracoastal city. In the afternoon I left
my home and came out to headquarters. In the afternoon Ernest and
Lonnie patrolled thru the lakes and out to Tom bayou and cut grass
around the signs as they went along.
Date..........T..Y.~.~.4~Y. .....J.\.m.~.....l9..L..................
Thie morning the boys and I spent the morning at headquarters and
hauled out the Chris-Craft boat on the ways, clean and scraped thPbottom and change the propeller, let dry to be painted. In the afternoon I left headquarters and went to Abbeville.
Date...........Wedne.aday ....J.un.e . ...17.•............

Ernest and Lonnie went east and west ends of Chenier Au Tigre and
cut grass along the canal banks where we have signs posted. The boys
remain at headquarters thru the afternoon. ! left Abbeville after
lunch and came back to headquarters.
Date........... Thur.s.daY . ..J.une .... 18 ................. .

The boys and I spent the day at headquarters, we worked on the Chr1eCraft hull and painted same and late in the afternoon we launch her
back. Weather is eltll very dry and hot, no sign of rain soon.
Date ......... Fr.iday ... June .... 1.9 •........................

The boys and I spent the day at headquarters, the boys clean the boats
and I change the distributor point on the Chris-Craft engine. In the
afternoon Ernest and ! left headquarters and went to Abbeville for
the weekend, Lonnie remain at headquarters.
Date ..........Saturday .....June .... 20. ................ .

Ennest and I spent the day in Abbeville, Lonnie spent most of the day
painting the 35 pileing under his house. Weather is dr7 and hoto

Date . .......... S~!.1.~~!......?.. ~: . ... ?.~.~

. . ... . . .. ... ..

Lonnie and hie family remain at headquarters
all day. Ernest and I spent the day at our
homes in Abbeville.
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Date.............M9.!1¢J:~Y ... J)~~n~ ..... ?.?.. .......................

Ernest and I left Abbeville this morning and came out to the sanctuary.
In the afternoon Lonnie, Ernest and I left headquarters and patrol nor1h
out or Deep bayou and east out to Southwest Pass, On Deadman Island in
the pass are about 2,000 young Egrets and La. Herons and american egrets
hatch some are now flying. We also visit at the drilling rig section 6.
Date ..............'l'.u.e..sdaY .... J.un~ .....2.3. . .................

Ernest and Lonnie left headquarters this morning went to the boat
landing and painted 75 new small signs the second coat of white paint,
they mowed the lawn and return at headquarters. In the afternoon I,
let headquarters and went to my home.
Date..............Wedne.sda.y..... June..... 2.4.. ..... ..

This morning Lonnie and Ernest patrol thru the lakes and up to the head
of Tom bayou, they report the marsh in thata~rea is getting very dry.
In the afternoon the boys went at the east end of Chenier Au Tigre,
that area is very dry also and no sign of rain.
Date..............T.hµ:r.~.c:l.~Y..... J.\~D.~ ......... ?.5..........

Thie morning! left Abbeville and came back to the sanctuary, ! spent
the day at headquarters. The boys cut grass east of the old beat slip
alon the Belle Isle lake, In the afternoon the boys went up the North
canal and cut grass around the signs.

Date.............. F.;r..1..4~Y. .... Jµne......2.6..a ............ ........

Lonnie and Ernest mowed the lawn at hie house and around the boat
ways, they also clean the boats and the engines. t went up Belle
Isle bayou up to La. Furs headquarters and visit with the boys for
a short visit. In the afternoon Lonnie and hie fanily and I left
headquarters went to our homes, Ernest remain at the sanctuary.
Date .............SA.1tµ~~Y. ....;J,'~~~. . ...~!. -. .. . . . . .
Thie morning Ernest patrol at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre,
he report a light rain fell in that area, in the afternoon a light
rain also fell at headquarters. Lonnie and I spent the day in Abbeville.
Date · ..........Sunday·····June··· 2S..

..................

E h

d

·

· ·· l h

Lonnie and I remain in town. Ernest report a ~
ac w:rae~~~
g ~
or initia ere:
light rain fell most of the day at headquarte
...... ....... ~~ . . ...... . . ....
he remain at headquarters all day.
......................................................... .
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Date..............M.ond.aY. ....JM.e...... 29. ......................

This morning Lonnie and hie family return tf!taf't\ to the sanctuary
they spent the weekend at there home a t Intracoastal city. In the
afternoon I left Abbeville and came out to the sanctaary, from head qua rters I went on to the ea st end of Chenier Au Tigre. The boys
remain at headquarters and worked on the yard.
Date..............T.ue. e.d ay .....June. ....3.0...................
The boys cut a small dltch about 250 feet along the marsh on the
east side of Lonnie's house, they spent most of the day on that job.
I spent the morning at headquarters and went to Abbeville in the
afternoon.
D ate .............. J.Yl.Y .....1.•.....19.9.'-., ............................. .

Thie morning the boys continue to work on the di&oh but had to quit
on account of a light rain thru most of the day. I spent the day in
Abbeville.
Date ..............J.uly......2 ....................................... ................. .

Thie morning I left Abbeville and came out to the sanctuary in the
rain, it rain all day and most of the night, the boys and I remain
at headquarters.
Friday J uiy 3.
Date..................................................................................................
.
Thie morning the weather is still bad and the rains continues thru
most of the day. In the afternoon Ernest and I left headquarters and went
to our homes in Abbeville, Lonnie and his family remain at headquarters,
had another light rain in the morning.
Date ..............s.a i.Y.r.9.$..Y .....'-.•...... July. ............ .

Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and mowed the lawn and cut grase
on the east bank of the old boat slip. Ernest and I spent the day in
Abbeville. More light rain in the afternoon.

~':1:~.~~Y. . ...;1'~.~.Y. ... .?..~................. . . . . .
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Date................
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Date.............¥.<?..f.l.<:1.~Y. .....eJ.'.~.~Y.

. . .§.~ ...... .............. .....

This morning In Abbeville I picked up Ernest at hie home and we two
drove to Intracoastal city our boat landing, from there we left the
landing and came out to our headquarters. I spent the day at headquarters and the boys wheeled some dirt on the east side of Lonnie's
house. Mosquitoes are now getting bad.
Date .........T.ue.sday.....Ju.1.y. ...

..r .......... . ..... . ...
7.

Mosquitoes are bad and the tide is mean low, the boys continue to
wheeled dirt on the east side of the new house. I spent the day at
headquarters.
Date.........W..~.~-~.~--~.9:~.Y . . ..~µ_!.Y. . ..8 •. ................

This morning Lonnie, -Ernest and I left headquarters went to the
boat landing, painted 75 signs and mowed the lawn, the boys return
back at the sanctuary and I went on to my home for the night.
Date .........T.b\U:~.a..daY. .....J.JJ.lY. ... 9 o

.. .... .. ........ ..

This morning I left my home and return at the sanctuary. In the
afternoon I went to look up the banana water-lilies in Deep lake
and found that we have a very good crop this year. Lonnie and Ernest
continue to haul dirt on hie yard.
Date.......... Frid.a.y . ..July . ...10.. ........................ .

Bpye continue to work on the yard,clean the boate and in the afternoon Lonnie and hie family and myself went to town for the weekend.
Ernest remain at headquarters. Had a light rain. Mosquitoes are very
bad and the weather is hot.
Date ......... Sa.t u.rday .... J.uly ....1.1 . ................

Lonnie and I spent the day in Abbeville. Ernest spent the day at
headquarters and painted the large water tank at Lonnie's house.

Date............S.µ n9.aY .....J.)~.lY.. .....l..?..L.....................

Ernest spent the day at the sanctuary, Lonnie
a, ·s pent the day 1n town.
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D ate ............ Monday. .... Jul.y ....13.........................

Heavy rain thru most of the night. This morning Lonnie and his
family and I left the landing a nd return to the sanctuary. At
the sanctuary Lonnie and Ernest made some repairs on the east
breakwater, Rain most of the afternoon.
Date............ T.u.e.sday .... 1.4.. .......................................

Lonnie and Ernest spent most of the day cutting gra ss a long the
west bank of Belle Isle lake, they also wheeled some dirt on his
yard along the east side of the house. I spent the day at headquarters. Had more rain in late afternoon.
Date............W.e.4.n.~ .~.4.~Y. . .J.)~,lY . . .l.5.... ..... ..

This morning Lonnie and I left headqu~rters and patrol out of
Deep bayou and east on Vermilion bay and out to Southwest Pass
and to the drilling rig on se ction 6, we return at headquarters
at noon. Ernest remain at headquarters and wheeled some dirt on
Lonnie's yard. In the afternoon Ileft headquarters and went home.
Date............ Thur.sday. . .July. .... 16. .............. .
This morning Lonnie and Ernest left headquarters and went to boat
landing and mowed the lawn they return at headquarters at noon.
the boys remain at headquarters and continue to wheele dirt on the
yard. I spent the day at my home in Abbeville.
Date......... .. F..;r.~, Q,f:l.Y .....:J..µ1,y .....:J..:.7.~ ... . . . . . . . . . . .

I spent the day at home in Abbeville. Lonnie and Ernest rema in at
headquarters a ll day, Ernest clean the boats and the engines, Lonnie
spent most of the moweing the lawns. Mosquitoes a re very bad on the
lawn. In the afternoon Ernest left headquarters and came to his home
1n Abbeville, Lonnie and his family remain at headquarters.
Date ... ........ sa.t urday ......TUlY .... 1.8 . ........... ..

Ernest and I spent the day in Abbeville, had more rain thru moat of
the day. Lonnie spent the day at headquarters and finished the moweing
of the l .awn, he a lso ha uled some dirt on hie yard but was rained out
in the af t ernoon.
Date ............... $1J.n.<,l.~Y......J..ql.Y . ...!.9..~ . . . . . . . ... . . .

Ernest and I spent the da y in Abbeville.
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters, had more rain thru most of the nay.
2M -9-61 -CP
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D ate .......... M.on.oa.y ...J.U.l Y ...~.O . ...................... .

This morning Ernest and I left Abbeville and return a t the sanctuary.
I spent the day at headquarters, the boys a lso remain at headquarters
and wheeled some dirt on the south yard of Lonnie's house. In the late
afternoon we had a light r a in.
D ate ........... ~.".:~..f:1.~~:Y... . ~~. f.~

. . .?f .~ . ....... . . . .

Thie morning Lonnie and Ernest patrol south to the east and west of
Chenier Au Tigre. In the afternoon Lonnie and Ernest went to the boat
landing and mowed the lawn and return at headquarter~. In the l ate
afternoon I left headquarters and ~ ent at my home.
Date ...........W.edne.sday .....July......22 .............

Thie morning I left my home and came out to Intracoaata l city took our
boat and I went south to the southwest pass area and visit on section
6 where Hope Gas is now drilling a well, I return at the boat landing
at noon and return to Abbeville for the night. The boys continue to
haul dirt on Lonnie's lawn on the east aide.
Date............T.h u.r..e.d.$..Y ....J.U.l.Y... ...2.3. ................ .
This morning I left my home in Abbeville and came back to the sanctuary.
The boys wheeled some dirt all morning around Lonnie's house. In the
afternoon I went for a short visit at La. Furs headqua rters. Had more
rain in the afternoon and early evening.
Date ............ Fri.d aY.....J .UlY..... 24. ......................... .

Lonnie and Ernest and I spent the morning at headquarters. In the
afternoon Lonnie with his family left headquarters and Brnest took
them to the boat landing and return at headquarters. In the late afternoon I left headqiaa rters and went to my home in Abbeville, Ernest
remain at headquarters.
Date ... .......6.a tu.r.daY. ....J.u lY..... 25.............. ..
Thie morning Ernest came to town to vote and return at the sanctuary
in the afternoon. !spent the day at my home. Lonnie spent the day at
his home at Intracoastal city.
Date..............S..\P19:~Y .... J)~l.Y... . .

?.Q. ~... .......... . . . ..

Ernest spent the day at headquarters. ! spent
the day at my home in Abbeville, Lonnie spent
the day at his home Intracoastal city.
2M-9· 61 -CP
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Date............... M~.~4.~l

. . .~lJ.:~~.....?.I•.. . . . . . . . .

Thie morning I left my home in Abbeville and came to boat landing
met Lonnie and his family we return at the sanctuary. Lonnie and
Ernest spent most of the day mowe1ng the lawns. Heavy rains most
of the late afternoon and evening.
D a te................'.1.'1:1..~..f3.9.:.~Y. ......J.'.1:1.+.Y. .....?..~. .... ............

Ernest, Lonnie and I remai n at headqu.9 .rters all day on account of
heavy rain thru most of the day. In the afternoon I left hea dquarters
and went home •
Date ................W.~.4.P.~ . ~~··· .J.µJY. .... 29. ,. .... .

This morning Ernest and Lonnie left headquarters and patrolled thru
Belle Isle lake and Fearman lake and out to Tom bayou and the vicinity. I left Abbeville and patrolled out to southwest pass and visit
the drilling rig on section 6, I return at headquarters in the afternoon. Had more rain in the late afternoona
Date............... 'I'hur.sd.ay. ....July. ..... 30 •.. ........
Thie morning Lonnie and Ernest remain at headquarters and clean t he
boats and wheeled some dirt on the laww south of t.he boathouse. In
the afternoon Lonnie and I patrolled up Belle Isle bayou and up to
Deep lake and back to headquarters.

'-J. -. . . . . . . . . . .

Date............ .. f.:r."~.~.~Y .... .J.:~.~Y. ... .

Lonnie and Ernest spent most of the day mowing the lawn. I left
headquarters and went south to Belle Isle Ridge and the east end
of Chenier Au Tigre. In the afternoon Ernest and I left headquarters
and went to Abbeville, Lonnie remain at headquarters with his family.
Had more light rains 1n the afternoon.
Date

.S.a.t.ur..P.43.. . . Augu.e.t...... l.., ..... 196~.
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters with his family and Ernest
and I remain in Abbeville for the day. More rain.

Date ............... 13..lJ.:~~.~~ .... ~~~lJ.:.t:l ~.....

?. .... . .. . .....

Ernest and I spent the day in Abbeville.
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters with
his family.
2M-9 -61 · CP
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Date..............Mo.n.da.Y .....A:µgµ_
e.t-.....3.~......... ........

Ernest and I lef t Abbeville this morning and came back at the san~tuary. Lonnie and Erne st spent part of the day hauling dirt on the
east lawn by hi e hou se. Heavy rain thru most of the afternoon and
evening.
Date ..............T.ue. e.d ay. . .August .....4 . ............

Had more rain in the morning, The boy s went and mowed the lawn at
t he boat landing I ntracoastal city and return at headquarters , they
spent the afternoon at headquarters. I left headquarters and went
to
Abbeville , Called Mr. Monroe on the telephone in New Orleans
\
about Hope Gas new location in the southwest pass area.
D ate ..............W.edn.e..S.d$..Y......A.~µ.e..~..... 5.~.. .
Thi s morning I left Abbeville and came to Intracoastal City then
left our boat landing and went to southwest Pass and the drilling
rig on section 5, talk with the Texco pipe line survey that is going
on on our property in that area . I return at headquarters 1n the
afternoon.
Date ............... Thur·sday·· · Augu·s·t · · Ow·· · ··
This morning I left headquarters and went up to Deep lake to look
over the duck food in our Deep l a ke, I also went west for a short
visit at the La. Fure headquarters. Lonnie a nd Ernest spent most
of the day ha uling dirt on the yard east of his house.
Date................F.r1day .... Augu.s.t ... ..7 •...... ........

The boys continue to haul dirt on the yard thru the morning, in the
afternoon Lonnie and Ernest clean the boats and the Toolhouae, 1n
tne afternoon Lonnie and his family left headquarters and went to
there home a t Intracoastal city for the weekend.

Date ............. e.~t.µ_r.9:~Y. A.~~.l?..'.t ..~..•...... .

...

Erne s t and I spent the morning a t headquarters, Ernest mowed the
l awn at headquarters also the l awn a t Lonnie's house. This morning
I left headquarters and went to Abbeville, Ernest rema in a t headquarters.
Date .................sunday...... August ..... 9 . ..............

Lonnie and I spent the day at our homes, Erne
spent the day at headquarters, hea vy rain th
most of the day.
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Repor t weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
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concentrations.

Date ........M~!.1.~~l.. . .J.l'.~~.~ .~-

. . ~.Q.~. ............... .

Lonnie and his family and I return at the sanctuary this morning.
Ernest this morning patrolled at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre.
Lonnie, Ernest and I spent the afternoon at headquarters, the boys
started to mow the lawn but had to quit on account of heavy rain.
Date ........ T.u .e.s.day.... Augu.s.t .....1.1................

Ernest and Lonnie finish mowing his lawn and wheeled some dirt
along the east side of hie house. This morning I left headquarters
and went south to ~elle Isle ridge and then up to the east end of
Chenier Au Tigre, In the afternoon I left hea dquarters and went
to my home in Abbeville. Had more rain in the late afternoon.
Date ........W.e.dne.sday.... A.ug.us.t~ ....12...... ..

Lonnie and Ernest remain at headquarters all day and mowed the lawn
and wheeled some dirt back of the Boathouse, had more rain in the
afternoon. I spent the day at my home in Abbeville.
D ate.........Thur.sday. ....Augus.t .....13 •..........

Lonnie
house.
in the
out to
rig on

and Ernest continue to haul dirt in the back of the Boat~ · 1 r e
Thia morning I left Abbeville and return at the sanctuary,
afternoon Lonnie, Ernest and I left headquarters and patrol
southwest pass and the vicinity, we visit at the drilling
section 5.

Date .........Fr.1.d.ay....A.ugu.s.t

....14....................

Ernest and Lonnie remain at headquarters all day, they clean the
walls of the out-side of the Boathouse and parts of his house, they
clean the boats. In the afternoon· Ernest and I left headquarters
and went to Abbeville, Lonnie and his family remain at the sanctuary.
Date ......... Sa.t.\.\r.Q.~Y .... A:YSP.,.a.t .....15....... ....

Ernest and I remain in Abbeville all day. Lonnie spent the day at
headquarters, he cut grass around the boat ways, had some heavy rains
thru most of the day.
·
D ate.......... Sunday.... Augu.s.t .....1.6.. ............... ..

Lonnie and his family remain at the sanctuary
all day, had more rain. Ernest and I spent the
day in Abbeville.
2 M -3-!56-C P
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Date...........M.Q.P.d~.Y .... Augµ_
e.t.....17.•............ ....

Ernest and I left Abbeville this morning and return at the sanctuary.
Lonnie and Erne st spent the day at headquarters and mowed the lawn
and wheeled some dirt on the yard east of Lonnie's house.
Date ...........T.µ.~_J:i.4.~Y .... Aµgµ_e.t. .....18...•............

Ernest and Lonnie spent the morning at headquarters and hauled some
dirt on the yard, in the afternoon the boys left headquarters and
went mowed the lawn at Intracoastal city, boat landing, they return
at headquarters in the late afternoon, I went home for the night.
Date...........W..~.4.m~..~4..~.....A.µgµ_§ ..t......l:9.!!. .

I spent the day
morning. Lonnie
signs along the
Tigre. Had more

at my home in Abbeville.
and Ernest spent most of
canals going to the east
rain thru the early part

Bad some heavy rain in the
the day cutting grass around
and west ends of Chenier Au
of the evening.

Date ............Th.ur..sda.y ... Augus..t .....20.•......

This morning the boys continue to cut grass around sighs in the Belle
Isle ridge area and Lonnie report seen something like 500 Yellow crown
night heron s and a small flight of the Blue-winged teals, those are the
first teals seen for the 1964 and 65 season. This morning I left Abbeville and came back to headguarters.
Date ............Fri.day.... Augua.t .....21.•...............
This morning Ernest and Lonnie left headquarters and went cut grass
around signs in the Tom bayou area, in the afternoon they cut grass
arounf signs in the Belle Isle bayou and Deep lake area. Had a heavy
rain in the late afternoon. Lonnie and his family went home in the afternoon late, Ernest and I remain at headguarters.
D ate .............S.a .t urday..... Aug.ue.t .... 2.2.•......
Thisf morning Ernest and I left headquarters and patrol thru §elle Isle
and earman lakes and out to He.11 Hole and the southwest pass area, we
visit at the drilling rig on section 6, also talk with Texco pipe line
gange working in that area. In the afternoon I went to Abbeville, Ernest
remain at the sanctuary. Lonnie spent the day at his home at Intracoastal.
Date..............~.~~~.1:1..Y. ....~~-~~-~ .....?..?..~

.. . . .....

Lonnie and I spent the at our homes • Ernest
spent the day at the sanctuary. Had more heavy
rain thru the day.
(Use additiona l sheet to avoid crowding)
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Date..........M.o.nA.aY . . Augu.s.t .....24...................

This morning Lonnie and I left the boat landing and return at the
sanctuary. At headquarters Lonnie and Ernest clean the Chris-Craft
and splice new ropes on that same beat . In the afternoon Ernest,
Lonnie and I patrol at the east end of Chenier Au Tigre and went
and walk on the island.
Date .........T.ue.sday .... Augu.at .....25.¥.............

Ernest and Lonnie spent most of the hauling dirt on the lawn of
Lonnie's house. In the afternoon I went at the west end of Chenier
Au Tigre, on my way back I went via La. Furs headquarters and visit
with the boys. Weather is hot and nice with no rain in the last few
~

Date......... W.e.A.n.~.S.A~.Y......AYSU.s.t......2.6. ..... .

Ernest and Lonnie spent the day working on at headquarters, they
painted the gutters on the baothouse and the main headquarters building, they also started to mowed the lawn. In the afternoon late
I left he~dauarters and went to my home.
Date..........T.hur.sda.y. . . .Aug.ust .....27........ . .

This morning I left Abbeville and return at headquarters, Lonnie and
I left headquarters and patrol thru the lakes and out to Southwest
Pass, visited at the drilling rig on section 6, Tl7S-R4E we also talk
with the Texaco Pipe-line gange in that area. Ernest spent most of
the day moweing the lawns.
Date..........F.:r:'.t.9.~Y . . .A:t,t.SµJt~ .....?..§.....................

This morning the boys clean thP. baot and clean in the boathouse, they
also hauled some dirt on the yard. In the afternoon Lonnie, Ernest and
I left headquarters and to the boat landing, Ernest and I went to Abbeville, Lonnie mowed the lawn and return to hP.adouarters with his family.
Had a light rain in the late afternoon.
'
Date .......... sa.t .urday.... Augu.st..... 29. . ........

Lonnie and hie wife and children spent the day at headquarters.
Ernest and I spent the day at our home in Abbeville.

Date ........... S.µp·g·~Y .....A.µgµ·~·~ ..... 3.0. .. ... .......... .

Lonnie spent most of the day at the sanctuary
late afternoon he took his family back t~ Intra
coastal city, he spent the night with his famil
2M-s-ss •.Erneet ~~· Jldim#W\h~fio q.IXd tYBt~fVille.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
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Date ........M.Q.n.g~y.....A.µg_µ~~ .....'-l..L ................

Lonnie and I left the boat landing this morning and came back to the
sanctuary. Lonnie and Ernest spent most of thA day hauling dirt on the
east side lawn of Lonnie's house. I spent the day at headquarters.
D ate ........T..u.e...e.9.a.Y .....S.e.P..t.e.rn:b..e..r......l...•......196 4

The boys continue to wheel dirt on the lawn along the boat house
and the west side brAakwater, they worked most of the day at that job.
In t he afternoon I patrol at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre, saw
a few Blue-winged teals.
Date ........W.e.dne..s.daY.......S.e.;pt..e.mO.~.r. .....2.•

morning
This/at headquarters the boys made some repairs on the breakwater
alon~the main canal, in the afternoon they started to mowe the lawn
at Lonnie's house. In the afternoon I left headquarters and went to
my home for the night.

D ate ........Thur.s.d ay .....S.e.pt.embe. r ... .3.•..

This morning I left Abbeville and return at the sanctuary. The boys
spent the morning moweing and hauling dirt on the lawn, in the afternoon Lonnie, Ernest and I went to southwest pass and the vicinity, in
this area we visit the drilling rig and the people that putting in the
pipe line across our property in that area.
Date .........F-rid&Y.·····Septem-ber.... 4 •..........

Lonnie and Ernest haul more dirt on the lawn and finish the lawn
mowing at headquarters, in the afternoon Lonnie and Ernest and I left
headquarters and went to boat landing, Ernest mowed the lawn and return
to headquarters, Lonnie went to hie home for the weekend and I went to
m.v home for the weekend.

.s.•.

Date ......... sa.t .ur.day ..... sept.embe.r ....

t.onnie and I spent the day at our homes, Ernest spent the day at
headquarters with his wife. Had a light rain in the afternoon.

Date.......... Sun.da.Y ..... Se.p.t.~.m..P..~..f'.....9..,... .....

Lonnie and I spent the day at our homes and
Ernest spent the day at headquarters with his
wife.
2M·3·56·CP
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r.. . .7.t. ...... .....

Date......M.Q.:rni..ll.Y. .....$~.P.~.~.rnP..~..

This morning Lonnie return from his home at Intracoastal City to the
sanctuary, from headquarters Lonnie and Ernest patrolled east thru
Belle Isle and Fearmen lakes and up Tom bayou, on the way back they
went up south in the Big Island bayou area . I spent the day at home.
Date......T.ue. s.day.... .Se.p.t .e.mbe.r......8..........

This morning Ernest left headquarters and came for me at the boat
landing Intra.coastal city, we return at headquarters. Lonnie spent
most of the wheeli ng dirt on the l awn and mowing the lawn. Ernest
and I spent most of the day working on the Chris-Craft.
Date..... .W.e..dn.e..e.daY..... S.e.pt.e..mb.e..r ....9.•

This morning I left headquarters and went to Abbeville for some repairs for the Chris-Craft boat. Ernest and Lonnie worked all day on
the yard, I spent the night at my home.
Date...... Th.v..;r..e.d.AY ......S~.P.t.e.m.b..e .r. ....l.0.,.

This morning I left Abbeville and came back to the sanctuary and spent
most of the day working on the Chrie-Craf t boat , Ernest help on this
repair and Lonnie continue to haul dirt on the yard.
Date...... t~fA~.;Y,

. . . ~~.P..~.~.1.n. §.~.F . . !.~. ~.... ..

This morning 1onnie went and mowed the lawn at the boat landing and
spent the night at his home at Intracoastal city. Ernest and I finish
t h e small repair on the Chris-Craft baot . Ernest and I left headquarteE
and patrolled out to southwest pass and the vicinity, visit at the drilling rig on section 5, from there we went on to Abbeville.
Date .......sat.urday......se.-p.t.e.m.be.r.....u~

.

Lonnie and hi e family return at the sanctuary early this morning,
Lonnie spent the day at headquarters. Ernest and I spent the day
at our home s in Abbeville.
Date ........S.u mlaY ..... ~.~-P..t..~.m:P.. ~..r. ... l3.........

Ernest and I spent the day in Abbeville. Lonnie
remain thru the day at headquarters .
2M - 3-!5S-CP
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Date......... Mo.nd.aY..... Se;p.t.e.m.b.e.r......1:4.......

This morning Ernest and I left Abbevi~le and came to the boat landing, Lonnie met us with the boat and we then return back to the sanctuary the threeof us. Lonnie and Ernest spent most of the making
some repairs on the break•ater along the main canal.
Date..........T.Y.~. e.0,~Y ..... S.e.P.t..e.m.P.~.:r......15.•.

The boys spent all day at headquarters working on the breakwater
and also worked on the old engine at the boat ways. In the afternoon I left headquarters and went to Abbeville.
Date.........W.e..dn.e..e@.Y. .....S.e.P.t..e.ro:b.e.r......l

6.
This morning I left Abbeville early and came back to headquarters,
Ernest, Lonnie and I left headquarters and went to Southwest Pass
to look over the signs in that area, we change and replace the worn
and missing one and visit at the drilling rig then return at headquarters.

Date..........Thurs.d.a.Y. .....S.e.p.t.e.m.b.e.r ....17.

This morning the boys remain at headquarters all day working on
the Breakwater and painted the gutters on the Boathouse and the
headquarters. seen some Pintails comming over at headouarters those
are the fir•st seen for the 1964 and 65 season.
Date ..........F.r.1.d.aY......S..e.:p:t..e..mb..e.:r. . ..1.8... .

Thie morning Lonnie, Ernest and I left headquarters with a small
barge and went to Intracoastal City for some butane gas for Lonnie's
house and for the headquarters as well, the boys return with the
boat and barge to headquartern and I went on to Abbeville, Lonnie
left headquarters and came back to hie home at Intracoastal city
for the weekend off, Ernest remain at headquarters with his wife.

Date...........sa.t .ur.day.....6.e.p.t .e.m.b.e.r.....1.9.

Lonnie and I remain in town thru the day. Ernest and his wife remain at headquarters all day, had a very good rain thru the night
and early morning.
Date............S.Y,n..d$...Y ..... S.~.P.~.~.m.P..~..r.. . . ?O.~ ...

Ernest and his wife remain at headquarters.
Lonnie and I spent the day at our homes in
town. rlad more rain thru the day.
2M·3-!IS-CP
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Date......M.9.n4.~Y. ..... S.~.P.~ .~.m:P..e..r. . ...~l.L . . .

This morning Lonnie and I left the boat landing and came back to the
sanctuary. Ernest and Lonnie spent the morning replacing bolts in the
Breakwater on the east Aide of the old boa.t slip. In the afternoon the
boys and I left headquarters and went south to the east end of Chenier
Au Tigre, we walk along the beach to about section 33, we return at he~
quartere late in the afternoono
Date ...... T.:u.e..s.d&.Y......S.e.pt..e.mb.e..r .....22......
The boys and. I spent the day at headquarters, Lonnie and Ernest continue to replace bolts in the Breakwater and they also painted some
channel markers to be put in Vermilion bay. In the late afternoon
Ernest took me to the boat landing and he return to headquarters and
I went on to Abbeville.
Date......Wedne..s.day..... Sep.te.m.ber.....2.3 .
The boys spent the day at headquarters, they hauled some dirt with a
small barge on the eas.t side Breakwater, the also put second coat of
paint on the channel markers, late inthe afternoon they went and return the small barge up Belle Isle bayou. In the late afternoon Ernest
came for me at the beat landing, we return back at headqua rters.
Date......T.h.u.r.sday. ..... sep.t.e.m:C.e.r .....2.4.•

Thie morning the boys spent the morning working on the yard, they planted
some grass on the fresh hauled dirt east of Lonnie's house. In the afternoon Lonnie and I left headquarters and patrolled north out of Deep bayou
and east on Vermilion bay and out to Southwest Pass, we visit at the
drilling rig on section 6, in the southwest pass area, saw on thie trip
afew Pintails going oyer,
Date ...... F.:r..1.d~Y. .....6.e.:pt.em.P~.:r...... 25...........
Lonnie and Ernest spent the morning cleaning and painting the heaters
in my house, they also clean the boats and the engines. In the afternoon Ernest and I went to Abbeville for the weekend, Lonnie this afternoon patrolled thru the lakes and up Tom bayou.
Date...... .Sa.t,ur.day .... .S.ep.t.e.mbe.r.. ....26.•

Ernest and I spent the day at our homes in Abbeville. Lonnie spent
morning moweing his lawn, his wife came in to spend the weekend with
him at headquarters. In the afternoon we had a light rain.
Date .... S.Y.n.4.~Y ... . S..~.P .t.~m.P..~.:r.. ... 27.~........

E h

den ·

Lonnie spent the weekend with his wife at headac war
si
auarters she went back late in the afternoon.
-yz~I).
~
Had more light rain in the late afternoono Ernes vrt4J . ,4.&3,~. -t:e:.1fn.~Ut~
and I spent the da~ at our homes in Abbeville.
.. ............. ........................................... ......................................._
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Date........M.Q.~9:~Y ..... ~.~rn.:t...~.IJ.lP.~.~- ....?..§..~ ... ...

This morning Ernest left Abbeville anu return at the sanctuary, I remain
in Abbeville, not feeling to well. Ernest and Lonnie remain at headquartem
and clean and painted the heaters and installed them in the houses.
They also clean the boat motera.
Date........ T..JJ.~. s.4.~Y ..... S.~:P.t..~.m.O..~..r...... 2.9 ....

Ernest and Lonnie spent the most part of the day at headquarters doing
some painting and small repairs and painted the Butane tanks. In the
afternoon Ernest left headquarters and came for me at the beat landing
and we return at headquarters. News of "Hurricane Hilda" on all Radios
and T \Ts stations.

Date........W.e..9.ne..s.d9..Y......6.e:pt.e.mb.e..r. .... 3.0 •

This morning the weatber is looking bad, hurricane warning is up all
along the Louisiana gulf coat. The boys and I spent the daJ!; ~t headquarters get all the boats and engines in some safe area, we also
took up the Light plant and put up in a safe place. We spent. the
night at headquarters.
Date ........Oc..t..o.o.e..r.. . l..,......l..9.6.4.... ............. ........ .

Wheater is very bad a light rain is falling, F.rnest, Lonnie and I,
left headquarters and I took the Chris-craft boat to my home in
Abbeville, Wind is now getting very high about 20 to 25 mile per,
hour.

Date ...... .F.r..+..<:l. $.,Y ... . 0.9..~0J~.~;r. .....2. ............. ......

Thie morning news of hurrican~ Hild not to good, getting closer to
the main land of the Louisiana coa8t, wind is something like 25 to
35 m. p. h. Ernest and Lonnie spent the day in Abbeville. I came to
Intracoastal city to look over our property there.
Date........ Sa.t .ur.d.a y ..... Oc.t .o.:b.e.r....3.......... . .

Weather is very bad wind is something like ~O to 50 m. p. h. from the
northwest. Hurricane Hild is getting close to main land, 2:30 P. M.
wind is getting high and higher, wind is now about 60 to 70 m. p . h.
Time 8:30 P. M. wind is now something like 90 to 120 m. p. h. the eye
of the hurricane is ~bout come over the main land 46 miles southeast
of

aa11tbwpgt.

pasa

J i19t. m1 s g 1 pg t,be

pe1ne1

Date.........sunday. .....oc.t .ob.e.r. ....4....................

Lonnie and his family soent the hurricane in
Lafayette, Ernest spent hurricanP. weather at hi
home 1n Abbeville, I remain at home also. Heavy
rains and strong northwest wind all da~,
2M·3·88-CP
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Date...... Mo.nd.as.......Oc..t .o.be..r......1.2.....................

This morning Lonnie left headquarters and came to meet Ernest and I
at the boat lsnding Intracoastal city, Lonnie and Ernest spent the
day cleanning up the drifts left from hurricane Hilda, they return
at headquarters in the late afternoon. I left headquarters and went
to Abbeville for some paint and lumber to make new signs.

Date ......'.!'.µ~.~.9:~Y. .... O.g.~QP.~.:r..... J.).!!............

Ernest and I Lonnie spent the day at headquarters washing the walls
of the outside building of the main headquarters. Ernest l@ft headquarters and camP. for me at the boat landing. Some few small flight
of Geese comming in from the north.
Date.......W..~4.P.~.. ~.4.~Y..... Q.9.. ~.9..P.~P.....~.4.~

..

Lonnie and I spent the morning at headquarters, I ground the valves
on the light plant, Lonnie help. Ernest went thru the lkaes and up in
Tom bayou and replace signs that was washed away by hurricane Hilda.
In the laftcrnoon Lonnie and Ernest replace signs along canals to the
mouth of Deep bayou and up Belle Isl~ bayou. I remain at headquarters.
Date........Thur..sds.y. .... O.c.tob.e.r .....15......... .

This morning Lonnie and Ernest went up Belle Isle bayou picked up
small barge towed it to headquarters and started to haul some dirt
along the west side breakwater. In the. afternoon I left headquarters
and went back to Abbeville with more of the signs to be letterd, I also
bought more new lumber for some posting material.

Date ........F.r.19.~Y......0.9..t.9..P~P.....+..$..~

. .... . . . .

This morning in Abbeville I had some 25 small signs painted with three
of the large signs. The boys remain at headquarters and washed the walls
and done some painting on the boathouse. In the afternoon Ernest took
Lonnie at the boat landing, Ernest return at headquarters with is wife.
Some small flock of Geeee coming in all day, some ducks also coming.
Date ....... sa.t .ur..day.....O.c.to.ber..... l.'!i .......

Lonnie and I, spent the day in Abbeville. Ernest left headquarters
and went south and replace s4igne all along the canals at the east and west
ends of Chenier Au Tigre. Just south of headqus.rtera on the Mcilhenny' s
property are. something like 1,500 Geese feeding in a fresh burn.
Date.......... Sunday..... O.c..t .o.:O..e.r......l..6..w
........... ..

Lonnie spent the day working on his house at
Intracosstal city. I spent the da.y working at
my home. Ernest spent the day with hie wife at
the sanctuary.
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Date............. M.o.n9-~Y .....0G..t..o.P..~.:r. .... 5.!!..............

Lonnie, Ernest and I left Abbeville this morning at 10:30 came to
Intracoaetal city, rented a small boat and came out to the sanctuary
via Humble Oil Company canal. All buildings O. K. left Lonnie and
Ernest at headquarters and I return to Abbeville at my home. Late
in the afternoon I left Abbeville in our boat. and came down the river
to the sanc.tuary. Wind is still very strong about 35 to 40 m. p . h.

Date..............T.u.e.s.0.8.Y.....O.c.t.ob.e.r......6. .•.... .....

This morning the boys and I started to clean up Hilda's mess on the
lawn and picking up trees and drifts on the yard.
See coming in from the north a few small flocks of Geese about 125 birds,
those are the first seen for the 1964 and 65 season.
Date ............W..~.P..n.~.~.Q.~Y. ....09..t.9.P.~P.....7.~.

Boye continue to clean up around at headauarters. ~aw a flight of
Pintails come over very high that could have numeering something
like 10,000 birds that is no doubt the large st one flock of ducks
I have seen in all my 41 years in the marsh. Small flocks of Geese
coming in all day but not stopping on the sanctuary.
Date...............Thu-rsda.y . .. oc.tober ....8 •....

We remain at headoua.rters and work all day on the yard. In the afternoon I went to Abbeville.

Date .............F..r.'.~.<l~Y.. .... 9.~.~9.P.~.~. ... 2.~

. . ......

The boys an6 myself remain all day at headquarte rs, painted some signs
and finish the yard cleaning. In the late aft ernoon, Erne s t and I left
headauar tere and went to Abbeville for the weekend, Lonnie return at
headquarters with his family.
Date ................ Satur..day. ....Oc. t .o.be..r. ....1.0..•

Lonnie spent most of the day at headquarters with his f amily, in
the afternoon he went south and replaced 8 of the small signs in
the c anal going south at the west end of Chenier Au l'igre. Ernest
nad I remain in town all day.
Date ............. ...Sunda.Y..... .O.c.:t.ob.e.r......l..l..~......

Ernest and I remain at our homes in Abbeville.
Lonnie spent the day at headquart e rs with his
family, took them at Intracoastal citp late 1
the afternoon, he spent the night at his horn •
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Date... M.9.P.:9:.~Y. .... 0.9...!-.<>..P.~:r......l..2.!!........ ............

Lonnie and I left boat landing at Intracoastal city and came out to
headquarters. In the afternoon Lonnie and Erenst went and replace the
missing signs in the White's half section 5. I remain at headauarters
all the afternoon. On section 36 in the Deep lake area we have feeding
in a fresh burn something like 750 Geese.
Date... T..u.~..a.da.Y. .....0.G.:t.o.oe..r.. . .20 ..,,.. .............

This morning Lonnie a nd Ernest left he a dquarters and went north to the
mouth of Deep bayou and installed a new large signs, they also went on
our line and the State Refuge sec t ion 29 along the Vermilion bay shore
and put up another large sign missing from hurricane Hilda . In the afternoon we remain at headquarters and made some repairs on the boat ways.
Date...W~.9..n~..§.9:~.Y .....09. ~.9.P..~.r......?..l...~ .......
Thie morning Lonnie, Ernest and I remain at headquarters and ha uled out
the Chris-Craft boat on the ways, the boys scrubed this boat and let dry
to be painted. I left headquarters and went to Abbeville and had more of
the signs made and bought new lumber for some large signs. In the after noon Lonnie a nd Brn~s~ this afternoon spent their time on the marsh.
Date...Thur.sday. .....Oc.to.b er. ....22..............

Ernest this morning painted on the Chris-Craft boat. Lonnie went south
and replaced missing signs in the canal going south to Chenier Au Tigre,
he also replace signs on the Sagrera 1 s 80as in section 6. I left Abbeville
and return at headquarters and came back to help the boy with the Chrisboat. On sP-ction 36 just northwest of headquarters we have about 1,500
Geese feeding. Lota of Ducks comming in from the north.
Date...F.r..1.da,Y .....Oc..t..ob..e..r......2.3. .......................
This morning the boys and I remain at headquarters and finish with the
Chris-Craft, and painted the lumber for 50 new small signs and three of
the larger ones. In the afternoon Lonnie took Ernest and I at the boat
landing, Ernest and I went on to Abbeville, Lonnie with his family return a t headquarters to spend the weekend with Lonnie. Lots of Geese Ju e~
across the main cana l on the Mcilhenny property.
Date ... sa.t.ur.d.a y .....Oc..t.o.b.er. ....2.4...............

Boudreaux and I spent the day in Abbeville. Lonnie remain at headquarters
and painted the west side porch on my house and the speps of his house he
also painted the engine box at the boat ways .
Lonnie reports lots of Ducks in the Tea l ponds and about 2 , 000 Geese just
north of Belle Isle bayou on section 36.
Date ... sunday.···0C·t.Obe·I'····25·.....................

Lonnie spent the day with his family at headquarters, Ernest and I spent the day in Abbevill •
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Date......Mo.n..9.~Y. .....0.G..t.Q:P..~.r......2Q.11................ .

Lonnie this morning left headquarters with his fanily and took them back
to Intracoastal city. Ernest and I met Lonnie at the landing and we three
return back to headquarters. The boys remain at headquarters and worked
on the yard. In the afternoon we patrol south to Belle Isle ridge and on
the ridge in the Goose pond we have about 7,000 mixed ducks and few hund.rai
Geese. On the Mcilhenny west of headquarters along Belle Isle bayou 1000 Ge&e

Date......Tue.sday. .... O.c.t .o.b.e.r .....27..•.............

This morning the boys and I left headquarters went and replace the
signs in the pass and around the Indian point area , we replace 22 of
those signs missing from hurric~ne Hilda, on this trip we visit at
the. drilling rig on section 6. On the way back we visit at the State
Rifuge headquarters.
Date......Wedne.sday.....oc.tobe.r ....2.8 .•....

Thie morning Ernest and Lonnie went and painted signs at the boat landirg
Intracoastal city they return at h eadauarters at noon. In the afternoon
I le f t headauartere and 1 ent to Abbeville, Ernest and Lonnie went an~
r eplsce s igns around the school section 16, they replace 7 of the signs.
Date...... Thur.s.day......Oc.tob.e.r .... 2.9. ..........

This morning Lonnie and Ernest went and walk sections 6, 8, and 9 along
the state Refuge lines and replace 14 of the mi ss ing small signs, they
aleo made some burns in those area. Ge ese on section 29 along Vermilion
bay are something like 2.000 Lots of Duck8 in the Belle Isle area.
I l eft my home and return back to headquarters in the aftermoon.
Date...... Friday ....o.c to.b er ....30.................. .

This morning Erne st and Lonnie went back along the State Refuge line
and finish that line north Of Mile bayou and south of this bayou out
to Big Island bayou they replace 3 of the small sign. In the afternoon I patrol at the west end of Chenier Au Tigre, no Geese seen in
this area, Marsh not burn. Lonnie went home for the weeked.
Date .......sa.tur.da.y .... Q.c..t.o.b er..... 31.•........

Erne st remain at headauarters and clean the boats and the boathouse and
the Toolhouse. I left ·headquarters and patrol north out of Deep bayou
and east on the vermilion bay and out to Indian point and to the drilling
rig in section 6, seen lots of Geese but not on the sanctuary they were
going east on Marsh Isl ~ nd, I went on to Abbeville, Ernest remain at HQ.
Date........S.unda.Y. .....No.v..~m.P..~..:r.. . .l

..,......l.99 ~.
Lonnie spent the day at his home, I spent the
day in Abbeville. Ernest spent the day at the s
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DateM9..P..4.?.:Y......:P.~.9. ..! .. ?.+.l.. . . ........... . . . . . . ... .....

Weather is IJi Foggy and raining.It almost
Lotsof Geese are flying in the fog and dont have any particular
place to go as they are lost in the fog.Ernest arrived in the
morning from his home.in the afternoon when it stopped raining
we went in belle Isle Bayou to get a bargeand load empty gas
tanksto go get them filled in the morning .We received .3 inch
of rain.
Date.T ue.ad.a y...... ne.c.•. 2 .2...................................... In the morning it is very foggy we wait
for fog to lift and we leave fo r Intra. at lOA. M.to go get Gas
afternoon we ret. to H.Q. and unload gas and connect the botes The fog lifted and the weather cleared in the afternoon.
We saw 500 white,Glossy,and white faced Ibis pass H. ~ . heading
North.I guess they have found a new feeding ground.A very few
Geese remain on Sanctuary.They are in Rice Fields north of H. Q.
We dnesday bec.23
Ernes t wen t and picke d up M
r . Nie d at
Date!riti'~i'~ ..... L.8.rid'i'iig· ..·a.na . . . the·y return to h. Q.I went and Patrol t he Tom
Bayou area.I saw about 3000,Geese.there are still very few on
the Santuary.They are still feeding in the rice fields.In the
afternoon we all wen~ and Patrol the east Chenier .Area. Wesaw
About 1000 Ducks in Pe arson Ponds Mostly Gadwalls.We return
to H. Q. and Ernest brought Mr. Nick back to Intra. City.
Date.'.P.h.~.~.~.<i..~Y .... .P.~.q. . . ?.4. ............................ J went and patrol the Deep Lake area and
Saw about 500 ducks and Coots and a few American Egret feeding
I notice a small in crease in the American Egret on the Sanctuary this yaer.weather starting to cloud over and in the afternoon we go to our homes for xmas.It started to rain and got
cold in Late evening .

ti

DateF.~id.~Y.....D.e.c.. . . 25 ...... .......................... ........WE

spent a very nice Xmas • It was a Real
Foggy one for most of the Morning but it cleared in the afternoon and it was also very warm in upper 70,

Date.Satur.day..... D.e.c ..... 26.................................

WE spent the day at our homes • we saw
Geese heading for there feedi ng ground s north of In t ra.

Date ;~·~·~~e· D.·6·~; 7't'o... .!f~. Q~-±" . ·::~~ ~d c~~~~~l ~~ea~!:~
Lake areaand aaw Scaup 300,200 Gadwall ,150
Coots and 23 Canvass BackThe first I saw in Deep
lake this Year.
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Date.......De..c......2.8...,.MQnd.~Y . ................................. In

the morning Ernest and !put 2 recpticies
in the bedroom in the main H Q.I then went and patrol the Tom
Bayou area.I saw about 100 Geese batning in Ferman lake#none
on the Marsh.In the afternoon Ernest and I wen t and patrol the
east Chenier area. we changed 1 sign on the canal. We visited the
Mecom Rig in Section 36 and they are drillng at 11,300 ft. Ne
set Fires in the Widgeons Ponds area •
Date........Tu,e,s.day.....Dec ..... 29.......... .................... It is very fo ggy and Ernest and I wait for
Fog tolift and we tow the bi g f lat boat to Intra. to get the
new Light plant and some Furniture.Mr.Nick came to h.q. with us
We unload Light Plant and Furniture and in the afternoonwe wen t
and patr ol t he east chenier and visit at the Rig They are drilling at 11,580 and expect to run a log at 11,600 ft. Ernest and
went and brought Mr. Nick to Intra. in Aft ernoon
00

Date.......

~.~~~·~..filHiY· 9~~lI?.,go.at··9··~·~~::! ~~ ;~f ~:U~~c~a ~~s~i~s!~e r~r! -

Flying south over Belle Lsle lake .we went and check the signs
on section 25,26 in Belle Isle area.We· changed 3 signs.We went
and visit at the rig they log and aee waiting on orders.Wesaw
lo,000 birds in Goose Ponds The 7 White Pelicans have been there
over a month.
Date ........Th\U~.e..4.~Y.... "D.~..9. .....3.1 . .................. ..... Ernest went and patrol the East Chenie r
area .r went and patrol the DC'ep lake area I saw 300Coots and
a few duc k s including 6 Canvass back.we still have no Geese on
Sanctuary.I saw about 8000 on McilHenny about 2 Mi. wes~ of
the sanctuary.Ernest claened the Cris Craft • the rig is running
a Formation Tester it looks as if they want to try to make a
Well.
Date........Fr.i .d.ay ....JJan ....i ..... 1.9.6.5................. Ernest went to his home and I remained at
H. Q.with my family we went and had Dinner with my Father at their
Canp about 2 miles :from H. ·~· We saw 6 deer on Belle Isle bayou
I notice a lot o:f young de er this y ear and they are in very good
Haelth.Last year they were very poorand sick looking.
Date

2
I went and patrol the east Cheniel' area
. . . .Saturday
ruia·· ·9·a:w. ....Jan..OOU"
...bi'rd·s in Goose Ponds mostly Duck s and Coots also
TO'~

a good amount of Greeee The white Pelicans were s t ill there.I
notice a 50% increase in the Night Heron this year in Goose Pond
I think it s due to the feed it can support more Birds.Mecom set
Pipe and they plan to makea well.

Date ........S.u no..ey .... J.an.....3 ............... ....................It

2M- 3

is Foggy this mo ming
Each warden sign or initial here:
and started to rain Tremain at hq and catch up
on my reports i dont type fast.the temp has
been in the 70. for over a week breaking recor s ..... ......... ................... ................................................................_
for this time of Year.I went to my home in
.,,a.a.f tern O 'f>Yse on1l9itiWI}&eP1Yo ~Mieding)
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·Js. . v.e'ry"""cie!~n:~ :r1~i {t~:n1~n t~h~e ~~~~a~~ ~=, ~~~~w! ;~;~~d
around headquaters this morning .in the afternoon I went and Patrol

¥~~~·~:~t~·~.

Date...

0

the Deep Lake area there are very few ducks in Deep Lake only about
30 .about 25 of this is Gadwall and not a single Coot inthe Lake.

Date ... T.µ~..§.Q..?-Y . .. ~.§A ..~.......5................................. . .

I went and picked up Mr. Ni ck at l n t racoas t al
and we came to headquaters and we went to the Rig in sect.36 .they
were Burning the well. Mr. Nick saw about 1500 birds in the pearson
Ponds abou t 50%of this were Coots we also a flight of 75 Glossy
Ibis fly over the rig .we checked the Goose Ponds and saw 16,000
Mi~ed Birds as Usual.Th~ 2 lfhit~ Pel i~~ns wer e there again.there
were also a large no. ~f night Heron and Ibi s .
Date... W.e..dne..s.dQ..y..... J.an..... 6............................. I went .sn
Patrol the Deep Lake aeea and did
not see a single bird .The feed is still very abundant in t he lake
But there si so much feed every where this year that ducks stay in ,
one pl ace as lo:gg as the feed is good and they ar .~n ot both!!red.In
the afternoon we went and patrol Tom bayou&saw 150 CanvassBacks
This is 16times more than I have seen togethre in the last 6 years.
We have 10,000 Geese in tom bayou area.
Date... Tbu:r.a.day. ...Jn •. 7.......... ...... . .............. Ernest and I went and patrol East Chenier and
visit at the rig.They Squezed of the bottom sand and are trying to
bring in a crude Oil well instead of gas.They can sell the oil but
not the gas.We saw about 10,000 birds in Goose Ponds,6000 dcks,3000
coots, and 1000 ass. birds . In afternoon we went and Patrol The
west Chenier area the grass is groNing very fast.no Birds in area/
Date....~!:i:4.<3.:Y......c:T..~ .... $ ..........................................

I went and pat ro l t he Deep Lake the r e we re
no ducks or birds Jim the lake I have been watching for CanvassBacks
but so far haves een Very few. I~ t he afternoon Iwent to my home.
ernest remained at H. Q.

Date ....S.~.t..µ;r.,Q..~Y.....J.@......9................................

I spent the day at my home .Ernest went and p
Patrol the eas t chenier .I have noticed that on my patrols this year
I see less Hawks t han last year I have not seen a Red tail or Red
Shoulder this year and i rember of seeing 4 sparrow hawks.

Date ......sunday.....J.an....10.....................................

I spent : the day at my
home.Ernest spent the aay at H••
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Date......... M..<:>.~A.?.:Y .....c!..~. ...J.:.+..................................

I came to Headquaters this morning and I went
and Visit at the Ri~.They are still testing the Well . the Geese left
the Sanctuary agin. They moved t o the Hell Bole area where the State
made a new Rum .I also saw a lot of birds in the Goose Ponds, about
the same as Usual,I saw20 Canvass-Backsin the Goose ponds the first
I ever saw in this place.

Date......... ~.~..§.4.~Y.....J.M.~ ...... 12.............. . .... ....

I went a1 d patrol the Deep lake Area There are
no Ducks in the area.Mr. Nick came to headquaters this Morning ,he
went and visit at t he rig • inthe afternoon we Installed the new
Light-Plant.Iwent d!ld brought mr Nick back ~o Intracoastal in the
Afternoon.

the morni~g Ernest and I pulled the Cris-Craf
boat on the Ways and Changed the Whe el.We went to my Fathers Camp
and got his barge& brought it to H•• In the Afternon Ernest and I
ent to Chenier-au-Tigre And picked up a ring for our Cistern.We saw
2 large Flocks of Glossy Ibis about 2 00 in alland 1,000 ducks Feddin
alpng the Canals.

Date .......W..e.dn.e.s.day.... J.an.... 13, .................... In

Date........Thur.sday ...J.an ... 14.........................

Ernest and I left Headquaters Early t !1is morning with the barge and went to Intracoastal to ~et a load of sand
gravel ,and lumber to buil d the tower, we return to H.Q. in the afternoon and unload Barge .

Date .......~!..~.4..c:!:Y. ... J..?:!1..... l5.. ............... ..................

In the morning I went and return the barge to
my daddy camp . Er nest Remained at H. Q, and cleaned the Boats.In the
afternoon he went t o his home. I went and Patrol the Nest Chenier
o birds in the area ,The grass is growing ve ry fast. We have been
having a very warm winter Not much rain but lots of Fog and heavy
Due Ideal for the Grass to qrow.

Date... $.fl.:t.µ:r,9,,f,1Y .....J.~ ... l.6..................... .......

This morning it is Very cold the coldest it has
been all Yaar.The Wind from the North at 40 M.P.H. The tide is the
lowest I have ever seen it all the boats at H.Q. is high and Dry.
I spent the day at H. Q.
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Datdf..onday..... J.an....18 ............. ........................... Ernest arrived at H•• in the morni ng from his
Home.Ne work around H.~. all day Cleaning up and getting ready to pour
Cement foundaton for the tower.The Rig completed its work for mecom
today.They have a ~as well with a very high oil content. We can see 10000
Geese from H. 2.
Date..~~..~.4..?-Y. ... ~.~ . ! ..1.9..................................... Ernest And I went and Patrol the Tom Bayou Area
We did not s ~ e any ~eese in the Area.~he ~ rAss is Growing very well.
In the afternoon I went an d Visit at the qig they were Pumping the water
out to Wloat it.I saw lots of Ducks ,Coots , and Herons in the Goose
Ponds But not too many Egrets.
Date.We..dn.e.s..d.ay.....J ..an .....2.0 ...................... E.rnest went and got Mr Jick in the morning an d Ne
Built Forms and Poured oncrete for the tower.They moved the Drilling
~ig in Sect.36 off the sanctu ary today.

Date~.f./.Thur.s.day .... JBn .... 21 ...................

Mr Nick and I went and Parrol the Southwest Pass
Are a todayand visit at the Rig.We saw 75 Long Bill Curlews and 2 ? 0
Willets and ?00 assorted Sand Pippers on the 1eefs.Mr Nick said he had
never seen so Many Curlews in one Place before.We return to H. Q. and
we went and patrol the East Chenier Can al.I wen t and Brought Mr Mick
to Intracoastal in t he afternoon.

Date.Fri.day ....;i:.an......2.2......................................... Ernest and I did so ·"e Cleaning around HQ and
cleaned the Boats . Mecom sent a tug and Dragline to pull Fillings and
make a Platform around t he Christmas ~ree . Inthe aftern oon I went home
the wind about 50 mph and 2 inches of rain Very bad Weather.

Date ...... ... §::t.1l:r..g.§.Y.....J..§P.......2.3............................. I spent the day at my home • Ernest spent the
dayat hq and went and Patrol the ~ ast end Chenier ti gre area.

Date S.un.d.ay.....Jan..... 2.4......................................... We have a very pretty day
t he weather Clear and cold .Ernest spent the day
at hq/
2M -3-!56 -CP
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Date....1.~gP.:.4.§.Y ....~. &.:l..~ ..~-5.... . . . ........................ . . ..11/r. ick and I cane to headquaters this morning
we ssarted work on the Tower this morning anad Ernest, Mr. ick andI
worked all day on the Tower.rnhere a re about 2000 Geese near H .~.

DateTue..s.day.....J.an.•..2.6 ...................................:ve all work on the Tower until Noon we put the
4 main columa up and braced them well but at noon we had to Quit because the wind got so strong we could not we couldmt stand on top to work .
In the aftern oon I dent and brought Mr.Nick to Intracoastal.

Date. W.e.dne.sday .... J.an......27 .......................... Ernest and I remain at Fq allday.The water is
as low as it ever got a ~ hq . Belle Isle Lake was dryand all the boats
at Hq was High and dry . We took one of the Lower Untts out of one of
the Outboards,the water pump had quit working.The Impeller was worno
out. bout 40007eese near Hq .
Date.. t.h.~!..l?. 4.~Y ... . ~. '¥1......?.f?. ............... ........... J.n the morning ~rne s t and Iwent and stakedthe
chanel across Vermillion Bay the boats had Knocked them alldown. IW
the afternoon I \~ent and Patrol the Deep Lake area amd i went and visit
at the La Fur camps.I saw 6 deer and 4000 Geese but no Ducks . My
Wife and children came to Hq for the weekend with my Father .
Date. Fr..~.9:.~Y. ...J..~... .......29.................................... Iwent and patrol theTom Bayou araet~ Ernest
Remained at Hq . and Cleaned theBoats . I saw No Ducks and Geese In The
Tom Bayon but there were afew Gadwalls and Teal In the lakes gong across .In t he af t ernoon My Family and I went and Patrol th e East chenie.c
area ve saw 7000 Birds in the Goose Ponds 1 "Mostly Coot, Shovler and
~ aal.we saw 100 Glossy Ibis and 200 i ght Herons Feeding In the Afternoon Ernest went to his Home.
Date.S.a.tur.d ay.....J.an..... ).Q................................ In the n'orning Iremain at Hq. IV~ have a Norther
comming in the late evening so I went and brought my Family Home . I returned to H~. and I went and Patrol the Big Island Bayou an. a Deep lake
area the water is getting very low.I saw 2 Duck ~ awks My 4th of this
year And 5 deer they are in Excellent Condition •
Date ..... 9.:t¥J.. <i..l:l.Y. ....J..?.-P.......3.J................ ..................... I spen tthe day at Hq.
It is cold an d 1. the water is very low . Ernest
spent the day at his home,
2M -3 ·!S6 - CP
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Date... M9.Il9..§.Y: . .. m~r.. ...15................. . ....................

rveather clear during day, we had fog in the
morning and the afternoon.wind south at lo mph.Temp 60-72. Mr.Nick and
Ernest arrived in t he morning at Hq. We worked all day on the Steps of th
tower.The Geese are very Scarce you see one lone Goose now and Then.

Date....T.U.e.s.d.ay. ....Mar. .... 1.6. ......................... . ...... Weather Foggy
and Stayed Clear allday.~e finished

and warm It clearedin the Morning
with the Steps of the t ower and in
the Afternoon Mr.Nick and I went to Intracoastal and I Mowed the lawn
and Spent the ight at my home.I waited to be Contacted by Mr. Westman
But h e did not Call/

1'7

through our Areawit Little
to Hq in th~ Morning and
Started to work on the Poarch.Ernest and I also mix ~ d some Concrete in
the Afternoon for a slab at t he Foot of the tower.Mr. Nick and I went an
brought t he Carpenters to Intra.In the Late Evening.

Wednesday Mar
weath~r a front :Moved
Date....e.f·:re·c ·t·~· Mr·~·Ni'ck· ...Siid ....2. ... Carpenters and I came

. . . .... ... . . .... Weather clear and Mild. The wind North-east at
24-28 mph.The Carpenters abd I came to Hq in th ~ Morning and we Worked o
on the poarch allday.In the af~ermoon Erne s t went an d Brought then to
therr homes. We did not see any Geese any where on the Sanctuary.

Date....'.r~~~.~. 4..~Y. . . .M.~ ......... +..~

Date....Fr..i .d.a.y ....... .M.ar.L ...1.9................ ........... ...

eather Cloudy and Cold 34 to40 .Vind north at 25
It drizzeled and Sleeted during the day .In the early evening • We worke
on the poarch Allday.I went and Brought the Carpenters to Intra and
Ernest remained at Hq.

Date...Sat.,.Mar. . ...... 20.......... .... ...............................V eather

Clear and Cold. Temp 28 to 50 the wind north
at 28.I spent the day at my home Ernest spent the day at hq.I have Nev Jr
seen t hewater as low as it is today.

... . . ..... . . ....W..~.~.ther Still clear and Cold
38 -56 I spent the day at my home I heard thous
at Nightthie

Date ....S.w.1.4.~.Y.... M~.:r .....~.+.

~~. G:e~:,_~a~; ~he H~~:a~io~'.10
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1

Date.~~~·~hg:-~..~he.;e. . .ii'r·e. . .iio. . . G;e::n;n ~~ep!;~~:r~~! !~~u~a~gu/3: ~~a~~ :~:ding
in Fearman Lake.I saw 100 Seaside Sparrows along the bayous Ihad never
seen so many in on e area as of now. Ernest arrived in the morning from
his home.the weath~r is Cold and very Cloudy.We worked the Rest of th e
day at Headquaters.
Date.. ~Y..~.~..g_§:Y..... ~-~.P. . . . !.. :?...................................
Dee~ Lake area to check

In the morning I went and Poled a skiff in the
the water and feed • The water is very Fresh
and there is plenty feed But for some reason the ducks dont ~ Wantto
feed in this area .Isaw a few Marsh Wrens .Ift the afternoon we went
and patrol the East Chenier canals we saw about 7000 birds in theGoose
ponds .we have about 8,000 Geese tha t sleep in the Gooesponds.

In the morning Ernest went and Picked up Mr.
Nick at Intar.Coastal and they came to Hq. e wanted to work on the
water tower but the weather is bad • Ernest and I pulled the Cris-Craft
and Changed the Kheel and Worked on the Engine. I:h the Afternoon Ernest
Brought Mr Nick to Landing.

Date..We..dn.e.s..d.a.y.....Fe..b.. ,. ...... 3............................

1

Date.. Thur.sday........ .. F.e.b. ...... .4..... ............ ..........

, Craft We cleaned
walked the Marsh
Houses.Last year
about 2000 Geese

Itt the Morning Ernest and I worked on the Crsthe Engine and the Bilge.
the afternoon we went ana
in the Tom Bayou area.I saw about 50 good M krat
tere were only aboutlO t in the same area. we can see
on Mell Henhy near Hq.

In

Date..F.ri-day..... Fe-b .... 5 ........ ................................ ... The

weat ner is Cloudy and cold and it rained all
day we received 1.2 inches o~ rain.In the afternoon wI went to my home.
Ernest remained a t Headquaters.

Date ... S.~.t.:µ:r..4..Cl.Y..... Jr.~.P......9. . . ... . .........................

Ernest went and patrol t he East Chenier and he
reports still a lot of Ducks in the area. we dont see many Ibis any
more .The feed probably is Getting short for them .I spent the day at
my home.

spent the day at my
home and Ernest remained at Hq.

Date....su.nday .....Fe.<i ........ T ..................................... I
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Date... J v'J.Q.P.:.Q..?,.y.....F..~ .P..~ .

e.... . . ... ...... . . . . .. . . ~!te Weather Warm 68 and very Foggy. In the morning
the wind southeast at 25 mph. Mr. Nick and I came to Headquaters in the
morning.we worked all ~ day putting thdpiping in the main Headquaters
Building for the Hot water tank.About 500 Geese Near hq. there are not
man1 Geese left on sanctuary.
The weather Cloudy and Foggy and some Sprinkles
fell . Temp 71 and winds S-East at 25 mph. e work on the Plumbing of
the Main building all morning.In the afternoon he went and ~f~~g~t/
check on the work that Mecom tis doing in Sect.36 on the Tank Battery
Ern est and I wemt and Brought MR.Nick to Intra. in the afternoon,! and
Brought some pipe back to Hq.In the Past week the Grass Grew so Fast
it seems to have Jumped.

Date .......Tue.s.da.y......F.e.b. ....... .9................................

~·ifa·~··~·g·ii~h?..~%· ~T§·?we· . · ·ha;~e aw~~~~~rm~~r!~Y B~;~u~d ~~ri'~n~~~~s~ f~~h~oast

0

Date......

The Geeae is get t ing re al scarce around the Sanctuary.we have less than
600 in t he whole area,I went and check the Deep lake area No Ducks i·11
th~ area .Inthe afteronoon I went and Patrole n the Tom Bayou .I saw
about 100 Geese in the area. No ducks in t he area I saw 1 Fish Hawk
Flying ove r Fearman Lake.
Date.......'.rh.µ.r.~. 4.?.Y.........;F.'.~.l> .........+.J................ . The weathe r Cloudy And some Li ght Rain. Tfie win d
s outh at 20 mph .Temp-68 . Ernest and I went and Patrol the east chenier
Canals. We visite d .The that are Bui l ding the tank Battery. We saw about
8000 Birds in the Goose Ponds. We saw about 150 Glossy I bis near Chenier
W~ saw about 25 00 Coots,5000 ducks and 1500 of the Ducks were Shovler
I have never seen so many Shoveler in one Place.250 Night Heron also.
I n afternoon I went to see My wife who is veey s i ck.I ret. t o hq i n Even
Date .....Fri.da.y: ........Fe..b ....1.2... ....... . ...................TheWeather Cloudy and raining Wind north Temp 56
Ernest anf I spent the Morning at hq.L n the Afternoon he went to his
home and I remaine d at Hq. I went and pa trol the De ep lake area.I aaw
about 250 geese in the area.and 5 Deer.I dont think that Spring is far
away. The Boat tai l Grakels is starting to Gather in t he t r ees and sing thei r Spring time Songs •• 4 inch of rain.
Date ...... saturday ......... F.e.b ........l.J.............I.n

the mo rni ng the wea t her cle ar but got very Cloudy in late Morning . Th e wind North at 25 mph Temp 36-42 I saw about 250
GeeseNe ar Hq. That is all that is on the Sanctuary any where.I went and
patrol the Goose Ponds there is still a lot of Ducks there.

Date ........ Sµp,d..?..Y. .......F..~.P. .........l.4....... ........ ......The

weather is very Cle ar
a lit t l e Sleet fell with the sun Shining Temp.
38-55 .I went and Patrol t he Deep lahe and the
Vermillion bay and I went to visit with My Wif
For a while and Ret. TO Headquat e r s.
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Date......M.C?.P:Q.?l:Y....F.~. P.. ~ .... 1.5................................

The Weather Cloudy , Wil. nd Southeast at 18 Mph
Temp. 40 to 52. Mr.Nick and Ernest came to Heafquaters in the morning
with 2 Carpenters to work on the Tower.We work on the Tower all day
I saw only 2 Geese from Hq. allday.In the Late Afternoon I brought the
Carpenters to In~racoastal and I spent the night at my home.

Date...... Tu.e.s.day..... Fe.b........ 16............................

The Weather Cloudy and Raining • It rained all
day • ind East at 18 Mph.We work all morning on the Pipe Fitting of
the Hot water tank. In the afternoonErnest went and brought Mr.Nick to
Intracoastal.I remained at Hq.We did not see any Geese today. Mecom
Brougt their Large tanks-on the Barge today. We receiTed 3 inches of
Rain.

~~?..~.:-~-~~r-. t~~. ~. To~7 Bayouw~~t~~~ ~~:f~g~d t~·:;~i~~e 0 !~ ~~s~n i~1 t~:nt

Date......

area. There were a few Scaup in theLakes and also a Few Gad ..valls.
The Temp. 40 to 52 Wind North at 20 mph.In the Afternoon Ernest and I
worked · on the Lawn-M~wers to get them Running. W~ saw about 50 Geese
~lying North from Hq.We rec •• 5 inch of Rain

¥t-a·~~-~-6~. . ~l . ·t·e·~~. ~· 44·:. 6~e~::~t c!!~r r~~1r~~s~~:;~d o~~r~~aih! 8y!~~ ·in

Date......

theMorning. In the Afternoon we went and patrol the East Chenier and
visit the Mecon workers wesaw about 700¢Glossyibis Feeding in the
Marshes after the Big rain.Ne have water all over the Marshes. We saw
About 7000 Birds in the Goose Ponds Lots ot Shoveler and Coots And abou
100 Egret were feeding.We saw a few Pintail.
Date..... J!':r.~.c:l!=l.Y..............F.~.:P.. L ....l..9 ........................ The weather Very clear. The temp 64-72 and no wind
a normal High tide.Ernest and I cleaned the Boats and Changed the Oil
inthe Light Plant.About 50 Geese near Hq.In the Afternoon I went to my
home and Ernest remain at Hq and did some Painting.
·

Date ... S.aturd.ay: ....... Fe.b ......... .......1 9...........

J; spent the day at my home. ernest spent the
day at Bq.The weather Cloudy t. o Partly Cloudy . The wind East at 12 mph
Temp 60I I saw lots of Geese North west of Intra. in the Rice Fields/

Date ..... ~~..?:.~1. . . F..~ . ~.......?..9.................................

I spent the day at my ho
e Each .-;,rden sign
Ernest spent the day at Hq.He went and Patrol
the East Chenier.He reports 300 Ibis in sect 36
A-,r~.d..~;,~
Near mecom well The weather Clear to Partly
Cloudy wind South at 8 mphTemp. 70

· itial here:

... . . . ~3. . . .:.L ..
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The Weather Clear-The wind North at 12 mph. an
the T'emp.56-66. Mr. ick and I came to Headquaters in the Morning. we
went and Visit at the Mecom Well Site.The are still working on the
Tank Battery.We saw 300 G1ossy-Ibis.Wealso saw a lot of 'Feal that
are starting to Work North. e return to Hq. and in the Afternoon
We work onthe Tower.

Date... Mond.ay ....Fe..b •.2.2......................................

Date ....Tue.sday ....Fe.b.........23

................ .......... The Weather Clear. The wind South at 14 Mph/
Temp.64. We worked on the Plumbing on the Main Hq. Bldg.We also poured some cement around the Main Colums of the Tower.In the Afternoon
Ernest brougfut Mr. Nick to Iutracoastal.I went andPat~ol the Tom Bayou area I aaw about 2000 Geese in the area.

Date...

~~~·~·~·~·~1v!·a·§·a·?.1·0l· . ·0f··· ;~~n w~ ~ t~~~h!: ~~n B~~e we o :~n~e ~~=e~e;p F~~m~ ~

in the Afternoon the temp droped to 33.with a low of 28.In the
morning when the rain stoppe d I went and Patrol the East Chenier
.And Visit at the Mecom well Site in sect.36.I saw about 500 Glossay
Ibis sacattered over the arshes.Isaw 1500 Teal in t he Goose Ponds
and still a lot of Shoveler.
Date....~h.~.!.?.9:.§:Y..........1!1.~.P.......?..5.... . ............. ...... Weather clear and cold. the wind North at 22 wi
with r.ust to 34 Nph.The tiae is the Lowest it has ever been at Hq.
The Lake On East Side of hq.is Ury It trapped Hundreds of Gar-fish
on the Bottom when itthe water d~opped.Thw Boat slip is dry.Ernest
and I worked aronnd Hq today we could not go anywhere .we could see
about 2000 Geese From hq .we also notic edlong lines of geese comming
from the northto get awayfrom the cold weather.
Date .. F..:r.ig.~Y..........Feb................2.6.......................... The weather clear andchilly34 warming to 60 in
t h e afternoon.The wind south at 14. Ernest and I worked around Hq in
the Morning.The Boat slip Still Dry we were able to Get the Boat out
of the Shed with the Mecom tug He put his bow aganist the Bank across
the canal and filled our s l ip with his wheels.Ernest went toHis home
in the Afternoon I put some Bolts in the Tower andtook away the Forms
From the Cement. Mecom Finished their work today.
Date... S.at;\lr.day......... F.e.b.. ........... 2.7..... ............
'Phe weather cloudy and the windis south atl5
The water came up about 1 ft. but the water is still very low.I haule
dirt around the feet of the tower.and in the afternoon I went and
Patrol the west Chenier and Changed 1 Sign .And 1 Slat. We heve about ~
4000 Geese near Hq.
Date ..;?.~.4..~Y ..............F.~. 9........ . . ~~........ ................

The weather Cloudy and th
South at 12.Temp.67 It started Raining at 5 pm
and Rained all night.I went and patrlbl the Tom
and Check the Muskrat in sect 9 .they are build
ing ver-y Fast.It looks like we have a Good star
wi tha li 1t~~ead1Jyk>km sheet to avoid crowding)
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Date.......llonday.....Mar.•.l

....................................... Weather Cloudy In the morning, Temp . 6 0~o wind
In the afternoon the weather cleared. Mr Nick and Brnest came to Hq.
in the Morning.We went and patrol the east ch~nier and visit at the
Mecom Wellin sec. 36.It is producing about 100 Bbls. of oil a day
We saw about 7000 birds in the Goose Ponds.we saw a lot of Mallard a
nd Teal. About Half of the Birds in the Goose ponds were Coots. We
have about
00 Geese near H we workek on the tower in the Afternoo
Date........~~..~.4.~Y. ...M.~~. !......?...............................
We at er C ou y an Dri zz ing o an on win
north at 8 mph. Temp. 5 3 I cace to Hq in the mor n ingand Ernest
an -1 I worked on the tower And around Hq all day. we have 8000 Geese
near Hq •• 7 in of Rain .

Date.......W~.@.~..~.4.~.Y. .....M.€!-.~.~..3... ...... ...................

Weather Cloudy and very Bad Wind North at 22
to 30 mph .Ernest and I spent the Morning at hq,It is cold 36 and
damp.It warmed to 48 .in the afternoon and I went and Patrolthe Deep
lake area No Birds in area.we still have 8000 Geese ne ar hq.

Date....... Thur.sd.8 $ . ......Mar .•..4........................... In

the morning I went and Picked Up mr,Nick
It is Clear and Cold 35 High wind s 25 mph.north west we work on the
cistern .Inthe afternoon I went and Brought Mr, Nick Back to Intra.
I return to hq.an d Ernest and I drilled some Holes in the tower to
Put the bol t s. Water very Low r•• the Canals.
Friday Mar. 5

Date ...

weather Ciear and

~atner

coid

)~

to 54 , thw wind

N"C:»r.thwe·s't" ·a·t ......25.. ··Mph"~ .....the water very low.Ernest and I put some Bal ts

in the tower and Cut some timbers on to p of the tower . we cleaned t h
boats and i n the afternoon I w4nt to my h ome.we have 10,000 Geese ne
near hq.

?. . .... ... ... . . . . '..r.h.~......~eather Clear and Cool Temp 44 to 58. ·Nind west
at 18 mph.The water very low. Ernest spent the day at Hq. I spent
the day at my Home . We s t~ll have 10,000 geese near. Hq.

Date........~.~-~..•...... ~.£:1.~. ,..

Date........ Sun.day.........:?ili ar.. .....1 ........ . . .... .............

The weather Still clear
Cool 40 to 55 .I spent the day at my home ,I
notice that there are still large numbers of
geese in the Rice Fields north of Hq.This is
usal. The late Winter haa held them here,

2M·3·!!8-CP
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Date.mo.nd.ay .... Mar .•.8...... ..... . . ..... ......................... The weather clear and cold avery heavy Frost
35 - 60 Temp. No wind.the water is still very low. We have 12,000 G
Geese near Hq.in 4 different Flocks.Mr.Nick and I came to Hq.in the
morning.we pulled the C'istern on the top of the tower . And we worked
all the rest of the day on the t ower .
Date ~.~. ~§a.;r.J4~:r.. •. .

{9- .... ... . . . . . . . . . . . The weather clear to Pa~tly Cloudy , Temp 43 to
is low wind is s - west' at 15 mph . We worked on the to wer piping the wa ter fr om the CEstern to the Main water line . In t he afternoon Mr . Nick and I went and Patrol the South west Past area.Hope
Natural Gas is Dre dgeing the Locations At the Pass They caved in.
We saw 5 long Billed Curlews and a lot of Sand pipers. The Egrets
are s tarting to Gather around the Island at the Pass.
DateW.~.4.1'.!:.~ ..:?..g.~y.....M.~;r...,,,, ....l..O......... ........... .... The weather Cloudy and Mild , Temp . 54- 70 Wind s
S- Westat 10 mph . In the Morning I went and Picked up Mr . Nick and a
Carpent e r at Intracostal .we came to Hq and worked on the Steps at
the tower,I went and brought t a em back and got a Gas bottle Filled
We still have About 10 , 000 Geese near Hq . I notic ed about 700 Ibis
heading North this Morning .

65

w~ter

Date.T.hur.....s.day. ......... ...... .M.ar.• .11....... ........ Weather Foggy and Sprinkl ing in the morning
Temp.54 to 70 ' eather Cleared in the Afternoon The Geese left Near
hq . there are only about 500 left scattered around . Ernest and I cut
some Steps for the to wer and We went in Belle Isle Bayouto get the
barge . And bring it to Hq .
DateF.riday ....... March .... . . . ..12.. ............... The weather cloud~ and Foggy we got some
rain in the Afternoon . 3 inch of rain.Temp 70 . w~ left Hq . with the
barge in the Early morning and went to Intracoastal t o ge t a barge
of lumber for the Const . of the Poarch at hq . In the Afternoon we Unloaded the barge and Ernest went to hi s Home •
Date ?. ?.:'t.~r..4.?-Y ....Ml?::f..9..h.... ......l..3. .............

' eather daingng in the Morning and Cleared
i n t he evening . I went and Pat rol t he Tom Bayou in the Morning and
i went and brough t the Barge back in the Afternoon •

DateSunday........... March ....;t4 ........... ........... JNeather clear and warm in
morning it fogged in the e vening . I went and
patroled the east and west Chenier area . I saw
hundreds of Teal and Glossy Ibis in the area .
St ill lots of Shoveler in the Goose Ponds .
2M -9-61 -CP
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Date.Monday ....mar. ... . 22................. .................

Weather Foggy, Wind East at 15 mph , Water high
Temp 42 to 68. Mr.Nick and I brought The Carpenters to Hq In the Morni
ng And we worked on the Poarch allday.Ernest Painted on the Tower/We d
didn,t see any Geese on the Sanctuary.

Date ...... '.r.:tl..~..f?..4.?.Y.....M.~±.. ! ......?.3. .........................

The weather warm and ClOudy wind South at 12 to
2o mph. We workeR all day on tqe Poarch.And Ernest Painted on the
tower.The Carpenters have L More day to Finish. I saw my FirstKing
Bi rd today.The Orchard Oriole is in also.In the Late evening Nick and
the Carpenters went Home and Ernest and I remain at Hq.

Date.W..e.dne..s.day.....M.ar. ... 2.4..........................

Weather Cloudy and Warm wind South atl2 mph
Ma. Nick and the Carpenters Came to Hq in the Morlil.ing and we worked
on t he Poarch allday Ersest Paintee on the Tower.The Carpenters F
Finished Their work on the Poarch we Have to Paint it And Screen it.
in the Evening I went and Brought Mr.Nick and the Carpenters to
Intra.abd Spent the Night at My Home

D ateTh.ur.sday.........M.ar .........25 ... ............. .weather

Cloudy and a Slight Fog But it is ·varm
I came to Hq. with My Family and Ernest and I mixed some Cement for
a slab at My house.Inthe Afternoon I painted on the Poarch And ernest
Painte d on the Tower.

D ateFr·i-day .. ·Mar . ..... 26 ............................... ffleather

Cold and A very wet Fog The Temp 38 to
51 Wind orth at 22mph/Ernest and I dad some work on the tower and in
thw afternoon he went to his Home and i remaine d at hq.I went and
Patrol the Deep Lake area.

D ate S..?t.t .:tl...r.9:.E:iY ........ .M.§::r....... . 2.7......... . . We..a.ther

Cold and wet 41 to 59 it Drizzeled all
morning. And we had a Fog move in the aftern oon.This weather has been
Ext ra Good for the Groth of the Grass.It is Growing Bet t er t~~ This
Year than I have ever seen It g17ow.In the Afternoon I went and Patrol
the ~ ast Chenier and There is still lots of Ducks ab d Coots in the
Goose Ponds.Esp.Shoveler and Gadwalls.

DateW.e.athe.r . ...cle.ar ........ wind .. ·Ne·rth

east at 5 mph temp54
Each warden sign or initial here:
to 68 I spent the Morning at hq and I brought
My Family to Intra .I ret to Hq.And Painted on M P.<?.~!..9.71................ ........./). ..............................
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DateM.on. ...... April ..... 5. ,. . . .................... .................

Weather clear
Temp. 68-84.
running bad.
ready for Mr.
Intracosatal.

with a light for in the morning. Wind-south at 12 m.p.h.
I came to Hq. in the morning and the Cris-Craft boat was
I went back to Intracoastal to work on the boat to get it
Leinbach's Party. In the morning I also mowed the lawn at
Ernest remained at Hq. and painted on the tower .

Date ..... !l)u,e..a........ -April·····6·-,···········:.....................

Weather partly cloudy and warm. Temp. 65-79. Wind-south at 14 m.p.h.
I met Mr. Leinbach and his wife at Intracoastal , in the morning and we went
to Hq. We made a tour of the Sanctuary and in the afternoon, ;l.I went and
brough t them to Intracoastal. We saw about 50 pintails in the goose ponas,
which is late for pintails . I returned to Hq. with my family .
AP.r.i..1... . .7. .............. . . ......................
Weather clear and warm. ·Temp. 62-78. Wind-south at 15 m. p . h . In the morn .
Ernest and I went and Patrolled the South West Pas s area and visited at the
rig . When we returned to Hq . we went and brought the Cris-Craft to IntraMr . Nick sold It . Ernest and I returned to Hq . in the out - board . In the
afternoon Ern~st and I painted on the tower and the porch .
Date...... Y.~.Q...L

...

Date .....T.hur.s......... April .... 8 ., ............................ .

Weather clear and warm. Temp . 70 Hl. T ~Te . to 84 . Wind- south at 14 m.p . h.
In the morn . I went and met the shooting crew that is working on the Sanctuary on Southwest Corner, I spent the morn . there and in the afternoon,
Ernest and I painted at Hq. I noticed the grass is growin g very nicely in
the marsh, which is dry. I saw lots of shore birds in the lakes that are
nearly dr.y .
Date .....F.r..:L ..,. ..Ap.r.i.1.....9 ., ..........................................

Weather warm, temp . 69-81, wind- south at 16 m. p . h . Ernest and I worked
around noon . He went home, and I remained at Hq . and painted on my porch .
In the late ~fternoon I went and patrol l e d the dee p lake area and I saw a
Boat-Tail Grakel building its nest, the first I have seen thms year.
Date .....S.~.t ..t. ...... April ....10., ................................
Weather warm and wind hi gh =i?-Hl.TlhR. Temp . 72-86, wind-south at 22 m.p.h . In
the morning I went and patrolled the East Cheniere Tigre area . I saw about
8,000 ducks in Pearson Pon ds and Goose Ponds . Also, about 4,000 coots .
Ducks were mostly Shoveller and Gadwal l and Blue-Wing Teal. I am watching
the Pintails closely because t his is late for Pintail to be here .
Date ..... 9-~.~ . . ...AP.~.t.J......~.J.::..L ...............................
vveather cloudy and hot, te mp . 74-85 , wind-south at
26 m.p.h. I patrolled w. Cheniere, I saw 40 Blackecked Stilt and 200 Yellow Legs, 15 Wood Ibis flying East. Also, first Bittren and Green Heron Nest
o ~M- 9~~c~ 9 Year t Use fa°3a?JftitmJi ~if~p fo1~vgidTc9ffivdl~g? ou •
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Monday April 19,
Weather cl ear and warm i n the morning.In the Af t er
ri'O'ori ...we... . had ... a. . .thundei:;·storm with Winds of 60 mph and • 6 inch of rain
I came to Hq.in the morning and I went and Patrol the Tom Bayou Area
The Trass is Growing Very fast and it is also quite thick.Ernest
started his Yacation today.

Date.....

Date..... T.µ.~..§.g_~Y. ........ .AP..;+:i..l.. ...2.0. . ........... ....I went and Patrol the West Cheni er
at the Shell ~uater-boat.The bird Mi gration is in Full

area and visit
swing,The Bushe s alomg the Canals are Full of Bunting , Cat Birfi ,Cardinals , Scarlet
tanagers,and Orchard oriole s.I have never seen so many birds along
the can&ls.Inotice a large increase in the Cardinal Populat ion along
t he canals.

Date....W
.e.dne..s.day. . .......Ap.ri.l

..... 21... ........ Weather clear an d warm Temp. 70 to 86 Wino east
a t 18 mph.I worked on .the Cistern cover . In the afternoon i went and
Picked up My wife at Intracoas tal and Returned to Hq.I paint ed the
Cistern cover in the Afternoon .

Thursday Apri l 22

Weather cl ear and warm 68 to84,wind so.utheast
the gr ass around the signs al ong the east
chenier canal an d I changed 3 signs I aaw my Fi rst hatching of Mottled
i~i~/DUcks t his year T~ere were 10 Following their Mother .

a't. . T5 ···m.ph'~'1'. . . .vient . . aiicf .. cut

Date ...

Date ...:H.'.~.~. q.§l:Y. . . AP.=r.t..~ .....23 . ...W~.~.t..h.~r

still clear and warm Wind south at 1 5 . I went
and Patrol the Tom Bayou ar a a in the Morning ans I put another coat
of Paint on th e Cistern cover . In the .Aftern oon I went and visit a t
the La.Fur Club .

Date .. S.a.t.urda.y .... .April... ...24. .... ..... ..........

Weather
afternoon It clouded up and we
the Cistern cover and Mowed my
are really Busy building their

\Varm and clear In t he morning . Inthe
received . 5 inch of R~i n . I insaaled
lawn at hq.The Grakeland Green Heron
Nest . along the Canals.

Date.... S~.4.~Y..... APE.~ .f... . . ?.?. ................ ...... ~.?-ther

Cool and Clear 54 to 82
r n sign
wind north at 16 . I went and Patrol the west che i e¥ac
. or i
lh ere:
The Marsh is dry but the Grass is Growing Very
........ ...~............. ..~ ...~..':=:.....
well. The Grass has a better Growing start t his
year than i have seen in a lot of Year s .
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Date. Monday....April .. 2.6 ................. .........weather still cool and Clear, Temp 54-84 Wind
north at 12 mph.I left headquaters in the Morning and went to Intracoa
stal. I also had to go to abbeville .I went and visit with mr.Nick
In the Afternoon I mowed the Lawn at Intracostal and returned to Hq.

4

Date . ~.g~·i·fi 4 ii~Itp~t·k~·f.1.wo.rk~~a!~~~~o~~ ~~d~~~~r d~~ !~m: p:~t{~~ :~d
Screened the Light to Heep the Mud dobbers out.I also repaired the
warf in the Boat shed.I saw my First Osprey at Hq.today he stayed
perched on a sign all morning .
Date .W.e..d.ne...s.d~Y .....Apr.ilt .... 28.............. Weat2ercool and clear 52 to 8~ Wind north at 15
mph.I cut Grass around Hq AndI went and Patrol the East Chenierarea
There is still a lot of Ducks and Coot in the Goose Ponds.There is
still about a dozen Pintail in the Goose Ponds.

Date..Thursday......... Apr.i.l ....... 29............. weather Still cool and cle.ar 56 to82 Windeast
atl4 mph.I went and patrol the Tom Bayou area in the Morning in the
fternoon Iwent and patro l the Deep lake area.

Date .Friday····April·····30········· ····Weather warm and Partly clondy wind Southeast at
12 mph. In the early morming i left Hq . And went to Intra.I spent
the day in abb.on B usiness and Picking up Supplies.In the Late aft er
noon I went to Hq.

Date ..S..~t.:µ:r;_q_ay:_ .M.§.Y......l....... ............... We.~ther warm 64 to 86 wind south at 16mph Weather
cloudy.I went and Patrol the .ast chenier Area and Spent the morning
Checking the Marsh !l'the afternoon I hauled dirt on the lawn at Hq .
Mecom Hauled out His First Barge of oil today.

Date .Sunday....May. .... 2 .... weath-e.r.... -warm and Cloudy 66 tO 84
Wind south at 18 I left Hq in the Morning and
spent the Day at my Home.
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Date.Mo.n.9...~Y. ....M~Y..... 3. ............................................. Weathe~ cloudy and Showers allday wind sou th

at 18 mph I came to hq in the morning .I spent the aay around hg.I
did some repair work on the warf in the boat shed in the mornimg and
I di d some painting in theafternoon.

Date ..Tue.sday.....May.: .... 4......... .................. ............. Weatherpartly

cloudy and warm, Temp 66to84 wind
southeast at 18 .I went and Patrol the ~ ast Chenier tigre in the morning. We still have a lot of ducks in the Goose ponds and pearson Pond
About 3,000 birds in all Coot and ducks.I also saw my First Grakel,
and Little Green Heron Eggs today.ln the afternoon I cut grass aro~
und Hq/

Date.w.edne-s·day····May.....5...............................weather Partly cloudy and warm.! changed the

oil in the light-plant andmowed all the Lawns at Hq .It is Getting
very dry . The ground is craking and the grass on the high land is
dying.The grass in the Marsh is doing pretty well.it is still growing good under the conditions.
Date..T.b.:µ:r..!?..9,.f:!:Y. ........M.8.:Y .... -9............. ........ ........

Weather partly cloudy and warm Temp . 66 to 86
Wind south east at 20 mph.I finished trimming the grass around Hq
and cleaned the Boats and white washed the trees aj hq.The Dredge
started dredging the new Location at the pass in the Hope field today,

Date.Fr.i.d.a .y .... May......7................................... ......W.eather

Partly cloudy and warm 66 to 87. wind
southeast at 18 .I left hq in the morning and went to work at intra+
coastal.~ mowed the Lawn and Cleaned the Yard and White washed the
trees.I also had to go into abb.for Supplies/

sat. May 8
weather cloudy and a little cooler the TeMp52
Date.t·O"···"BO"~T-·'riieft·····the·
·· . pa.u:rs·e·n Party at The landing and we went to the Sanctuarj. We toure d the sanctuary we all of the Nesting bird z but the
ducks and coot that were in the Goose Ponds were all gone.Inthe
afternoon i went and Brought the Paulsens to the Landing.
Date . sun.d ay....M.ay.....9. .... ...............................W:eather partly cloudy and w

64to 84 wind South at 22 .I spent the day at Hq
no rain in sight.The rig at the pass finished wi
Indian point no.l and is getting ready ~ o move o
the new location.
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Monday may lo
Date .........

Weather Partl y cloudy and warm Temp 66 to 88

rff·· the·. ·m:a·r nirig. . .I . . .werit to Intracoastal and met Ernest .He return from

His Vacation today.He return to Hq • .And I spent the day at my Home.

Date........ ~~~..§.4..~Y ....M.~Y.....l l..............................

Weather Partly cloudy and warm 66 to88 wind
Southwest at 18 mph . I caught a ride with a Bapoid Pl ane and flew
over the Sanctuary.The Lakes still have a little water . The Grass is
very Thick we have a verry good stand . The muskrat is Doin6 very well
as you can see their Houses scattered allover the Marsh . We went
and visit at the rig at the Pass.The dredge finished this morning
and the rig got on location and started drilling .
Date........We..dne.s.d.ay.... May.: .... 1.2.... ....... . ........ W
eather Partly cloudyand warm 65-85 Wind south
west at 16 Ernest arl.a I went and Picked up some lumber on the Beech
to repairthe boat ways . We return to Hq and we worked on the boat
ways the re s t of the day/We saw quie t a few Wil l et and Sarl.d Piper
along t he Beech.
D ate ........T.hurs.d.ay ..............May ...1.}................. weather

Partly cloudy and warm Temp.65 to 86
wind Southwe s t at 20 mph . In the morning I went and visit at the Rig
Near Hq.To have some Iron Beakets made to secure t he Cross members
on the Boat ways.I r eturn to Hq and Ernest an d I worked on the
Boat Ways again.

D ate.......F.E.'.l:. ~.13.:Y . ...... .M.?.:Y ... J.4............ ...,.............Weather

Partly cloudy and warm 66 to 88 Nind
Southwe st at 20.In the Momin · I went to my home and to Abb . to pick
up Supplies.Ernest remained at Hq And Painted on the Boat way s . We
still dont have any sign of rain.

Date ...... S..~t.µ.:r.d.§.Y . .......M.§.Y......15...................... Weather

Partly cloudy and warm 65 to 87 wind
sou t hwe st at 26 mph.I spent the day at my home and Erne s t spent t ne
day at Hq , and we went and Pa trol t h e East Cheni e r au Tigre area. W
We have been having having Extremely High Tides and the wate r Pa ss
ed over the Marsh in some Places.The water was very sal t yand this
will giv us a lot of Mosquitoes . It will Also Hurt the Animal life.

~·~·~-6~·9 . · ~i~aX.·~ou~h·~!·~~r a~f~:iy s~!~~d~h:r1ga;arm

Eaclywarden sign r1initial here:

at my home an d Ernest spent t h e day at hq .

,. ::r~ . . . .~. .:. .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Weather Mloudy and warm 63 to 84 Wind southwest at 17 mph.In the morning I re t urn to Headquaters and Ernest and
I worke d on the Boat ways .In the Afternoon we went and Patrol the
Vermillion bay area. we saw a few Gull and Shore Birds along the shore
and also a few Egrets Feeding.

Date ..M.on4.~Y,.... May.: .... l.7.......................................

1

1'.'Uesday May 18

weather cloudy and wram o? to 88 Wind southernest and I disconnected the Ice box
in the Main Hq . bilding and re sBnded and Painted it.In the afternoon
we went and Patrol and Cut the Grass on the wes~ Chenier Canal. The
Marsh Very Dry in that area.

Date.. we·a·t .....at""I6.....mph'~·ln . . the .... morning

! .9............................weather Partly cloudy and warm 65to 89 Wind
South east at 16 mph. Ernest and I went and Patrol the Deep lake area
we Have A good crop of Bananna Lillies for the ducks that is ~ut,In th
afternoon we went and cut the Grass around the Signs tn the Tom Bayou
area we also went and Visit at the state •!Wildlife Headquaters.
We Finally received .5in of rain during the Night.

Date..W.:~.4.P.:~. ~.4.~Y.....M.l:\Y.....

.....2.0..............................Weather cloudy and Rain off and on all day •• 7 in.
Ernest abd i spent the Day around Hq cleaning and Checking the Out
board Motors.The small amount of rain we received has already put
new Li f e in the Grass it is Turning Green already.

Date...Tb:u..r..s.d.fi!.Y.....M.a..t

ay...12.~ lc>.::..d.y ......... W
eather still cloudy and warm and wind east at
22mph/Ernes t and I went to Intracoastal in the Morning and r went to
abbeville for some supplies.Erne st went to His Home.In the afternoon My Family and Myself returned to Hq.

Date .. &~y.'.....

Date ....S~.t:P..:r..d.~Y..... M.~Y. .....2.2...........................

Weather cloudy and raining • 5 inches Wind south
east at 20 mph.I spent the day around Hq.we had some of the Family
for an over nig~t visit.
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Date......monday....May ..... 24 . ....... ............ ............

Weather partly cloudlyqand warm. Temp. 66-89
Wind South at 24 Mph. In ~he early mornning I brought my family to
Intracoastal and picked up Ernest and we returne e to headquarters.
We patrole d t he Tom Bayru. area. In the late afternoon I went
to my home to attend my sister's graduation.

Date....... ~.~..~.4.~Y.

. . M.13.:Y.....?..5................................ Weather partly cloudly and warm. Temp. 65-88
Wind south at 20 Mph. I went to Abbeville and picked up some supplies
and re t urned to headquarters. WB.e State and Fe deral game wardens
came to headquarters for patrol. We pat rolle d the cananl.

Weather about the same. Wind south :at 20 Mph •
Ernest went to work i n the yoard at In traaoastal. He mowed and cleaned
the yard. I remained at headquarters with the war dens and I worked
on my roof at headquarters. The wardens and I went on patrol.
Ernest spent the night at his home.

Date.......We.dne.aday. ... M.ay..... 2.6 ......................

cloudly but no rain. Wind South at 17 MJ:'h
Temp. 65- 84. Ernest returned to headquarters in the morning. Ernest
and I worked all day cleaning the bosat and I finished some paper work.

Date ...... Thu:rsday. .... May .....2.T ...... .................. Weath~

4JL ................................ weather partly cloudly and warm. Wind shifted in
late afternonn to north and the weathe r got very bad. We received
.5 inches of rain. I went to my home in the mornign and went to
Abb eville t o pick up bills and supplies. Ernest remained at headquarters.

Date....:Ir!..:L.. 4.~Y ....M.~Y .....

Date....... S.aturd!.ay..... May.....29 .......... ............ .... Weather

clear and Wind North at 7 Mph. Temp. 61-82
I spent the day at my home and Ernest spent the day at he adqua rters 2and
repaace d s ome screens on t he main he adquarters building .

Date ......$.~.4.?.-Y. ....M.~Y. ....3..0 . . ............. . . ........ .Weathe

r clear and warm
Wind North at 8 Mph. Temp- 62- 83 •
I ep enlt -~he day at my home and Ernest spent
the day at headquarters.
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Date........... M.~P..4 ~1.' .....,... ..M~Y..... 3..1......................W
eather

clear and wind north in the morni ng.
In the afternoon the wind shifted to south at 1 2 mph. I came to
head quar ters wi t h my family in the morning. Ernest ane I patrolled
East Chenier Area. We chedked on duck feed; It is coming u p
very well and we should have a v e r-y good crop. In the afternoon
we sanded and painted on one of the small bpats and worked on
some windows in the boat shed.
Date ............Tues.da.y.: ....J.u n.e..... l.......................... weather clear and wind south a t 16 mph.
Temp.
65-87. In the morning Ernest and I patrolled the Deep Lake are a .and
found an extra heavy crop of bana.na potatoes ••• im Deep Lake and
surro ll!lding lakes. We returned to headquarters and put a railing
on the water tower. In th3 afternoon we re-puttied some windows
on old buildings at headquarters.
Date ..........

~~.~~h~?.:~lfrii. . ¥..·ma·t :~~t~~~k c;~a~~t!!.~~a=~~{~ a ~e 1 ~e~~~d ;e~~~t 6 ;~ 7

patrolled the So uthwest Pass Area. We also visted a drilling rig.
We sa~ about one thousand pairs of Egret s nesting on the island
in the pass. We could not reach it to check closely. ~hat afternoon Ernest an d I puttied some more windows.
Date...........'J.'p:µ.~§.9:.§..Y.....J.)J.n.e...... 3 .. ... . .... ...... ... .Weather

clear and hot, Temp. 68-90 Wind south at
14 Mph. In the morning Ernest and I patrolled the East Cheni~r canals.
The wild rice is growing very fast and we have a very good crop .
The Indi go is jus t coming up and we will have a large crop also.
In the afternmon we worked on windows at headquarters.

Date.......... Fr.iday.., ..... J.u ne..... 4................... ...... .. weather

partly cloudl y and warm, Temp. 66-87
Wind So 'th at 1 6 Mph. Ernest went to his home in the mornig . I
patrolled Tomf Bayou area. The birds are domn g very well nesting
along the Bayou and we have a very he avy stand of grass. I n the
afternoon I cut grass on t he e a st levee ••• at headquarters.

Date .......

~~J·d·~~·6-~th~1i£.E3.r§ . . .mph~eaih~~m~~~!~Y a~ 1 ~~~~~u:~e;:r:i1 T~!~ ~d 8 ~ut
gras s on the East levee.

Ernest spent $he day at his home.

Date .......... Sun.d qy..,. ..... J.u ne......6............ ..we.ather

cle ar aid h ot 69-90
Wi nd South at 1 2 ]. ph. I went with my fathe r
and patrolled West Chenier Canal. I sa~ a
lot of young summer mallard in Freshwater
Bayou Area.
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